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Abstract  

 

Integrating the Top-down and Bottom-up Controls of Community Assembly 

 

Gabriel Khattar, Ph.D. 

Concordia University, 2023  

Community assembly theory investigates the mechanisms through which species from a broader 

pool of potential colonizers form local communities at finer spatiotemporal scales. The theory is 

heuristic because it reduces the large number of possible mechanisms shaping communities into a 

tractable number of fundamental high-level processes. However, despite its heuristic value, 

community assembly theory is inherently context-dependent, i.e., its predictions regarding 

community dynamics are only valid within specific ecological conditions. Thus, a synthetic 

understanding of community assembly relies on identifying a few influential ecological axes that 

regulate the context-dependent nature of community dynamics.  In this thesis, I set out to 

investigate community assembly along two latent ecological axes that determine the context of 

community dynamics. The first represents the top-down control of species pools on the 

membership of local communities. The second represents the bottom-up control of landscape 

features on species movement and interactions. By employing process-based simulation models 

that replicated community assembly across varied landscape structures and species pool 

compositions, I generated theoretical predictions about the isolated and interactive effects of both 

forms of control on: (i) spatiotemporal patterns in community composition; (ii) the ecological 

selection of prevailing life-history strategies observed in (meta)communities; (iii) the relative 

importance of assembly processes across space and time and throughout large-scale ecological 

gradients; and (iv) the trajectories of communities (towards differentiation or homogenization) in 

response to natural or anthropogenic disturbances. I provide empirical validation for these 

theoretical predictions by investigating the assembly of insect communities in distinct 

(bio)geographic contexts or by contrasting model predictions with empirical patterns observed in 

the literature. In parallel, I introduced new analytical frameworks that allowed the testing of the 

predictions outlined in this thesis and can be used to address other pertinent questions in 

community ecology. Collectively, the chapters in this thesis derive a mechanistic understanding of 

causal links between landscape-mediated bottom-up control, species pool-mediated top-down 

control, and the context-dependent nature of community assembly. Beyond its theoretical 

significance, this knowledge is crucial for predicting how the impact of human activities on 

landscapes and species pools can alter the structure, dynamics, and regulation of ecological 

communities. 
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species (large font size) are well adapted to local environmental conditions and, consequently, 

maintain long-term viable local populations even in the absence of immigration. Occasional 

species (small font size) are not well adapted to local environmental conditions and, consequently, 

their local occurrence depends on the random immigration of individuals from neighboring 

communities. In this example, BDspace is given by the turnover of core species caused by the high 

stratification of environmental conditions in space (i.e., deterministic species-environment sorting 

mechanisms). The low stratification of environmental conditions in time allows the maintenance 

of the local population of core species. As such, BDtime represents the turnover of occasional 

species driven by stochastic events of colonization and local extinctions that cannot be 

distinguished from the random allocation of individuals from the regional species pool into local 

communities (i.e., stochastic sampling effects).  BDSpxT is then the outcome of the deterministic 

turnover of core species in space and stochastic turnover of occasional species in time. ............ 22 

Figure 2.2: Panel A summarizes (i.e., bar heights = mean, whiskers = Standard error of the mean) 

the average contribution of spatial (BDspace), temporal (BDtime) and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) beta-

diversity to BDtotal  observed across the 10 taxonomic groups (seen in Panel B). Across taxa, the 

average contribution of BDtime to BDtotal is significantly lower than the contributions of BDspace and 

BDSpxT. Additionally, BDtime is significantly more nested than BDspace and BDSpxT. Panel B, first 

row (top):  Phengodidae (glow-worms), Lampyridae (fireflies), Carabidae (ground beetles). 

Second row:  Eumolpinae (Leaf beetles), Antrhibidae (fungus weevils), and Cerambycidae 

(Longhorn beetles). Third row:  Metopiinae, Pimplinae, Meteorus. Fourth row: Mesosotoinae. 31 

Figure 2.3: Considering all taxonomic groups combined (n = 10) , dissimilarities in temporal beta-

diversity (BDtime) are, on average, not different from null model expectation (mean standardized 

effect size -mean SESij- overlaps with dashed line in 0). Conversely, spatial (BDspace) and 

spatiotemporal  (BDSpxT)  beta-diversities were higher than the null expectation (i.e., mean SESij > 

0 in both cases) and significantly higher than in BDtime. A jitter effect was used to place taxonomic 

groups according to their mean SESij values across dimensions. ................................................. 32 
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Figure 2.4: Interaction plot showing the percentage of the total variation in the spatial (BDspace), 

temporal (BDtime) and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) dimensions of the compositional dissimilarity 

matrix explained by environmental dissimilarities (Envdiss), stochastic sampling effects (𝐃𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥) 
and their joint contribution (Joint).  Symbols show mean values obtained considering all 10 

taxonomic groups. Whiskers = Standard Error of the mean. ........................................................ 34 

Figure 3.1:  A mediation model for the geography of metacommunity assembly. It incorporates 

the effects of both landscape (exogenous variables) and species pool (mediator variables) attributes 

on the relative importance of selection, dispersal, and drift (i.e., Endogenous variable). Dashed 

round-edged boxes represent theoretical constructs, i.e., components of the metacommunity theory 

that are inferred from measurable variables and patterns observed in empirical metacommunities 

(solid rectangles). “%” represents the amount of variation in community composition explained 

by environmental variables and spatial and temporal predictors. The variation explained by their 

covariation (i.e., joint contribution) is omitted. ............................................................................ 53 

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of simulated landscape characteristics. Spatiotemporal 

environmental heterogeneity SH/TH is calculated as the log of the ratio between the average 

variance of environmental conditions in space (SH) and the average variance of environmental 

conditions in time (TH). In the top heatmaps, patches are ordered based on environmental 

characteristics to aid in the visual comparison between spatial (vertical color variation) and 

seasonal (horizontal color variation) environmental heterogeneity. Spatial structure represents the 

type of spatial distribution of environmental conditions considered in the simulations - from totally 

random, through autocorrelated landscapes, to a linear gradient. Connectivity decayed 

exponentially with geographic distance between patches at rate c and values below a fixed 

threshold were truncated to 0. ....................................................................................................... 54 

Figure 3.3: Landscape attributes determine the dominant life-history strategies in species pools. 

Among landscape attributes, variation in landscape seasonality was the main driver of variation on 

metacommunity-weighted niche breadth and dispersal ability (also see Fig.4). Aseasonal (SH/TH 

> 0) landscapes selected for environmental specialists (i.e., narrow niche breadth) that were also 

weak dispersers (i.e., low dispersal ability). Seasonal (SH/TH < 0) favored the dominance of 

environmental generalists that were also strong dispersers. These are the results reported for the 

“Equal” dispersal scenario where species were equally likely to disperse spatially and temporally. 

The results for the “Mostly Spatial” and “Mostly Temporal” dispersal scenarios are reported in 

Supp. Information Figures SI 3.III-IV. ......................................................................................... 63 

Figure 3.4: Theoretical predictions derived from path analysis considering the relationships 

between landscape characteristics (exogenous variables), the dominant life-history strategies in 

species pools (mediators), and the variation partitioning components (endogenous variables). For 

purposes of tractability and synthesis, only pathways with effect sizes higher than the median 

absolute effect sizes across all relationships among exogenous (landscape characteristics), 

mediators (species pool attributes), and endogenous (variation partitioning assembly) are reported 

here. Arrow widths are proportional to the effect sizes estimated. The SH/TH index is given by 

log of the ratio between spatial and temporal environmental heterogeneity. It has positive values 

in landscapes where spatial environmental variation is stronger than seasonal variation but 

negative values in landscapes where spatial environmental variation is weaker than seasonal 

variation. Results reported considering all dispersal scenarios pooled together. The numerical 
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results obtained from path analyses considering each dispersal scenario pooled together and 

separately are reported in Supp. Information (Tables SI 3.I-IV). ................................................. 65 

Figure 3.5: We analyzed the assembly of moth metacommunities in two different mountainous 

landscapes: the tropical and relatively aseasonal Mount Cameroon (MTC, SH/TH >0) and the 

temperate and relatively seasonal H.J Andrews experimental forest (AEF, SH/TH <0) (panel A). 

In the MTC, the regional pool is dominated by climate specialists, while climate generalists 

dominate the regional pool in the AEF (panel B). As such, deterministic species-environment 

sorting is the primary driver of community assembly in the MTC, whereas temporal 

autocorrelation on population dynamics and the temporal structure of climate are the main drivers 

of variation in community composition in the AEF (panel C). White dots in panel B represent 

estimated metacommunity-weight climate tolerances. Shared contributions of climate, space, time, 

and time and space were extremely small in both metacommunities (< 0.1 %) and, therefore, were 

omitted in the plot in panel C ........................................................................................................ 67 

Figure 4.1: Simulation framework designed to understand how metacommunity dynamics impose 

ecological selection on context dependent dispersal strategies.  Species were generated assuming 

random combinations of distinct dispersal strategies (i.e., represented by the plotted curves) for 

emigration propensity, habitat selection, and traversal probability (central panel). Species were 

allowed to colonise and reach coexistence in metacommunities subjected to different competitive 

dynamics (given by the factors represented in the lower panels) that took place in landscapes with 

different features (given by the factors represented in the upper panels). Parameters φ and s 

determine the landscape's spatial structure in environmental conditions and seasonality, 

respectively (See more in Supp. Information I). The size of regional pools gives the richness of 

potential competitors at the beginning of each simulation iteration. Variation in competition type 

was simulated by manipulating the per-capita effects of a species on itself (intraspecific 

competition αkk, αjj) and on other species (interspecific competition αkj, αjk). Here we considered 

species pools under stabilizing (αkk = αjj > αkj= αjk), equalizing (αkk = αjj = αkj= αjk), and 

destabilizing (αkk = αjj < αkj= αjk) competition. ............................................................................. 89 

Figure 4.2 Dominant dispersal strategies for emigration propensity, habitat selection, and traversal 

probability observed across simulation scenarios. The curves in plots A, C, and E illustrate a small 

subset of the full range of context-depedent dispersal strategies seeded into metacommunities at 

each simulation iteration. The shape of these curves depends on the species-specific parameters 

ep, hs, and ts. The colour scales indicate the range of dispersal strategies that have dominated 

metacommunities at the end of each simulation iteration (estimated as the metacommunity-

weighted mean values for hs, ep, ts). For illustrative purposes, some of these strategies are 

represented by the coloured curves in plots A, C, and E. The colour scales also serve as a reference 

for the heatmaps (B, D, and F) illustrating the changes in dominant context-dependent strategies 

across levels of seasonality, spatial autocorrelation, competitors’ richness, and competitive types. 

Each entry (square) in the heatmap represents the average value of the 20 metacommunity-

weighted means obtained for a given simulation scenario. The results reported here were obtained 

under the assumption of niche differentiation (i.e., simulated species differed in habitat 

requirements). See Figs 4.3, SI-4.I, and S-4.III for results obtained under the assumption of 

neutrality. ...................................................................................................................................... 95 
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Figure 4.3 Partial dependence (PD) plots showing the predicted levels of dominant dispersal 

strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted mean values for ep, hs, ts) across 

levels of seasonality (first column), spatial autocorrelation in environmental conditions (second 

column), size of seeded regional pools (third column), and types of competition. Relationships 

were estimated for each level of the niche differentiation assumption (Neutrality = simulated 

species shared habitat requirements; Niche Diff. = simulated species differed in habitat 

requirements). Relationships of with variables that were not kept in the final random forests after 

feature selection were reported for illustrative purposes only (gray). R2 of random forest model 

fitted per row: metacommunity-weighted mean ep = 0.90,  hs = 0.81,  tp =0.95. ........................ 97 

Figure 4.4: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing the predicted diversity of dispersal strategies 

(i.e., metacommunity-weighted standard-deviation for ep, hs, ts) across levels of seasonality (first 

column), spatial autocorrelation of environmental conditions (second column), size of seeded 

regional pools (third column), and types of competition. Relationships were estimated for each 

niche differentiation assumption (Neutrality = species shared habitat requirements; Niche Diff. = 

species’ habitat requirements differed). Relationships of ep, hs, and ts with variables that were not 

kept in the final random forests after feature selection were reported in gray for illustrative 

purposes only. R2 of random forest model fitted per row: metacommunity-weighted standard 

deviation ep = 0.89, hs = 0.75,  tp =0.9. ....................................................................................... 98 

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the proposed analytical framework to estimate community 

keystoneness. We start by creating a graphical representation of a metacommunity (S) wherein 

nodes are communities and edges are weighted compositional similarities (Step I). We then 

estimate the second smallest eigenvalue (SSE) of the weighted Laplacian matrix representing S 

using eq. I (see Main text, and Supp. Material I for details) (Step II). The SSE informs how difficult 

it is to disconnect a graph (i.e., its algebraic connectivity). Then we remove a community of S to 

create S', recalculate the SSE  based on S' (Steps III and IV), and estimate the observed impact of 

community removal as the difference between SSE S and SSE S' (Step V). We then rank 

communities in ascending order of impact and use null models to assess their expected position in 

the ranked-impact list considering their size (abundance) and the abundance distribution of species 

in the regional pool. By contrasting the observed and expected position of communities in the 

ranked-impact list (see Keystoneness in main text), we can identify communities whose removal 

disproportionately impacts S (Step VI). "Keystone communities" are those whose observed 

position in the ranked-impact list is higher than expected based on their size (orange area in the 

scatterplot plot). “Idle communities” are those whose observed position in the ranked-impact list 

is lower than expected based on their size (green area in scatterplot plot). ................................ 111 

Figure 5.2: Results of random forest modeling considering community keystones as a function of 

habitat quality and patch connectivity. Community keystoneness increased with habitat quality 

and patch connectivity (effect sizes > 0). Note that the magnitude of these relationships varied as 

a function of species’ niche breadths and dispersal abilities. Points represent average effect sizes 

across 50 simulation replicates per combination of levels of niche breadth and dispersal rate in the 

simulated regional pool. Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals. Dashed line represents 

effect size = 0. ............................................................................................................................. 117 

Figure 5.3: Results of simulated removal experiments. Impact of community removal on temporal 

changes in the metacommuity structure (total Δ Spatial β) caused by losses and gains in species 
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local abundances. Communities were sorted into deciles of keystoneness (i.e., Q1 = the 3 

communities with the lowest levels of keystoneness, Q10 = the 3 communities with the highest 

keystoneness). Losses and gains on local species abundances over time sum up to total Δ Spatial 

β. Points represent average effect sizes across 50 simulation replicates per combination of levels 

of niche breadths and dispersal rates in the simulated regional pool. Whiskers represent 95% 

confidence intervals. Dashed line represent Δ Spatial β = 0. ...................................................... 118 

Figure 5.4: Mapping the keystoneness of moths communities in space (across elevations) and time.  

High-elevation communities consistently exhibited  a greater degree of keystoneness compared to 

low-elevation communities. ........................................................................................................ 119 

Figure 5.5 Results of random forest modeling considering local diversity (Panel A, R2 = 0.58) and 

keystoneness (Panel B, R2 = 0.61) as a function of climate, spatial MEMs, temporal AEMs, and 

light pollution (ALAN, in yellow) at different scales, spatial and temporal variables of the 

empirically studied moth metacommunity. Only predictors retained via model selection are 

reported here. The first column shows variables ranked in order of importance to model fit 

(estimated as % of the increase in mean squared errors when permuted). The second column shows 

their standardized effect sizes. Dashed line represents effect size = 0, and whiskers indicate a 

confidence interval at 95%. The third column reports partial dependence plots. They serve as a 

graphical depiction of how the average predicted values of the response (local diversity and 

keystoneness) change with variation in the level of ALAN at smaller (1km buffer) and larger (5km 

buffer) scales. The shaded area encompasses +- 1 Standard error of the mean.......................... 120 

  

Figure SI. 2.I Virtual landscape in which metacommunity models were set to run (only last 12 time 

steps are shown). The spatiotemporal structure of environmental conditions is similar to the one 

observed in the tropical slope where insect communities were sampled (see Fig. 2.1 in the main 

text) ............................................................................................................................................... 39 

Figure SI. 2.II: Average contribution of spatial (BDspace), temporal (BDtime), and spatiotemporal 

(BDSpxT) changes in community composition to the total variance of species-by-site-by-time 

matrix (BDtotal). In the first panel analyses were carried out considering both types of species across 

communities (Full matrix) and results were qualitatively similar to the results observed across 

insect communities sampled in this study (see Fig. 2.2 main text). The other two panels show the 

results when only occasional (middle) or core species (right) were kept within communities. As 

we can see, the composition of core species varies relatively little over time, while the composition 

of occasional species varies in all dimensions. ............................................................................. 41 

Figure SI. 2.III: Mean Standardized effect sizes (SES) observed across dimensions calculated 

considering full communities and after the removal of either core or occasional species (see caption 

of Figure SI 2. II). Patterns observed in the full matrix were qualitatively similar to the patterns 

observed in analyses considering real communities (see Fig. 2.3). When considering only 

occasional species (middle), there is a higher similarity between the null expectation and the final 

simulated matrix (SES closer to zero). This result indicates that stochastic events of colonization 
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expectation (i.e., above  0 in BDspace and BDSpxT, but  below zero 0 in BDtime), which indicates that 

other mechanisms drive the spatiotemporal distribution of this type of species across communities

....................................................................................................................................................... 42 

Figure SI. 2.IV; Individual based rarefaction per taxonomic group ............................................. 44 

We make use of simple simulations to demonstrate that averaging effectively controls for 

differences among BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT that result solely from unbalances in the 

dissimilarity matrix D. We started by simulating 150 regional pools using three different species 

abundance distributions (Log-normal, Poisson-lognormal, and negative binomial distributions, 50 

regional pools each). Each regional pool was composed of 1000 individuals distributed across 50 

species. Each individual within any given pool was then randomly allocated across 90 samples 

with specific spatial and temporal coordinates. Then we calculated the pairwise dissimilarity 

among simulated communities and obtained the matrix Dsim. Note that the number of entries in 

Dsim representing Dtime, Dspace, and DSpXT was set to be, respectively, 225, 630, and 3150; the same 

unbalance observed in our real D matrices. Since the composition of simulated communities is 

generated by chance alone, all dimensions should equally contribute to BDtotal. However, without 

proper correction, we observe that BDSpxT> BDspace> BDtime; a pattern that is caused by the 

observed unbalance in Dsim (Figure SI. 2. V). Only after dividing BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT by 

the number of entries in Dsim representing Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT, we observe that all dimensions, 

on average, contribute equally to BDtotal (Figure SI. 2. VI). Based on the same simulations, we also 

show that the results of the SES procedure (see main text) were not influenced by  unbalances in 

D. More specifically, in these simulations where species were randomly distributed across 

communities, the mean SESij for each dimension is not significantly different from 0 (Figure SI. 

2.V). .............................................................................................................................................. 47 

Figure SI. 2.VI Partitioning BDtotal into its dimensions (BDspace, BDtime, BDSpxT) without 

accounting for unbalances in the dissimilarity matrix Dsim. Even though our simulations were set 

in a way that community composition would change equally across dimensions (BDspace = BDtime 

=BDSpxT), the contribution of each dimension to BDtotal differed due to  differences in the number 

of entries  in Dsim representing beta-diversity in each dimension ................................................. 47 

Figure SI. 2.VII: Same as in figure SI. 2.V but now we averaged the contribution of each dimension 

to BDtotal by the number of entries in Dsim representing beta-diversity in each dimension. After this 

correction, the contribution of each dimension to BDtotal was not significantly different. ........... 48 

Figure SI. 2.VIII: Standardized Effect Sizes (SES) are similar across dimensions in 

metacommunities despite unbalances in Dsim. Mean pairwise SES values across dimensions 

revolve around zero because communities were set to represent  random samples taken from the 

regional species pool ..................................................................................................................... 49 

Figure SI. 3.I: A simple conceptual framework for community assembly that integrates different 

operational definitions of species pools, different types of dispersal, within-community assembly 

mechanisms (ecological selection and drift), and mechanisms operating at broader spatiotemporal 

scales. Pie charts represent different communities. The relative abundances of each species (capital 

letters) are represented by different colors in the pie charts. Adapted from Fukami (2015). ....... 72 
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Figure SI. 3.II: Performances of five different species (Sp1 – Sp5) at different environmental 

values (Env) when competition is negligible due to the low population sizes. σ = Niche breadth. 

Adapted from Buchi & Vuilleumier, 2014. .................................................................................. 73 

Figure SI. 3.III: Landscape attributes determine the dominant niche breadth in species pools. 

Aseasonal (SH/TH > 0) landscapes select for environmental specialists (i.e., narrow niche 

breadth). Seasonal (SH/TH < 0) landscapes favor the dominance of environmental generalists. 

Interestingly, when considering metacommunities mainly structured by temporal dispersal, we 

observe an increase in the persistence of species with a relatively narrow niche breadth in seasonal 

landscapes. Numerical relationships are depicted in Supp. Inf. tables SI 3.III and 3.IV .............. 74 

Figure SI. 3.IV: Landscape attributes determine the dominant dispersal ability in species pools. 

When spatial dispersal is more frequent than temporal dispersal, dispersal ability was maximized 

in highly connected landscapes where environmental heterogeneity in space and time were similar 

(i.e., SH/TH ≈ 0). In contrast, when species were constrained to disperse mainly in time (the 

“Mostly Temporal” scenario), dispersal ability was maximized at high levels of seasonality (i.e., 

SH/TH < 0). Numerical relationships are depicted in Supp. Inf. tables III and IV ...................... 75 

Figure SI. 3.V Results after reanalysing empirical data considering elevational ranges of similar 

size (approximately 1000m). Se more in main text and caption of Figure 5 ................................ 85 

Figure SI. 4.I: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of seasonality (panels), 

spatial autocorrelation (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption (symbols) on the 

dominant dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted mean values for 

ep, hs, ts). .................................................................................................................................... 103 

Figure SI. 4.II: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of seasonality (panels), 

spatial autocorrelation (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption (symbols) on the diversity 

of dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted standard deviation 

values for ep, hs, ts). ................................................................................................................... 104 

Figure SI. 4.III: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of competition type 

(panels), seeded richness of competitors (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption 

(symbols) on the dominant dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-

weighted mean values for ep, hs, ts). .......................................................................................... 105 

Figure SI. 4.IV: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of competition type 

(panels), seeded richness of competitors (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption 

(symbols) on diversity of dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted 

standard deviation values for ep, hs, ts). ..................................................................................... 106 

Figure SI. 5.I: Artificial light at night (ALAN) in the Jeju Island, South Korea. Color scale depicts 

levels of radiance (log-transformed to facilitate visualization) captured by the visible infrared 

imaging radiometer day-night band (VIIRS DNB) satellite. Black dots represent the sampling sites 

within the Mount Hallasan National Park. .................................................................................. 124 

Figure SI. 5.II: Sampling sufficiency estimated through the decrease in Multivariate pseudo SE 

(Anderson and Santana-Garcon. 2015). The red vertical line represents the minimum sample size 
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Chapter 1 General Introduction 

1.1 Community ecology may be lawless, but it is certainly not unprincipled 

 

"[…] without a historical appreciation for the development of 

ecological ideas, ecologists can neither easily relate theory to 

reality nor detect the recycling of historical debates and issues." 

(Graham and Dayton 2002) 

 

The realization that mature disciplines are marked by the possession of general laws has 

led many ecologists to pursue distinctive ecological laws that would "carve nature at its joints" and 

solidify ecology's status among the foremost natural sciences (O’Hara 2005; Roughgarden 2009; 

Justus 2021). This motivation was particularly strong in the second half of the 20th century and is 

outlined in the opening remarks of Robert MacArthur's influential book “Geographical Ecology” 

(1972): 

"To do science is to search for repeated patterns, not simply to accumulate facts […] But not all 

naturalists want to do science; many take refuge in nature's complexity as a justification to oppose 

any search for patterns [ … ]".  

MacArthur's rallying cry, which reads as a manifesto against phenomenological and descriptive 

studies in community ecology, echoed among influential ecologists at the time, including E. O. 

Wilson, Richard Levins, and Richard Lewontin1. However, the pursuit of distinctive and universal 

ecological laws manifested as repeated patterns in nature faced challenges when it became evident 

that different underlying mechanisms could produce analogous patterns in community size and 

composition (i.e., the "many-to-one" problem, sensu Levins and Lewontin 1980). Moreover, a 

large body of empirical evidence demonstrated that ecological relationships initially considered as 

universal (e.g., diversity-area relationships, latitudinal clines on species diversity, etc.) are marked 

by striking exceptions across taxa and biogeographic regions (e.g., Wardle et al. 1997; Cerezer et 

al. 2022). Consequently, the literature between the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st 

centuries is marked by a strong skepticism about the scientific value of community ecology due to 

its elusive study subjects (Ricklefs 2008) and its theories that are filled with "messy details" and 

devoid of predictive power (Mcintosh 1987; Lawton 1999).  

Simultaneously, two distinct counterarguments gained momentum in the literature. The 

first acknowledges that while community ecology may lack general laws, it asserts its relevance 

by emphasizing that the effectiveness of conservation approaches significantly diminishes when 

the particularities of focal systems are deliberately disregarded (Simberloff 2004). The second 

 
1 In his autobiography, Edward O. Wilson [1994, Chapter 13] names this group of ecologists the "Marlboro Circle", 

referring to MacArthur’s lakeside home at Marlboro, Vermont, where they met to discuss their research agendas and 

ongoing projects. 
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acknowledges that community ecology may be lawless but is certainly not devoid of principles 

(O’Hara 2005). That is, while community ecology may not possess general laws, it can be made 

predictive when approached from a "first principles" perspective, which breaks down the myriad 

of mechanisms driving community dynamics into a bearable number of fundamental high-level 

processes validated both theoretically and empirically (Roughgarden 2009; Vellend 2010; Marquet 

et al. 2014). This understanding sparked a paradigm shift in community ecology: A synthetic and 

general theory for community ecology should not be based on searching for universal correlational 

patterns among variables but rather on identifying the fundamental processes underlying these 

patterns.    

Numerous studies have aimed to identify the universal processes governing communities 

and, consequently, contribute to the development of a synthetic theory for community ecology 

(e.g., Hutchinson 1959; Diamond 1975; Chesson 1985; Belyea and Lancaster 1999; Chase and 

Myers 2011). Arguably, the most comprehensive attempt proposes that all mechanisms underlying 

community size and composition can be categorized into four broad fundamental high-level 

processes: selection, ecological drift, dispersal, and speciation (Vellend 2010, 2018). Selection 

encompasses all mechanisms in which species characteristics (traits) interact with abiotic and 

biotic conditions to determine the composition of local communities. It includes species-

environment sorting, competitive exclusion, and storage effects. Ecological drift refers to the 

influence of demographic events (e.g., birth, death, immigration, emigration) that occur at random 

with respect to species characteristics (including their identities) on governing the structure of 

communities (Vellend et al. 2014). Examples of mechanisms under ecological drift are regional 

sampling effects (Kraft et al. 2011) and demographic stochasticity (Shoemaker et al. 2020a). 

Dispersal is the unidirectional movement of individuals from one location to another (Jacobson 

and Peres-Neto 2010) or from one moment in time to another moment in the future (e.g., dormancy, 

Buoro and Carlson 2014). Dispersal is a process that results from plastic behavioral decisions 

involving an individual’s departure, movement, and settlement (Clobert et al. 2012). Lastly, 

speciation operates at large biogeographic spatiotemporal scales and influences the size and 

composition of communities by its influence on the size and composition of the regional pool of 

species available for colonization (see more on different definitions of species pools below).  

Sorting mechanisms into these four non-mutually exclusive fundamental processes enabled 

community ecology to move from "either/or" debates that have been recycled in many instances 

through its history (Levins and Lewontin 1980) to a consensus that these processes collectively 

shape the assembly of ecological communities, each with its unique degree of influence. The 

envelope of theories, models, and concepts in community ecology that can be organized around 

these four fundamental processes has been named "The theory of ecological communities" 

(Vellend 2018). However, here, I will refer to it as " community assembly theory" to emphasize 

its primary focus on inferring the relative importance of processes through which species from a 

broader pool of potential colonizers form horizontal communities (i.e., communities consisting of 

a single trophic level, but see Guzman et al. 2019) at finer scales (Weiher et al. 2011). I  argue that 
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this terminology better delineates the body of theories and models in community ecology that fall 

within and out of the scope of this thesis. Notable examples of models and theories explicitly and 

implicitly encompassed in this thesis include modern coexistence theory (Chesson 1985; Barabás 

et al. 2018), metacommunity theory (Leibold and Chase 2018), and island-biogeography theory 

(Macarthur and Wilson 1967), among others. Conversely, pertinent theories in community ecology 

that lie outside the boundaries of our definition of "community assembly theory" will not be 

covered in this thesis. Examples include metabolic theory (Brown et al. 2004), biodiversity-

function relationships (reviewed in van der Plas 2019), and ecological stoichiometry theory (e.g., 

Moe et al. 2005), to name a few. 

1.2 Community assembly theory: a contingent yet heuristic framework  

 

"Since all models are wrong, the scientist cannot obtain a 'correct' 

one by excessive elaboration. On the contrary, following William of 

Occam, he should seek an economical description of natural 

phenomena." (Box 1976)  

 

Community assembly theory is inherently contingent, meaning that its predictions 

regarding community assembly are valid only within specific ecological conditions (Lawton 1999; 

Catford et al. 2021; Kolasa et al. 2021). Predictions stemming from the contingent framework of 

community assembly theory can be expressed through the following parsimonious verbal model: 

"If conditions A and B hold, then the relative importance of process X in shaping community 

structure is Y." 

In this context, A and B represent the states of study-specific ecological conditions and predictors 

(e.g., environmental types), while X is the assembly process under investigation, and Y corresponds 

to the estimated relative importance of this assembly process derived through multivariate models 

and variation partitioning, for example.  

Despite its contingent nature, community assembly theory retains its heuristic value by 

organizing the multitude of mechanisms that can be invoked to represent X (e.g., competition, 

species-environment sorting, demographic stochasticity, sampling effects) into a manageable set 

of universal and non-mutually exclusive high-level processes (i.e., selection, dispersal, drift, and 

speciation). This reduction in the dimensionality of X can foster a common ground upon which 

community ecologists could reframe system-specific discoveries within a unified framework for 

studying the structure of ecological communities (Vellend 2018).   

By applying a similar rationale, we can enhance the heuristic value of community assembly 

by proposing a reduced number of general ecological conditions (i.e., the "As" and "Bs" in the 

verbal model above) that dictate the relative importance of different assembly processes. 

Candidates to represent such conditions must possess a degree of generality that allows for their 
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recognition across studies investigating different biotic systems and should be readily adaptable 

within the framework of community assembly theory. Based on these criteria, three noteworthy 

potential indicators of such ecological conditions emerge in the literature: (i) the scale (spatial and 

temporal extent and resolution) at which community assembly is studied and its processes are 

measured (Levin 1992; Chave 2013); (ii) the characteristics of the landscapes where the assembly 

process takes place (Peres-Neto et al. 2012; Bar-Massada et al. 2014; Fournier et al. 2017, 2020); 

and (iii) the characteristics of the species pool from which ecological communities are assembled 

(Taylor et al. 1990; Lessard et al. 2012a; Zobel 2016).   

The spatial and temporal extent and resolution at which one studies ecological communities 

ultimately determines one’s capacity to detect the signal of assembly processes on community 

composition data. This is because it defines the variation in the dependent and independent 

variables considered in ecological analyses (Levin 1992). For instance, at broader spatial 

extensions, sampling encompasses greater environmental heterogeneity and, consequently,  

increases the signal of selection through species-environment on community assembly (Viana and 

Chase 2019). Conversely, at smaller scales, less habitat heterogeneity is encompassed by sampling 

and, consequently, the contribution of stochastic events (ecological drift) in underlying community 

variation increases (Chase 2014). The critical role of scale in modulating our inferences about 

community assembly has been well recognized and extensively studied for decades (e.g., Wiens 

1989; O'Neill et al. 1996; Viana and Chase 2019). Therefore, for the rest of this thesis, I will not 

extend our discussion on the role of scale as a moderator (i.e., a factor determining the importance 

of assembly mechanisms) of community assembly. Instead, I will focus on expanding our 

understanding of how landscape attributes and characteristics of species pools influence 

community assembly.  

It is important to emphasize that I acknowledge the inherent covariation between scale and 

species pool attributes (e.g., the species pool size is bound to increase with area) and the existing 

relationships between scale and landscape characteristics (e.g., average connectivity among habitat 

patches decays with spatial extent). Consequently, the theoretical and empirical examples used 

throughout this thesis share the fundamental assumption that the sampling scale appropriately 

addresses the ecological questions under investigation. That is, the scale of sampling designs here 

is comparable and sufficient to demonstrate the individual, interactive, and combined effects of 

species pools and landscape features on community assembly.  

1.3 The top-down control of species pools over community assembly 

 

"The decrease in species density with increasing habitat fertility 

level in temperate regions […] is a consequence not of a general 

increase in the intensity of competition, but of a general decrease 

in the size of the pool of species that are suited or adapted to 

increasingly specialized (i.e., more fertile) habitat conditions." 

(Taylor et al., 1990) 
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Species pools are broadly defined as the species that can potentially colonize a group of 

habitat patches (Cornell and Harrison 2014). While it is difficult to trace back the theoretical 

origins of this concept, we see it implied in the work of early plant ecologists investigating the 

relationship between local and regional richness of desert plants (e.g., Spalding 1909, p. 2-15). 

Nonetheless, the understanding that characteristics of species pools (e.g., richness, composition, 

and dominant life history traits of its member species) can explain observed spatiotemporal 

variation in ecological patterns has been formalized under the "species pool hypothesis" (Taylor 

et al. 1990; Partel et al. 1996; Zobel 2016).  This hypothesis posits that the number of species 

found locally under different ecological conditions is determined by the number of species adapted 

to such conditions in the regional pool. For instance, suppose a particular biogeographic region 

where most species in the regional pool have evolved to perform better under high productivity 

levels. As such, if a group of communities is distributed along a productivity gradient, ecological 

selection through species-environment sorting would give rise to a positive relationship between 

community richness and productivity. Conversely, a negative relationship is expected in 

biogeographic regions where species have evolved to perform better under low productivity levels. 

The species pool hypothesis has been invoked to explain why the relationship between richness 

and ecological gradients (e.g., productivity) change directions in different parts of the globe (Zobel 

et al. 2011). Following the same rationale, recent developments extended the hypothesis to explain 

how biogeographic variation in the evolutionary and historical processes that have determined the 

characteristics of regional pools can underly broad-scale variation in the relative importance of 

different assembly processes (Lessard et al. 2012a).  

The species pool hypothesis and its recent analogs imply the existence of a "top-down" 

control on community assembly2. In this case, species pool characteristics (size, dominant life 

histories, composition, etc.), which are components at a larger scale than local communities, trickle 

down to influence the importance of assembly processes operating within local communities. In 

contrast, these within-community processes have little influence on the characteristics of species 

pools. The existence of a top-down control is at the core of the so-called “Mainland-island models” 

for community assembly (e.g., MacArthur and Wilson 1967; or Keddy's filter model, (1992)), 

which represent species pools as being decoupled from local communities. Depicting species pools 

as being external to local communities is more than a stylish decision; it implies the assumption 

that species pools are little influenced by within-community mechanisms operating at fine 

spatiotemporal scales, serving as an external reservoir of species that are shaped by evolutionary 

and historical mechanisms operating at broad spatiotemporal scales. As such, this "top-down 

control" perspective links spatial variation in the importance of assembly processes to broad-scale 

 
2 “Top-down control” is commonly defined as the control of consumers on the abundance and distribution of 

resources. In the context of this thesis, it is defined as the effects of species pools characteristics on the membership 

of local communities 
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variation in the evolutionary and historical mechanisms that have uniquely shaped the size and 

composition of species pool (Kraft et al. 2011; Lessard et al. 2012a, 2012b; Carstensen et al. 2013). 

A large body of empirical and theoretical evidence supports the existence of species pool-

mediated top-down control over community assembly (Fukami 2004; Kraft et al. 2011; Lessard et 

al. 2012a; Karger et al. 2015). Theoretical studies observe the existence of such control when they 

manipulate the characteristics of simulated species pools and observe shifts in diversity patterns 

(e.g., Thompson et al. 2020) and the importance of different assembly processes (e.g., Gravel et 

al. 2006; Ovaskainen et al. 2019). For instance, by manipulating the degree of ecological 

specialization and dispersal propensity of species in the regional pool, one can create distinct 

community assembly archetypes (e.g., Sokol et al. 2020).  

In empirical studies, support for the top-down control perspective becomes evident when 

one relies on distinct mechanism-based operational definitions of species pools (i.e., the set of 

species considered in ecological analyses) to test different hypotheses about the mechanisms 

determining the composition of species assemblages (e.g., Peres-Neto et al. 2001; Lessard et al. 

2016; Braga et al. 2023). Different operational definitions of species pools represent distinct 

hypotheses regarding the processes filtering the pool into a subset of species that can co-occur (not 

necessarily coexist) across local communities. These distinct hypotheses are then tested through 

null models to assess how observed community composition deviates from what would be 

expected in the absence of the specific mechanism under investigation. The outcomes of such null 

models can be understood as the operationalization of null hypotheses in inferential statistical 

analyses. Therefore, by contrasting the results of null models against observed data, one can 

explore how different mechanism-based definitions of species pools elucidate the role of different 

assembly processes in filtering species from the regional pool into local communities (Peres-Neto 

et al. 2001; Lessard et al. 2012b, 2016). 

1.4 The bottom-up control of landscapes over community assembly 

 

"The pace of ecological change will be determined by complex 

processes of ecological succession influenced by landscape 

position, topography, climate, […] and further geophysical forces. 

The current volcanic activity at Mount St Helens attests to its 

dynamic character […] landform, and soil legacies of the 1980 

eruption will influence ecological processes for centuries to come". 

(Dale et al. 2005) 

The recognition that the relative importance of different assembly processes is contingent 

upon the characteristics of the landscape (e.g., spatiotemporal variation in physical connectivity, 

environmental autocorrelation, and environmental heterogeneity) where community dynamics 

unfold has been formalized in numerous distinct hypotheses (see summary table I in Tscharntke et 

al. 2012). These hypotheses converge in the prediction that landscape characteristics modulate the 

costs and risks of species movement, the probability and outcomes of biotic interactions, and the 
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importance of demographic stochasticity through their influence on effective population sizes (see 

Tscharntke et al. 2012 and references within). These hypotheses imply that landscape 

characteristics impose a "bottom-up control" on the relative importance of assembly mechanisms. 

Supporting evidence for landscape-mediated bottom-up control in community assembly 

can be found in empirical studies and theoretical models. For instance, research in floodplain 

ecosystems has demonstrated that seasonal fluctuation in the area of temporary ponds can 

significantly alter the rate of dispersal among patches, the frequency of interactions among 

consumers, and the role of competition for limiting resources (Fernandes et al. 2013, FitzGerald 

et al. 2017). Moreover, the temporal variation in the relative importance of assembly processes 

caused by seasonal variations in landscape topology and environmental conditions is commonly 

reported in the literature (Tonkin et al. 2017; Holyoak et al. 2020; Li et al. 2023). Theoretical 

studies have also illustrated the existence of a landscape-mediated bottom-up control on 

community assembly. In these studies, the heterogeneity, spatial distribution of environmental 

conditions, and connectivity of landscapes are commonly manipulated as a way to investigate how 

they affect coexistence patterns, the dominance of dispersal strategies, and the influence of 

demographic stochasticity on community dynamics (e.g., Büchi et al. 2009; Büchi and Vuilleumier 

2012; Fournier et al. 2016; Marco Palamara et al. 2023).  

 

1.5 Integrating both types of control to better understand community assembly  

 

""[…] Future research should examine how landscape composition 

and configuration affect fragment community dynamics and species 

pools, which components of the species pools are then locally 

represented in different habitat types, and how the composition and 

configuration of habitat types in turn can feed back to determine the 

regional species pool." (Tscharntke et al. 2012) 

One might be inclined to view top-down and bottom-up controls of community assembly 

as mutually exclusive forms of regulation and question which type of control holds greater 

relevance in influencing community dynamics. Indeed, it is not uncommon to encounter such 

dichotomous viewpoints in the history of community ecology (Levins and Lewontin 1980; Graham 

and Dayton 2002). However, this thesis goes beyond this either/or debate and seeks to demonstrate 

that a comprehensive understanding of community assembly necessitates recognizing that both 

forms of control have a mutual influence on the importance of assembly processes. 

To achieve that, I will rely on the conceptual framework of metacommunity ecology, a 

subbranch of assembly theory that studies the dynamics of local communities interconnected 

through the dispersal of potentially interacting species.  In metacommunity ecology, landscapes 

transcend the mere juxtaposition of local communities in space; they shape metacommunity 

dynamics by limiting species movement and governing coexistence across local and regional 
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scales (Mouquet et al. 2013; Li et al. 2023). Moreover, metacommunity theory revolves around 

archetypes representing recurring patterns or types of interactions and dynamics within 

metacommunities, namely species sorting, mass-effects, patch dynamics, and neutral (Leibold et 

al. 2004; Cottenie 2005; Brown et al. 2017; but see Leibold and Chase 2018). These 

metacommunity archetypes assume that metacommunity dynamics arise from ecological 

differentiation, competitive hierarchies, and variation in species' dispersal abilities in the regional 

pool (Thompson et al. 2020). As a result, the conceptual foundation of metacommunity ecology 

seamlessly articulates the influence of species pool-mediated top-down and landscape-mediated 

bottom-up controls of community assembly within a cohesive framework.  

Metacommunity ecology was initially conceptualized as a spatially-oriented framework 

for exploring the underlying causes of spatial variation in species distributions and community 

composition (Leibold et al. 2004; Cottenie 2005; Winegardner et al. 2012). However, recent 

developments fostered by empirical and theoretical research demonstrated that studying 

metacommunities from both spatial and temporal perspectives enhances our ability to estimate the 

relative importance of different assembly processes (Holyoak et al. 2020; Guzman et al. 2022). 

Embracing an integrative spatiotemporal approach to the study of metacommunities facilitates the 

development of conceptual models that incorporate top-down and bottom-up community assembly 

controls in at least two different ways (see Figure 1.1 for an illustrative conceptual representation). 

Firstly, integrative spatiotemporal approaches consider the spatial and temporal dimensions of 

species' life histories, their responses to environmental gradients in time and space, and the 

temporal fluctuations in landscape topology and connectivity. Consequently, integrative 

spatiotemporal metacommunity models improve inferences about the importance of processes 

driving community variation (Wisnoski et al. 2019; Record et al. 2021; Guzman et al. 2022; Li et 

al. 2023). Secondly,  unlike traditional mainland-island models where species pools are decoupled 

from local communities, species pools in spatiotemporal metacommunity models are dynamic at 

fine spatiotemporal scales due to biotic interactions, habitat selection, and spatial dispersal and 

temporal dispersal through dormancy (Wisnoski et al. 2019).  Consequently, spatiotemporal 

metacommunity models seamlessly acknowledge the existence of a feedback loop in which 

dynamics within and between local communities scale up to induce changes in the regional pool 

forming metacommunities, while the dominant characteristics of species in the metacommunity 

pool ultimately influence community dynamics (Mittelbach and Schemske 2015; Lamy et al. 

2021)3.  

 
3 It should be noted that species pools in mainland-island models (described above) and metacommunity models are not mutually 

exclusive  (Fukami 2015); instead, they are nested and connected through spatial (long and short distance) and temporal dispersal 

(e.g., dormancy, diapause) events (see figure 1.1 for a conceptual illustration). See Chapter 3 for a in-depth discussion about 

operational definitions of species pools and their implied assumptions. 
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In this thesis, I draw upon empirical and theoretical spatiotemporal metacommunities to 

demonstrate the significance of acknowledging the mutual impact of top-down and bottom-up 

controls on community assembly. More precisely, I aim to expand our understanding of the spatial 

and temporal variations in metacommunity patterns and the underlying fundamental processes that 

drive these variations. It is important to note that while the chapters in this thesis can be viewed as 

independent studies with their own concepts, questions, and objectives, they collectively propose 

and evaluate causal relationships between species pool characteristics, landscape attributes, the 

relative importance of assembly mechanisms, and the overall structure of metacommunities. 

Figure 1.1: A conceptual framework for community assembly that integrates mainland-island and spatiotemporal 

metacommunity models. The local abundance of species (capital letters) in a specific locality (S1, S2, S3) at a 

specific moment in time (T1, T2, T3) is represented by different colors in the pie charts. The species pools of 

mainland-island and metacommunity models are linked by species dispersal in space and time (e.g., recovery from 

dormancy-like states). Following Fukami (2015), two types of spatial dispersal are represented: (i) external 

dispersal links the species pools of mainland-island models and the species pools of metacommunity models; and 

(ii) internal dispersal links communities in a metacommunity. Species pools of mainland-island models are fixed 

at fine ecological scales of community assembly but variable as a function of evolutionary and historical processes 

operating at biogeographic scales. Species pools of metacommunity models are temporally dynamic, changing as 

a function of within-patch mechanisms (species-habitat sorting, biotic interactions, demographic stochasticity) and 

internal (i.e., within metacommunity) dispersal. Although this conceptualization is shown here for illustrative 

purposes only, many of its aspects (e.g., different types of species pools, spatial and temporal dispersal, and within-

community dynamics) are explicitly or implicitly considered in this thesis. 
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Furthermore, while I acknowledge that speciation is a critical process to community assembly, 

investigating how bottom-up and top-down controls influence its relative importance on 

community composition is beyond the scope of this thesis (but see Webb et al. 2002; Hughes 2017; 

Rahbek et al. 2019,Leibold et al. 2022) Instead, I explore the effects of both types of controls on 

modulating the processes linking "contemporary" regional species pools to local diversity and 

vice-versa. 

1.6 Chapters Overview, Impact, and Novelty of Research 

1.6.1 Chapter 2: Determinism and stochasticity in the spatial–temporal continuum of ecological 

communities: the case of tropical mountains 

 
"[…] no other experimental system ‘designed’ by nature beats the 

power of elevational gradients” (Körner 2000) 

Chapter 2 serves to introduce the perspective that well-informed predictions regarding the 

processes driving community variation in space and time should account for the mutual influences 

of top-down and bottom-up controls on community assembly (see graphical abstract in Figure 1.2). 

The narrative adopted in this chapter is based on the rationale that while similar processes may 

influence community composition in both space and time (here, ecological selection and drift), 

their relative influences may differ between these two dimensions (e.g., Stegen et al. 2013; 

Freestone and Inouye 2015; Van Allen et al. 2017).  As such, in this chapter we ask: Under what 

ecological conditions should the mechanisms driving community assembly differ in space and 

time? To answer this question, we proposed a conceptual framework that predicts changes in the 

relative importance of ecological selection and drift in space and time when the following 

conditions are met: (i) species pools are dominated by ecological specialists that respond strongly 

to environmental variation; (ii) the landscape is characterized by a pronounced asymmetry in the 

steepness of environmental variation in space and time. Both conditions are commonly observed 

in tropical mountainous landscapes (Ghalambor 2006). Despite covering only about 25% of the 

land surface, mountains are home to one-third of global species diversity (Körner and Paulsen 

2004). Thus, investigating the dynamics of ecological communities in tropical mountains fosters 

insights into community assembly under the ecological context experienced by a vast portion of 

current biodiversity. 

To test these predictions, we started by introducing a general analytical framework that 

capitalizes upon previous work (Legendre and De Cáceres 2013, Legendre 2014) to partition the 

total variation of a species-by-site-by-time matrix (i.e., total beta-diversity; sites here representing 

patches or local communities in a given point in time) among its purely spatial (variation in space 

independent of time), purely temporal (variation in time independent of space) and spatiotemporal 

(i.e. variation across different sites across different moments in time) components. Through this 

framework, one can assess how beta-diversity is partitioned in space and time and estimate the 

relative importance of deterministic versus stochastic mechanisms across dimensions. 
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 Using simple simulation models that replicated in silico the conditions described above 

we provide theoretical support for our analytical framework is robust to assess these differences 

in the relative importance of assembly mechanisms across dimensions. Then, we provided 

      

            

      

           

                

                  

                         

                       

               

                                                     

                         

                

                 

         

              

Figure 1.2: Graphical abstract for Chapter 2. In this chapter, we investigated how the typical spatiotemporal 

environmental heterogeneity found in tropical mountainous landscapes and the high degree of ecological 

specialization of its species pools determine: (i) spatial (middle panel, vertical arrows), temporal (horizontal 

arrows), and spatiotemporal (diagonal arrows) patterns in community variation (β-diversity); (ii) the relative 

importance of ecological selection and drift in shaping these patterns in space and time (Venn`s diagram). 
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empirical support for our predictions by investigating patterns in the spatiotemporal distribution 

of distinct insect metacommunities in a tropical mountainous landscape.  

Two important insights were gained from this study. Firstly, it provides compelling 

evidence that relying solely on unidimensional assessments of metacommunities may limit our 

ability to improve our understanding of their dynamics. This limitation arises from the fact that if 

different mechanisms govern community assembly in space and time, the classification of 

metacommunities into archetypal models based solely on spatial dynamics is insufficient to 

improve our understanding of community assembly (White et al. 2010; Wisnoski et al. 2019; Jabot 

et al. 2020). Secondly, our model and empirical results introduce the idea that the relative 

importance of assembly mechanisms hinges on where the assembly process occurs (i.e., the 

landscape) and the dominant traits (here, degree of climatic specialization) observed in the groups 

of species that coexist regionally. Framing the latter under the context of this thesis: community 

assembly is under a landscape-mediated bottom-up control and a species pool-mediated top-down 

control. 

 

1.6.2 Chapter 3: The geography of metacommunities: landscape characteristics drive geographic 

variation in the assembly process through selecting species pool attributes 

 
"[…] two exact pools of species may find different solutions for their 

coexistence based on different levels of landscape heterogeneity." 

(Peres-Neto et al. 2012) 

 

Chapter 3 expands some of the ideas elaborated in Chapter 2 by acknowledging the 

dominant life-history strategies observed in species pools that form metacommunities are 

inherently influenced by the characteristics of landscapes where the assembly process takes place 

(Büchi and Vuilleumier 2014; Fournier et al. 2020).  We argue that acknowledging this non-

random association between landscapes and species pools is relevant because it determines the 

geographic context of metacommunity dynamics: i.e., it drives predictable variation in the relative 

importance of mechanisms that assemble different metacommunities distributed along broad-scale 

ecological gradients or across (bio)geographic regions. 

To illustrate that, we employed simulation models in which species pools with an identical 

initial distribution of niche breadths and dispersal abilities interacted within landscapes with 

contrasting features (Figure 1.3). At the end of each simulation interaction, we assessed which 

types of life history traits dominated each landscape type. Subsequently, we employed analytical 

approaches commonly used in the study of empirical metacommunities to investigate the resulting 

(simulated) metacommunities. By establishing the causal links between landscape attributes, 

species pool characteristics, and associated inferences about community assembly derived from 

statistical models, this chapter generates insights into why broad-scale empirical studies frequently 

observe (bio)geographic variation in metacommunity dynamics. 
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We provided empirical support for some of the theoretical predictions derived from our 

simulation models by analyzing moth metacommunities in a tropical and a temperate mountainous 

           

                

                  

                                             

            
        

               

                                          

         

              

                         

                       

               

                

                 

Figure 1.3 Graphical abstract for Chapter 3. In this chapter, we investigated the dominant life-histories 

(species ecological specialization and dispersal ability) observed in species pools that are ecologically 

selected (at the metacommunity scale, middle panel) by different landscape characteristics. We also 

investigated the causal links between landscape characteristics, species pool attributes, and our empirical 

inferences about the importance of mechanisms driving community assembly (Venn`s diagram). This 

chapter assumes that species dispersal abilities are species-specific but fixed (i.e., dispersal ability does 

not change depending on the surrounding abiotic and biotic conditions that determine species 

performances). More realistic assumptions about dispersal strategies are explored in Chapter 4. 
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landscape that show distinct patterns of spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity and, 

consequently, distinct species pool characteristics.  

Chapter 3 makes two significant contributions. Firstly, it showcases the capacity of 

process-based simulations designed to study metacommunity dynamics at the landscape scale to 

replicate fundamental patterns underlying important hypotheses in Biogeography and 

Macroecology. Secondly, the chapter offers testable predictions that form the basis for 

understanding the variation in geographic patterns observed in community assembly. These 

predictions offer a valuable foundation for subsequent empirical studies, enabling researchers to 

understand the ecological causes of variation in the relative importance of assembly processes 

across different geographic contexts. 

1.6.3 Chapter 4:  Ecological selection of dispersal strategies in metacommunities: impact of 

landscape features and competitive dynamics 

 
"[…] Dispersal can produce ecological patterns, but these patterns 

can again influence the selective pressures on dispersive traits. Only 

by closing this loop, that is, by realizing that dispersal can at the 

same time act as both a cause and an effect, will we get the full 

picture of the ecology and evolution of dispersal." (Clobert et al. 

2012) 

 

Chapters 2 and 3 investigated how bottom-up and top-down controls determine the relative 

importance of assembly processes. In Chapter 4, our attention shifts to the intriguing question of 

how both types of controls can modulate the influence of ecological selection on species dispersal 

(see graphical abstract in Figure 1.4). The inspiration for this chapter comes from the growing 

body of empirical evidence indicating that dispersal can be simultaneously a cause and a 

consequence of metacommunity dynamics (e.g., De Meester et al. 2015; Fronhofer et al. 2018). 

More specifically, we tested whether metacommunity dynamics, a direct consequence of how 

species in regional pools interact with each other and the features of the surrounding landscape, 

select for different context-dependent dispersal strategies that can maximize species persistence 

and dominance in the metacommunity.  

To investigate that, we employed simulation models that assumed species-specific context-

dependent adjustments in decisions involving the timing to leave natal patches (i.e., emigration 

propensity), traveling distances (i.e., traversal), and the selection of a suitable new patch to 

settlement (i.e., habitat selection). This sequence of decisions determines the three stages of 

dispersal events: departure, movement, and settlement (sensu Clobert et al. 2009). We allowed 

species with distinct context-dependent dispersal strategies to reach coexistence at the 

metacommunity (regional) scale under different types of competition dynamics and under varying 

levels of spatial and temporal environmental variability. By analyzing the context-dependent 

dispersal strategies of the species that successfully persisted and dominated within these 

metacommunities, we could formulate well-informed predictions about how metacommunity 

dynamics influence the success of different dispersal strategies. We finish by contrasting the 
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theoretical predictions derived from our framework with existing empirical studies investigating 

the effects of species interactions and landscape attributes on dispersal strategies. 

In addition to expanding upon the ideas developed in Chapter 3 regarding the influence of 

landscape attributes on the dominant life-history strategies in species pool, Chapter 4 integrates 

species-specific context-dependent dispersal strategies, a phenomenon extensively studied in 

movement and dispersal ecology, into the basis of community assembly theory. This integration 

                                   

                                      

                  

                

                  

        

               

                         

                       

               

                

                 

Figure 1.4 Graphical abstract for Chapter 4. In this chapter, we investigated how different landscape 

features and competitive dynamics within species pools (not shown) select for the success of different 

context-dependent dispersal strategies in metacommunities (success is measured as species dominance at 

the metacommunity scale, middle panel). There, dispersal strategies for emigration propensity, habitat 

selection, and traversal are species-specific and plastic (context-dependent). This chapter serves as a 

theoretical essay about the dual nature of dispersal in community assembly theory, i.e., it is simultaneously 

a cause and consequence of metacommunity dynamics. 
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is particularly relevant because a greater understanding of the impacts of global change on 

biodiversity hinges on a better understanding of the forces that govern species dispersal (Urban et 

al. 2016).  

 

1.6.4 Chapter 5: Uncovering the trajectories of metacommunities: insights gained from the 

keystone community concept 

 
"[…] understanding the ecological mechanisms underpinning why 

change in beta diversity is more pronounced in some areas and less 

so (or absent) in others provides opportunities for ecologists and 

managers to identify specific spatial units that may serve as 

priorities for monitoring […] and conservation interventions." 

(Rolls et al,  2023) 

 

Finally, Chapter 5 illustrates how considering the bottom-up and top-down controls of 

community assembly can aid in developing and implementing effective conservation and 

management strategies (see graphical abstract in Figure 1.5). In this chapter, we argue that 

effective plans to manage and protect metacommunities must acknowledge that their local 

communities play different roles in shaping their internal structure (Mouquet et al. 2013; Yang et 

al. 2020). When extirpated or disturbed, some local communities may trigger strong cascading 

secondary effects on extinction and colonization patterns, ultimately driving temporal changes in 

the structure of the remaining communities in a metacommunity. However, identifying "keystone 

communities" (sensu Mouquet et al. 2013) and understanding the conditions that make a 

community have (or not) a keystone role at the metacommunity level remain challenging.  

In Chapter 5, we introduce a novel quantitative framework designed to estimate the 

importance of any given local community in maintaining the internal structure of their 

metacommunities over time (i.e., referred here as community “keystoneness”). The proposed 

framework can be implemented directly on empirical data on species distributions and generates 

estimates of keystoneness that are statistically independent of local diversity and community size 

(i.e., akin to the sampling effects of biodiversity in which richer local communities are expected, 

by chance, to have greater importance to metacommunity structure).  

Through simulation models, we demonstrate that the characteristics of habitat patches 

(suitability and connectivity) determining the keystoneness of ecological communities change 

predictably with the dispersal ability and degree of ecological specialization of the species in the 

regional pools. Understanding the links between species dispersal ability, ecological 

specialization, and the features of habitat patches that support keystone communities should enable 

us to formulate more effective strategies for preserving and conserving entire metacommunities.  

To showcase the added depth our proposed analytical framework brings to understanding the 

effects of anthropogenic stressors on metacommunities, we employed it to examine how light 

pollution impacts the structure of a moth metacommunity. This metacommunity is situated in a 
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protected mountainous landscape surrounded by urban settlements and, consequently, under the 

direct and indirect (in the form of artificial skyglow) influence of light pollution. We provide 

correlational evidence suggesting that, despite being in a protected area, the structure of this moth 

metacommunity is strongly affected by light pollution from surrounding sources. More 

specifically, our findings indicate a positive correlation between light pollution and local diversity, 

Figure 1.5: Graphical abstract for Chapter 5. In this chapter, we investigate how different life-histories in 

the regional pool (different combinations of ecological specialization and dispersal ability) and landscape 

features influence the attributes of local patches harbouring keystone communities. Keystone communities 

are those whose extirpation causes cascading secondary effects on extinction and colonization patterns, 

ultimately driving significant temporal changes in the spatial β-diversity (middle panel). 
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yet a negative correlation with the keystoneness degree of local communities. This finding 

exemplifies how the proposed framework can provide valuable insights into the conservation value 

of local communities in situations where the effects of anthropogenic stressors on dispersal 

diminish the reliability of local diversity as an indicator of habitat suitability. Furthermore, these 

results emphasize the importance of considering metrics beyond local richness to assess the 

conservation value of local communities.  
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Chapter 2 : Determinism and stochasticity in the spatial-temporal 

continuum of ecological communities: the case of tropical mountains45 

2.1 Abstract 

Ecological communities are assembled in a spatial-temporal continuum. However, we still 

have a poor understanding of the relative importance of different mechanisms structuring 

community composition (i.e., beta-diversity) in space and time.  In this study, we start by 

introducing a conceptual model that capitalizes upon the core-occasional species concept to predict 

that the assembly process in tropical mountains is driven by the deterministic turnover of core 

species in space via habitat sorting, but the turnover of occasional species through time via 

stochastic events of colonization and local extinctions. We then propose a general analytical 

framework that allows assessing these predictions by partitioning the total variance of a species-

by-site-by-time matrix (i.e., total beta-diversity) among its purely spatial (variation in space 

independent of time), purely temporal (variation in time independent of space), and spatiotemporal 

(i.e., variation across different sites across different moments in time) components. Through 

simulation models, we provided theoretical support that the proposed analytical framework is 

suitable to test the predictions derived from our conceptual model. We then used this framework 

to identify general patterns and quantify the relative importance of processes underlying the spatial 

and temporal organization of ten distinct insect metacommunities along a tropical elevational 

gradient. As predicted, we found that, across taxa, spatial beta-diversity was mainly explained by 

environmental variation alone: a pattern that indicates the spatial turnover of core species. In 

contrast, temporal beta-diversity could not be distinguished from the expectation of null models 

where communities are simply represented by random draws from species pools: a pattern that 

indicates a temporal turnover of occasional species within communities. Taken together, our 

findings illustrate how our conceptual model and quantitative framework can articulate a better 

understanding of community assembly in space and time. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

 

Community assembly theory focuses on the processes through which species from a large 

regional pool come together to form assemblages at smaller scales (Fukami 2015; Mittelbach and 

Schemske 2015; Vellend 2018). Early conceptual models argued that the assembly process in 

space and time should be underpinned by analogous ecological mechanisms (Preston 1960). This 

 
4 Adopting the terminology of Chase and Myers (2011), here we refer to the influences of selection and ecological 

drift in community assembly as deterministic and stochastic mechanisms, respectively. 
5 Khattar, G., Macedo, M., Monteiro, R., Peres-Neto, P.R. (2021) Determinism and stochasticity in the spatial–

temporal continuum of ecological communities: the case of tropical mountains. Ecography, 44(9), 1391-1402 
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argument aligns with recent attempts to synthesize the "overwhelming" number of factors (sensu 

Lawton 1999) that may determine the size and composition of ecological communities (e.g., 

Vellend 2010, 2018, Chase and Myers 2011). Despite the many possible mechanisms underlying 

spatiotemporal changes in the composition of contemporary communities (i.e., not considering 

speciation), they can be sorted into two broad classes (sensu Chase and Myers 2011).  

Deterministic mechanisms drive dynamics in community structure due to differences in species 

fitness often related to differences in traits and environmental niches (e.g., species-environment 

sorting and biotic interactions). Stochastic mechanisms are those that dictate variation in 

community structure that occur at random with respect to species identities, niche components, 

and life history characteristics (Vellend et al. 2014). Common examples of stochastic mechanisms 

are demographic stochasticity (Adler and Levine 2007; Orrock and Watling 2010; Shoemaker et 

al. 2020a) and the stochastic recruitment of individuals from regional pools into local communities 

(i.e., sampling effects, Kraft et al. 2011, Tucker et al. 2016). Along with dispersal, deterministic 

and stochastic mechanisms simultaneously shape community structure in space and time (Jabot et 

al. 2020). 

While the assumption that deterministic and stochastic mechanisms underly the structure 

of communities is conceptually reasonable, we should not readily assume that their relative 

importance within metacommunities is the same in space and time. Strong statistical interactions 

between spatial and temporal variation in species abundances/occurrences suggest that the relative 

importance of mechanisms driving community assembly in one dimension (e.g., space) may differ 

from their relative importance in the other (i.e., time; e.g., Collins and Glenn 1991, Legendre et al. 

2010, Ward et al. 2015). However, very few studies have assessed and contrasted the relative 

importance of deterministic and stochastic mechanisms in underlying the assembly process in both 

dimensions (e.g., Stegen et al. 2013, Freestone and Inouye 2015, Van Allen et al. 2017). 

Consequently, we still poorly understand: (i) the conditions under which the mechanisms driving 

community assembly within metacommunities should differ in space and time, and; (ii) how these 

differences influence the way in which changes in community composition are partitioned in space 

and time. Such understanding is relevant because it paves the way for synthesis that aims at 

extending the framework of community assembly theory beyond its traditional spatially-oriented 

scope (e.g., White et al. 2010, Wisnoski et al. 2019). 

In this context, the main contribution of the present study is twofold. First, we introduce a 

conceptual model that describes the conditions under which the relative importance of 

deterministic and stochastic mechanisms should differ in space and time within metacommunities. 

Second, we introduce a general analytical framework that capitalizes upon previous work (see 

Legendre and De Cáceres 2013, Legendre 2014) to partition the total variance of a species-by-site-

by-time matrix (i.e., total beta-diversity) among its purely spatial (variation in space independent 

of time), purely temporal (variation in time independent of space), and spatiotemporal (i.e.,  

variation across different sites across different moments in time) components. Through this 

framework the relative importance of deterministic versus stochastic mechanisms can be estimated 
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in space and time (see Methods). The conceptual model and the analytical framework are 

summarized in Figure 2.1.   

Our conceptual model describes the assembly process at spatial and temporal scales where 

the influence of speciation and dispersal limitation on beta-diversity is not relevant (e.g., along 

short spatial and temporal gradients). It posits that the relative importance of deterministic and 

stochastic mechanisms will differ in space and time when two primary conditions are met. The 

first condition is that not all species found in a given community at a specific moment in time are 

in equilibrium with local habitat conditions. As such, local communities are composed of two 

different types of species: core and occasional (sensu Magurran and Henderson 2003, Snell Taylor 

et al. 2018, 2020). Core species are those whose environmental requirements match with local 

habitat conditions and, consequently, can sustain viable local populations over time even in the 

absence of immigration (Coyle et al. 2013). Occasional species are then those poorly suited to 

local habitat conditions and whose local occurrence/permanence depends more on the random 

immigration of individuals from neighboring communities than on environmental matching 

(White et al. 2010; Umaña et al. 2017).  See an extended discussion on the core-occasional species 

framework in Supp. Information, Box I, and references within. 

Acknowledging the existence of core and occasional species within metacommunities is 

relevant because their distributions in space and time are driven by distinct assembly mechanisms 

(Belmaker 2009; Snell Taylor et al. 2018). The diversity of core species across communities is 

governed by deterministic mechanisms such as trait and/or environmental selection (Umaña et al. 

2017). In a variation partitioning framework (sensu Borcard et al. 1992, Peres-Neto et al. 2006)  

the turnover of core species is represented by the amount of variation in the response community 

matrix explained by environmental variation alone (see Supp. Information and Box I for proof of 

concept). Conversely, the diversity of occasional species across communities result from stochastic 

events of colonization and local extinctions. Under a null model framework, the turnover of 

occasional species generates beta-diversity patterns that equate to patterns underlying the 

stochastic sampling of individuals from the regional species pool into local communities (i.e., see 

Supp. Information and Box I for proof of concept). 
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The second condition in which the relative importance of deterministic and stochastic 

mechanisms will differ in space and time is that the steepness of environmental gradients must 

differ between these two dimensions. This condition is relevant because it ensures that spatial and 

Figure 2.1: A summary of our conceptual model and quantitative framework. The heatmap in the left 

represents the spatiotemporal structure of environment in the study system (i.e., scores of elevation-by-

month samples in the first principal component of the correlation matrix of climate variables). It is highly 

stratified elevationaly but not seasonally, which is typical for mountain systems (i.e., high vertical but low 

horizontal color variation in the heatmap).  The panel in the middle represents four fictional communities 

varying in time (T1; T2) and space (S1; S2).  The resulting Sørensen’s dissimilarity matrix (right panel) is 

then used to partition the total variance of the species-by-site-by-time matrix (total beta-diversity, BDtotal, 

Legendre and De Cáceres 2013) into its purely spatial (i.e., BDspace, red arrows), purely temporal (i.e., 

BDtime, green arrows), and spatiotemporal (i.e.,  BDSpxT, purple arrows) components based on the equation 

at the bottom.  Here we consider two types of species within each community (adapted from White et al. 

2010). Core species (large font size) are well adapted to local environmental conditions and, consequently, 

maintain long-term viable local populations even in the absence of immigration. Occasional species (small 

font size) are not well adapted to local environmental conditions and, consequently, their local occurrence 

depends on the random immigration of individuals from neighboring communities. In this example, BDspace 

is given by the turnover of core species caused by the high stratification of environmental conditions in 

space (i.e., deterministic species-environment sorting mechanisms). The low stratification of environmental 

conditions in time allows the maintenance of the local population of core species. As such, BDtime represents 

the turnover of occasional species driven by stochastic events of colonization and local extinctions that 

cannot be distinguished from the random allocation of individuals from the regional species pool into local 

communities (i.e., stochastic sampling effects).  BDSpxT is then the outcome of the deterministic turnover of 

core species in space and stochastic turnover of occasional species in time. 
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temporal beta-diversities will estimate the turnover of either type of species across communities 

and, consequently, will be explained by distinct assembly mechanisms. For instance, consider the 

case of tropical mountainous landscapes, a ubiquitous and highly diverse system where 

environmental conditions change faster in space than in time ( see Figure 2.1  Ghalambor 2006, 

Zuloaga and Kerr 2017). In these landscapes, our conceptual model predicts that beta-diversity 

along the steep spatial environmental gradient will be mainly explained by environmental 

variation: a pattern that indicates the high spatial turnover of core species (i.e., elevational 

specialists) across communities via species-environment sorting. In opposition, the shallow 

environmental gradient in time allows the local persistence of core species. As such, temporal beta-

diversity will estimate the turnover of occasional species caused by stochastic colonization and 

extinction that generate diversity patterns similar to the ones expected under ecological null 

models. 

To test the predictions derived from our conceptual model, we used the proposed analytical 

framework to assess and contrast the patterns underlying the spatial and temporal distribution of 

10 functionally distinct groups of beetles and wasps along an elevational gradient in the Atlantic 

Rainforest, South America. Through mechanistic simulations that reproduced in silico the 

conditions proposed in our conceptual model, we provide theoretical support for our assumptions 

that different mechanisms drive the turnover of core and occasional species and that our analytical 

framework is robust to assess these differences (see Box I and Supp. Information). Even though 

our simulations were not parametrized on the basis of empirical metacommunities, they yielded 

results qualitatively similar to what was observed in the empirical data (see more Supp. 

Information). These similarities indicate that our conceptual model serves as a proper 

approximation of the complex dynamics dictating the spatiotemporal organization of real 

metacommunities.  

2.2 Methods 

Sampling was carried out in the Serra dos Orgãos National Park (22°27′49″S; 

43°01′50″W), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The park is one of the most preserved remaining fragments 

of the Atlantic Rainforest (Castro 2018), one of the hottest hotspots of global biodiversity (Myers 

et al. 2000). Along a complete elevational transect that ranges from 100 to 2130 meters above sea 

level (MASL), two flight interception Malaise traps were placed every interval of approximately 

150 MASL, summing up to 15 sampled elevations. The collecting bottle of each Malaise trap was 

replaced every month from December 2014 to November 2015, summing up to 360 samples (2 

traps x 15 elevations x 12 months). A data logger was placed next to each pair of traps to record 

hourly variation in climatic conditions (air temperature and relative humidity) over the entire 

sampling period. Insects captured in each sample were sorted at the species level by our team and 

external collaborators (see acknowledgments). We focused our study on ten relatively well-known 

families and subfamilies of beetles (Coleoptera) and wasps (Hymenoptera).  Refer to Results and 

Supp. Information for more information about the diversity and functional role of the selected 

taxonomic groups. 
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 Box I: Distinct mechanisms dictate the distribution of core and occasional species within 

metacommunities 

 

Here we make use of mechanistic simulation models to provide theoretical support for our 

assumptions that the turnover of core and occasional species is driven by, respectively, deterministic and 

stochastic mechanisms (as shown in empirical data in Belmaker 2009, Coyle et al. 2013, Umaña et al. 

2017). We used simulated rather than observational data to validate these assumptions because we wanted 

to ensure that species were correctly classified as either core or occasional community members.  This 

assessment in empirical communities is a daunting task and is prone to errors when there is a lack of 

knowledge about the temporal occurrence, traits, and life history of species under consideration (as is the 

case of most tropical insects). It is also prone to errors when it is made based on observational data sampled 

in highly heterogeneous landscapes at relatively fine temporal scales (i.e., as is the case of our data, see 

extended discussions in Snell et al. 2018, 2020). As such, instead of simply proposing a conjecture in the 

discussion of how communities are structured by differences in turnover dynamics of these two types of 

species, we provide a demonstration based on a theoretical model (details in Supp. Information). 

The data used to validate our assumptions was simulated using a spatially implicit metacommunity 

model where population dynamics are discrete in time and were modeled according to a competition form 

of the Beverton-Holt model of population growth (Beverton and Holt 1957) . Dispersal is global (i.e., all 

sites have equal probabilities of receiving immigrants), and community assembly at the time “t” is the 

outcome of three sequential steps: (i) within patch dynamics (i.e., demographic stochasticity, intra and 

interspecific competition, and habitat selection); (ii) emigration and; (iii) immigration (Shoemaker and 

Melbourne 2016). Metacommunity dynamics were modeled in a virtual landscape where the 

spatiotemporal structure of environmental conditions resembles the one observed in tropical slopes (see 

Figure 2.1 and Supp. Information Fig. 1). Population dynamics were carried across 15 different sites over 

1200 time steps (each time step representing one month, i.e., 100 years in total).  To ensure that analyses 

were performed on stable rather than transient communities, only the last 12 time steps (i.e., the last year) 

were considered in the final species-by-site-by-time matrix. By keeping track of each species' growth rate 

in each site over time, we could discriminate which species were core and occasional members of each 

community. More specifically, species whose average long-term growth rate through time was higher than 

or equal to 1 were considered core members of the focal site, while the others were considered as 

“occasional” members.  

At the end of each of the 50 simulation rounds, we applied the analytical framework described in 

this study (see Methods) to analyze the final species-by-site-by-time matrix (i.e., hereafter full matrix). 

On average, these analyzes yielded results that were qualitatively similar to the results obtained in our 

empirical data (e.g., compare the first panel of Box I Figure I and Figure 2. 4 in the main text. Also, see 

Supp. Information).  This similarity indicates that our theoretical model serves as a proper approximation 

of the complex dynamics dictating the spatiotemporal organization of the empirical metacommunities. 

Finally, when analyzing simulated matrices in which either core or occasional species had been removed 

from communities, we showed that deterministic species-environment sorting mechanisms mainly 

explained the beta-diversity of core species, and the beta-diversity of occasional species was better 

explained by the stochastic allocation of species from the regional pool into local communities. These 

results support our initial assumption that the relative importance of distinct mechanisms dictating 

community assembly is related to the turnover of different types of species within metacommunities. They 

also indicate that our analytical framework can assess these differences properly.  
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We considered only the adults of the focal taxonomic groups in the final species-by-time-

by-site matrices (i.e., a total of 6996 individuals from 549 species across taxa). This is because 

flight-interception traps such as Malaises, by definition, do not effectively capture individuals at 

early ontogenetic stages (i.e., apterous larvae and pupae). Given that the age structure of many 

insect populations in the region changes fast within short periods (Flinte et al. 2009, 2015), there 

is an inevitable decrease in the capacity of Malaise traps in detecting species in months when 

populations are mainly composed of juvenile individuals. As such, we decided to consider only 

months with the highest activity of adults across all taxonomic groups (i.e., from December to 

February and June to August). This allowed reducing the cases of false absences but did not affect 

the completeness of sampling effort (as can be inferred by the asymptotic individual-based-

rarefaction curves estimated for most taxonomic groups, see Supp. Information). Additionally, this 

decision did not alter the qualitative component of results as our analytical framework is robust in 

Box I:  Distinct mechanisms dictate the distribution of core and occasional species within 

metacommunities 

 

 

Figure Box I Interaction plots showing the percentage of the total variation in the spatial (BDSpace), temporal 

(BDTime), and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) dimensions of the compositional dissimilarity matrix explained by 

environmental dissimilarities (Envdiss), stochastic sampling effects (�̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥) and their joint contribution (Joint). 

Symbols represent the mean values obtained across all 50 simulation rounds.  The panels represent the results 

obtained when either core and occasional (i.e., Full matrix), only core species (middle), or only occasional (right 

panel) members of communities were considered in the proposed analytical framework. Distinct mechanisms 

explain the spatiotemporal distribution of core and occasional species in the metacommunity.  Whiskers = Standard 

error of the mean. 
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controlling for unequal sampling efforts in space and time when estimating beta-diversity across 

dimensions (see below and results of simulations presented in Supp. Information). 

2.2.1 Partitioning beta-diversity into its spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal dimensions 

Beta-diversity can be estimated as the total variance in a community compositional matrix 

(hereafter BDtotal, see Legendre and De Cáceres 2013). BDtotal can be calculated from a matrix of 

pairwise dissimilarities D as follows: 

 𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑗𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=𝑗+1

𝑛−1
𝑗=1 /[𝑛(𝑛 − 1)]   (2.1)                                                                                  

where n is the number of samples (local communities) and Dij is the compositional 

dissimilarity between the ith and jth communities measured using either (abundance-based) 

Sørensen’s or Jaccard’s dissimilarity coefficients (see more in Legendre and De Cáceres 2013, 

Legendre 2014). We used both coefficients, but we chose for no particular reason to report on 

Sørensen’s as both yielded very similar results.  

Local communities were represented by the individuals of all species of a given taxonomic 

group sampled at a specific site (i.e., elevation) at a particular time (i.e., month). Given that each 

local community has a location in space and time, we can further determine whether the 

compositional dissimilarity between any pair of local communities in D is either purely spatial, 

purely temporal, or spatiotemporal (Figure 2.1). For instance, consider a focal community i located 

at elevation S1 in month T1 (represented as |S1T1| as in Figure 2.1). The dissimilarity between 

communities i and j (Dij) estimates spatial beta-diversity if j is located at |S2T1|; temporal beta 

diversity if j is at |S1T2|; finally, it estimates spatiotemporal beta-diversity if  j   is at |S2T2|.  

We decomposed D into subsets of pairwise dissimilarities representing either 

compositional differences in space alone (Dspace), time alone (Dtime), or  in space and time 

simultaneously (DSpxT). From equation 2.1, we can further partition BDtotal into its purely spatial 

(BDspatial), purely temporal (BDtemporal), and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) additive components as 

follows: 

𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐵𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 + 𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒+ 𝐵𝐷𝑆𝑝𝑥𝑇          (eq. 2.2)                                                                                           

where 

 𝐵𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = ∑ 𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 /[𝑛(𝑛 − 1)]                    (eq. 2.3)                                                                                                           

 𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = ∑ 𝐷𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 /[𝑛(𝑛 − 1)]                        (eq. 2.4)                                                                                                                                               

𝐵𝐷𝑆𝑝𝑥𝑇 = ∑ 𝐷𝑆𝑝𝑥𝑇 /[𝑛(𝑛 − 1)]                         (eq. 2.5)                                                                                              

In Figure 2.1, we depict an example where the number of entries in matrix D representing 

Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT is the same (i.e., two entries representing each dimension), representing a 

balanced design. In this case, differences in BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT can be directly contrasted 

and will only reflect differences in the amount of variation in the species matrix represented by 
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compositional dissimilarities in each dimension. However, if another site (e.g., S3) had also been 

surveyed in T1 and T2, the number of entries in matrix D representing Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT would 

have been six, three, and six, respectively. In this case, rather than representing only differences 

in compositional variation in each dimension, differences in BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT may also 

result from unbalances in the number of entries in D representing each dimension. As such, to 

fairly compare the contribution of each dimension to BDtotal in unbalanced designs, we must divide 

the values obtained for BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT by the number of entries in D representing, 

Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT, respectively. Even though these fractions do not sum up to BDtotal, they are 

directly comparable and can be understood as the average contribution of each dimension to 

BDtotal. We used simple simulations to demonstrate that averaging effectively controls for 

differences among BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT that result solely from unbalances in D (see Supp. 

Information for details). As such, our framework is suitable to analyze community data sampled 

in different sites at different moments in time, and it allows one to contrast the contribution of each 

dimension to total beta-diversity even if there are differences in sampling effort across dimensions.  

2.2.2 Decomposing beta-diversity into its Turnover and Nestedness components  

Comparing the importance of nestedness (i.e., ordered loss of species in a way that species 

poor sites are a subset of species rich sites) and turnover (i.e., the replacement of species among 

communities) components across dimensions may provide additional insights into how 

communities respond to environmental gradients (Baselga 2010). We can also adapt our 

framework to decompose the pairwise dissimilarities in D into their additive turnover and 

nestedness components (see Legendre 2014 for detailed calculations) as:  

𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 + 𝐵𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡 (eq. 2.6)                                                                                                                      

where 

𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 =
∑ 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
+

∑ 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
+

∑ 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛  𝑆𝑥𝑇

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
   (eq. 2.7)                                                                           

𝐵𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
∑ 𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
+

∑ 𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
+

∑ 𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑆𝑥𝑇

[𝑛(𝑛−1)]
     (eq. 2.8)                                                                                                                                                                                          

Using equations 2.7 and 2.8, one can assess the turnover and nestedness beta-diversity 

components in each dimension separately.  

2.2.3 Assessing the relative importance of environmental filtering and stochastic sampling effects 

across dimensions  

We estimated the relative importance of deterministic and stochastic mechanisms in 

structuring beta-diversity in each dimension in two different ways.  In the first approach, we used 

null models to determine the pairwise dissimilarities expected values if community composition 

were generated by random draws of individuals from the regional species pool (Kraft et al. 2011). 

By fixing the relative abundance of species in the regional pool and the local abundance of 

communities across randomizations, these null models allowed generating communities in the 

absence of spatiotemporal intraspecific aggregation as expected by deterministic species-
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environment relationships (Myers et al. 2013; Engel et al. 2020). We calculated a dissimilarity 

matrix for each of 1000 random generated metacommunities (Dnull) that are used below to estimate 

standardized effect sizes of pairs of entries in Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT.  To infer the role of random 

sampling in generating dissimilarity patterns in each dimension, we further estimated the 

standardized effect size (SESij) of each pairwise dissimilarity. The SESij measures, in standard 

deviation units, how much the observed pairwise dissimilarities between communities i and j 

deviates from the null expectation. The SESij can be estimated as follows: 

𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑗 = (𝐷𝑖𝑗 − �̅�𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙)/𝜎𝐷𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
         (eq. 2.9) 

where �̅�𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎 are the average and standard deviation of 𝐷𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙, respectively. By estimating 

the mean SESij values considering all pairwise dissimilarities representing Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT 

separately, we can infer and contrast the relative importance of deterministic versus stochastic 

mechanisms underlying community assembly within each dimension. A mean SESij value close to 

0 indicates that the observed pairwise dissimilarities representing beta-diversity in the focal 

dimension are, on average, not different from what would be expected under stochastic sampling 

alone. A mean SESij that deviates from 0 indicates that pairs of communities in the focal dimension 

are, on average, either more (positive values) or less (negative values) dissimilar than expected by 

chance. Our simulations (Supp. Information) also showed that the calculation of mean values of 

SESij across dimensions is not affected by unbalances in our sampling design. 

The second approach assessed the relative importance of environmental sorting (i.e., 

deterministic mechanisms) and stochastic sampling effects (i.e., stochastic mechanisms) in each 

dimension by fitting the observed values of Dspace, Dtime, and DSpXT separately as a function of their 

respective environmental dissimilarities (i.e., Envdiss) and corresponding pairwise dissimilarities 

due to stochastic sampling estimated in  �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥. The spatiotemporal coordinates (i.e., the geographic 

coordinates and month) of samples were included as covariates in the models. These models were 

fitted using generalized dissimilarity models (GDMs), which, contrary to other matrix-based 

regressions (e.g., Mantel correlations),  account for the non-linear relationship between community 

dissimilarity and ecological gradients when species turnover is high (Ferrier et al. 2007; Fitzpatrick 

et al. 2013). Variation partitioning (Borcard et al. 1992) was used to partition the null deviance 

explained by the fitted GDMs among each variable alone and their shared contribution. Given our 

scope (i.e., contrast the importance of deterministic and stochastic assembling mechanism across 

dimensions), we discuss only the proportion (%) of the total explained variation (i.e., relative 

importance) attributable to Envdiss and �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥 alone and by their joint contribution across 

dimensions.  Details regarding the proportion of explained variation accounted by all variables in 

the full model fitted for each taxonomic group can be found in Supp. Information. GDMs were 

fitted using the R pacakge gdm (Manion et al. 2018). 

2.2.4 Contrasting patterns across taxonomic groups 

We used the proposed framework to calculate for each of the ten taxonomic groups 

separately: (a) The average contribution of each dimension (BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT) and beta-
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diversity component (BDturn and BDnest) to BDtotal ; (b) The mean SESij for each dimension; (c) The 

proportion of variation in Dtime, Dspace, DSpxT attributable to the isolated and joint contributions of 

Envdiss  and Dnull in the fitted GDMs.  

In this study, we aimed at identifying repeatable patterns across taxonomic groups 

concerning the following questions:  (Q1) How is beta-diversity partitioned in space and time ? 

(Q2) How do the nestedness and turnover beta diversity components vary in space and time? (Q3) 

Do the relative importance of stochastic and deterministic assembly mechanisms significantly 

differ in space and time?  To tackle these three questions, we used mixed-effects ANOVAs 

(summarized in Table III of Supp. Information II) where “Taxonomic Group” was considered as 

a random factor (intercepts). By doing so, we could control for hierarchical structures in our data 

caused by differences in life histories within and among taxonomic groups that are beyond the 

scope of this study. The fixed factors considered in the mixed-effects ANOVAs were called 

“Dimension” (levels: BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT), “Components” (levels: BDturn, BDnest), and 

“Variables” (levels: Envdiss, �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥, and their Joint contribution).    

To answer Q1 and Q2, we fitted the average contribution to BDtotal as a function of 

Dimensions and Components. These models determined which dimension contributed the most to 

BDtotal, and whether nestedness and turnover components varied significantly among dimensions 

(i.e., a significant interaction between factors Dimensions and Components). To answer Q3, we 

fitted two different models. In the first, we fitted SESij as a function of Dimensions. We also used 

one-sample t-tests to evaluate whether the mean SESij values considering all taxonomic groups 

combined across dimensions were significantly different from zero. By doing so, we inferred 

whether beta-diversity in each dimension was significantly different from the null expectation. In 

the second model, we assessed whether the proportion (%) of the total variance explained by fitted 

GDMs across taxonomic groups changed as a function of Dimension and Variables. Taken 

together, these models informed whether the relative importance of assembly mechanisms differed 

among dimensions (e.g., significant interaction between Dimension and Variables). When 

necessary, we rank transformed the response variables to meet assumptions regarding residual 

normality and homoscedasticity. The mixed models were fitted using the R package nlme (Pinheiro 

et al. 2019).  

2.3 Results 

(Q1) How is beta-diversity partitioned in space and time? We observed that community 

composition varied more in space than in time consistently across taxonomic groups. More 

specifically, we found that the average contribution of BDSPxT and BDspace to BDtotal did not differ 

significantly but was higher than the average contribution of BDtime (Figure 2.2, df=2/18, F-value= 

23.56, p-value < 0.001, Supp. Information).  

(Q2) How do the nestedness and turnover beta diversity components vary in space and 

time?  Our conceptual model predicts an increase in the importance of nestedness  in temporal 

beta-diversity due to the persistence of core species through time along with the stochastic loss of 
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occasional species. In contrast, the replacement of core species due to species-environment sorting 

should increase the importance of turnover in spatial beta-diversity. As predicted, our results show 

that although turnover was the main component of beta-diversity across all three dimensions, 

nestedness was relatively (and significantly) higher in time than for the other components (Figure 

2.2, interaction between Dimensions and Components, df=2/45, F-value=30.58, p-value < 0.001, 

Supp. Information).   

(Q3) Do the relative importance of stochastic and deterministic assembly mechanisms 

significantly differ in space and time?  Our conceptual model predicts that spatial beta-diversity 

will be mainly driven by deterministic species-environment sorting, while temporal beta-diversity 

results from stochastic sampling effects.  Considering all taxonomic groups combined, the mean 

SESij was significantly lower in BDtime (Figure 2.3, df=2/18, F-value  21.84, p < 0.0001, Supp. 

Information II, Table III) and not significantly different from zero (one-sample t-test, df=9, 

t=0.981, p=0.345). When contrasting the results of the variation partitioning approach across 

taxonomic groups, we observed that BDtime was mainly explained by �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥 (ca. 32% on average), 

though the differences between the variance explained by �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥, Envdiss, and their Joint contribution 

were not significant (post hoc Tukey test, Envdiss vs. Dnull p =0.92, Envdiss vs. Joint p= 0.73,   Dnull 

vs. Joint p= 0.64, Figure 2.4). These results corroborate our prediction that temporal beta-diversity 

is strongly driven by the replacement of occasional species caused by stochastic events of 

colonization and extinction.  In contrast, BDspace was significantly more explained by Envdiss than 

by �̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥 and their Joint contribution (Figure 2.4). These results conform with our prediction that 

beta-diversity in space is driven by the turnover of core species associated with species sorting 

dynamics. Finally, variation in DSpxT was equally explained by the isolated contribution of   

�̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥 and Envdiss. These findings therefore suggest that spatiotemporal changes in community 

composition are simultaneously driven by deterministic mechanisms in space and stochastic 

mechanisms in time.  
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2.4 Discussion 

In this study, we investigated how compositional dissimilarities among communities (i.e., 

beta-diversity) are partitioned in space and time, and what is the dominant mechanism underlying 

compositional changes in each dimension. In the studied tropical slope, where environmental 

gradients are steeper in space than in time, spatial (BDspatial) and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) 

compositional dissimilarities contributed more to the total variance of the species-by-site-by-time 

matrix (BDtotal) than temporal changes alone (BDtime) (Q1, Figure 2.2). We also observed that 

while beta-diversity across all dimensions was mainly represented by species turnover, nestedness 

was significantly higher in time (Q2, Figure 2.2). These results were consistent across taxonomic 

groups and supported the predictions derived from the proposed conceptual model. The relatively 

low temporal beta-diversity observed is likely to result from the fact that core species, by 

definition, can persist locally when local environmental conditions do not change substantially 

over time.  As such, temporal beta-diversity is consistently low and significantly more nested 

across taxonomic groups because the occurrence of occasional species fluctuates over time, but 

the occurrence of core species remains relatively constant (Snell Taylor et al. 2018). The higher 

contribution of spatial beta-diversity to total beta-diversity should be then due  to  the turnover of 

     

    

    

                   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
  

 
 

  
  
 

      

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
  

 
 

  
  
 

Figure 2.2: Panel A summarizes (i.e., bar heights = mean, whiskers = Standard error of the mean) the 

average contribution of spatial (BDspace), temporal (BDtime) and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) beta-diversity to 

BDtotal  observed across the 10 taxonomic groups (seen in Panel B). Across taxa, the average contribution of 

BDtime to BDtotal is significantly lower than the contributions of BDspace and BDSpxT. Additionally, BDtime is 

significantly more nested than BDspace and BDSpxT. Panel B, first row (top):  Phengodidae (glow-worms), 

Lampyridae (fireflies), Carabidae (ground beetles). Second row:  Eumolpinae (Leaf beetles), Antrhibidae 

(fungus weevils), and Cerambycidae (Longhorn beetles). Third row:  Metopiinae, Pimplinae, Meteorus. 

Fourth row: Mesosotoinae.   
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core species associated with spatial variation in environmental conditions (Coyle et al. 2013). 

Finally, we observed that spatiotemporal changes in community composition contributed the most 

to the total variation of the species occurrence matrix, albeit this contribution was not significantly 

higher than the contribution of spatial beta-diversity alone (Figure 2.2).  This pattern indicates that 

when comparing the composition of two sites in different moments in time, beta-diversity is high 

because it represents the turnover of both types of species: spatial changes in the composition of 

core species coupled with temporal fluctuation in the composition of occasional species within 

communities.  

Our results conform with our prediction that community assembly in tropical mountains is 

represented by spatially deterministic but temporally stochastic changes in community 

composition (Q3, Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The high importance of species-sorting mechanisms in 

determining  the distribution of species along tropical slopes is a ubiquitous pattern in nature 

(Jankowski et al. 2009). Indeed, many studies discuss this pattern through the lens of Janzen's 

seasonality hypothesis (1967) which proposes that the low seasonality of tropical latitudes would 

favor the origin (i.e., speciation) and persistence of species with narrow environmental tolerances 

in the regional species pool (e.g., McCain 2009, Zuloaga and Kerr 2017). As such, local 

      

       

      

    
            

     

           

         

            

          

          

           

        

          

           

         

Figure 2.3: Considering all taxonomic groups combined (n = 10) , dissimilarities in temporal beta-diversity 

(BDtime) are, on average, not different from null model expectation (mean standardized effect size -mean 

SESij- overlaps with dashed line in 0). Conversely, spatial (BDspace) and spatiotemporal  (BDSpxT)  beta-

diversities were higher than the null expectation (i.e., mean SESij > 0 in both cases) and significantly higher 

than in BDtime. A jitter effect was used to place taxonomic groups according to their mean SESij values 

across dimensions. 
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communities at different portions of tropical elevational gradients would be only composed of 

elevational specialists (i.e., core species) that are in equilibrium with local habitat conditions. This 

rather "Clementsian" perspective over the nature of communities is often invoked to explain the 

high importance of environmental heterogeneity in the assembly of communities along tropical 

elevational gradients (Presley et al. 2012; Willig and Presley 2016). 

However, a Clementsian perspective implicitly assumed under  Janzen's hypothesis falls 

short on explaining the temporal beta-diversity patterns observed here and in other studies (e.g., 

da Silva et al. 2018, Wardhaugh et al. 2018). Suppose communities in tropical slopes were only 

composed of elevational specialists (i.e., core species).  In this case, the low temporal heterogeneity 

of environmental conditions would allow all species found locally to maintain stable populations 

through time.  Consequently, temporal changes in community composition should be negligible 

(BDtime closer to zero, Snell Taylor et al. 2018) in the absence of disturbance events that promote 

historical contingences in the assembly process (sensu Fukami 2015). Instead, our empirical data 

indicates that the average contribution of temporal beta-diversity to the total variance of species 

matrices is significantly different from zero (Figure 2.2) and is strongly explained by the stochastic 

allocation of individuals from the regional species pools into local communities (Figures 2.3 and 

2.4). We also observed a high relative importance of the Joint component of the variation 

partitioning procedure in explaining temporal beta-diversity. The underlying cause is likely due to 

the fact that unsuitable local conditions keep populations of occasional species at low abundances 

and, therefore, more prone to local extinction through time via demographic stochasticity (Siqueira 

et al. 2020). Together, these results suggest that the composition of communities in tropical 

mountains is temporally dynamic because of random colonization-extinctions events that promote 

the turnover of species that are not in equilibrium with local habitat conditions (i.e., occasional 

species). Therefore, we argue that the capacity of Janzen's hypothesis in predicting temporal 

diversity patterns in tropical slopes can be improved once we reframe its framework to 

accommodate a “Gleasonian" perspective based on the existence of core and occasional species 

within communities.  

Here we proposed a conceptual model that associates the relative importance of 

deterministic species-environment sorting with the turnover of core species across communities. 

However, it is important to highlight that this association is likely to be stronger at fine 

spatiotemporal scales such as the ones encompassed by our empirical data (i.e., a relatively short 

elevational transect over a year). This is because, at broader scales, dispersal limitation may also 

shape the distribution of core species in space.  For instance, recent studies investigating the 

mechanisms driving variation in beetle communities along broad spatial scales concluded that 

dispersal limitation, and not deterministic habitat selection, explains the absence of many taxa in 

northern communities since the Last Glacial Maximum (Gómez-Rodríguez and Baselga 2018). 

These results suggest that high-latitude biomes may harbor communities depauperate in core 

species because dispersal limitation may keep them from recolonizing habitats with suitable 

contemporary climate.  
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 Nevertheless, our conceptual model fosters two important insights into the reasons why 

the relative importance of deterministic and stochastic mechanisms within metacommunities may 

differ in space and time. First, it provides strong evidence that there are clear limits to how much 

we can learn from metacommunities based on unidimensional assessments alone. This is because 

if different mechanisms structure metacommunities in space and time, sorting metacommunities 

into archetypes (or paradigms sensu Leibold et al. 2004) based only on spatial dynamics can only 

yield an incomplete understanding of the assembly process (e.g., Wisnoski et al. 2019, Jabot et al. 

2020).  Second, our model and empirical results indicate that well-informed predictions on the 

mechanisms driving community assembly should consider the complex spatiotemporal structure 

of environmental conditions in landscapes (e.g., Bar-Massada et al. 2014). For instance, in 

temperate mountains, an ecosystem where environmental gradients are steeper in time than in 

space, community assembly should be a product of the changes in composition that are stochastic 

in space but deterministic in time (i.e., opposite to those in tropical mountains). If corroborated, 

this pattern may indicate a latitudinal gradient in the relative importance of deterministic and 

stochastic mechanisms underpinned by differences in the spatiotemporal structure of 

environmental conditions under which lineages have evolved (Kozak and Wiens 2010; Cadena et 

al. 2011). Future research that replicates our framework across mountain ranges (or any other 

 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
 

         

Figure 2.4: Interaction plot showing the percentage of the total variation in the spatial (BDspace), temporal 

(BDtime) and spatiotemporal (BDSpxT) dimensions of the compositional dissimilarity matrix explained by 

environmental dissimilarities (Envdiss), stochastic sampling effects (�̅�𝐧𝐮𝐥𝐥) and their joint contribution 

(Joint).  Symbols show mean values obtained considering all 10 taxonomic groups. Whiskers = Standard 

Error of the mean. 
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system where environmental variation differs in time and) in different latitudes and biogeographic 

regions may test these additional predictions, thus providing a broader understanding of the 

assembly process in space and time.   

 

2.5 Supplementary Information 

2.5.1 The existence of core, satellite, and occasional species in metacommunities  

Hanski (1982) proposed that species in a regional pool could be divided into two types, 

core, and satellite, depending on their frequency (spatial occupancy) and abundance within 

communities. In Hanski’s framework, core species were those with high regional occupancy and 

high abundance within local patches, while satellite species were those with low occupancy and 

rare. Magurran and Henderson (2003) proposed a temporal analog of Hanski’s spatially oriented 

classification by showing that locally abundant species are often those with higher temporal 

occupancy within local communities.  In this temporally oriented classification, core species (also 

named “frequent,” sensu Ulrich and Ollik 2004) are those that can maintain self-sustaining local 

populations for relatively long periods of time. Conversely, species that are poorly suited to local 

habitat conditions and, consequently, are unable to keep viable local populations in the long term 

have been named in different ways: occasional, accidental, vagrant, tourist, or transient (see Snell 

Taylor et al. 2018 and references within). These names refer to the probabilistic (i.e., stochastic) 

occurrence of this second type of species (hereafter referred to as occasional) in a given community 

at a specific moment in time. An important distinction between the spatially and temporally 

oriented classifications is that while the former is species-specific (i.e., a species is either core or 

satellite), the latter is community-specific (i.e., a species can be occasional in one community but 

core in another). As such, satellite species are not necessarily the same as occasional species 

(Umaña et al. 2017). For instance, species with narrow spatial distributions (i.e., satellite) may be 

a persistent component of local communities over time (i.e., core), while species widely distributed 

in the landscape may be occasional members of local communities (occasional). Even though both 

types of classifications are likely to be somewhat correlated, here we only considered the site-

specific classification (i.e., core-occasional) in our proposed conceptual model.  

The core-occasional species framework may help us broaden our understanding of the 

assembly process because: (i) it has clear predictions on the mechanisms driving the diversity and 

distribution of core and occasional species in metacommunities (see main text). These predictions 

have found empirical support across many different ecosystems and taxa (e.g., Belmaker 2009, 

Supp et al. 2015, Umaña et al. 2017); (ii) recent meta-analyses showed that the removal of 

occasional species from ecological analyses affects well-known patterns such as species-area 

relationships, species-energy relationships, and species abundance distributions (Magurran and 

Henderson 2003, Snell Taylor et al. 2018).   

However, identifying the core and occasional members of empirical communities is not 

straightforward. Over the past few decades, several studies have proposed different ways to do so 
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by using detailed information on species life-history (Belmaker 2009, Supp et al. 2015) and traits 

(Ulrich and Zalewski 2006, Umaña et al. 2017).  When such data is not available, identifying core 

and occasional species within communities is based on somewhat arbitrary decisions. For instance, 

many studies use thresholds to classify species based on their temporal occupancy in a given site 

(e.g., core species are those that occur in the focal community over more than X% of the total years 

surveyed). In addition, recent simulations have shown that the probability of misclassifying species 

based on their temporal occupancy is particularly high in observational studies carried out in highly 

heterogeneous landscapes at relatively fine temporal scales. This is because mass-effect dynamics 

can allow species that fail to maintain positive population growth rates to persist locally through 

time due to repeated immigration of individuals from neighboring communities (Snell Taylor et 

al. 2020).  Given the lack of knowledge about the distribution and taxonomy of tropical insects 

(i.e., the Wallacean and Linnean shortfalls, respectively), and the relatively fine temporal scale of 

our observational data (i.e., one year long), we decided to use simulated rather than observational 

data to validate the assumptions of our conceptual framework (see main text). 

2.5.2 Replicating in silico the proposed conceptual model and validating its assumptions  

In this model, population size of species j in site s at time t is given by:  

𝑁𝑗𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑊𝑃𝐷𝑗𝑠,𝑡 − 𝐸𝑗𝑠,𝑡+ 𝐼𝑗𝑥−𝑠,𝑡 eq. (SI  2.1) 

where 𝑊𝑃𝐷𝑗𝑠,𝑡 represents the number of individuals after within-patch dynamics, Ejs,t  represents 

the number of individuals emigrating from s, and 𝐼𝑗𝑥,𝑡 is the number of individuals immigrating 

from site x to site s in time t. 𝑊𝑃𝐷𝑗𝑠,𝑡  was modeled using a modified form of the Beverton-Holt 

competition model (Beverton and Holt 1957, Tucker et al. 2016) given by:  

𝑊𝑃𝐷𝑗𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑁𝑗𝑠,𝑡−1 𝐺𝑅𝑗𝑠,𝑡 )   eq. (SI  2.2) 

𝑁𝑗𝑠,𝑡−1  is the population size in t-1 while GRJs,t  represents the growth rate of j when 

conditioned by within-patch abiotic and biotic conditions, and is calculated as: 

𝐺𝑅𝑗𝑠,𝑡 =  𝑅𝑗𝑠,𝑡 
1

1+𝛼𝑗𝑗 ∑ 𝑁𝑗𝑠,𝑡+𝛼𝑘𝑗 ∑ 𝑁𝑘𝑠,𝑡
  eq. (SI  2.3) 

where 𝑅𝑗𝑠𝑡   is the effect of environmental selection in population dynamics and is given by: 

 𝑅𝑗𝑠,𝑡 = 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 exp (
−(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑠,𝑡 − 𝜇𝑗)

2

2 𝜎𝑗
2 )      eq. (SI  2.4) 

where 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥  represents the maximum intrinsic growth rate. 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑠,𝑡 is the local abiotic conditions,  

𝜇𝑗  is the environmental optimum of species j and 𝜎𝑗   is its niche breadth (i.e., environmental 

tolerance).  The right term of equation SI. 2.4 represents  species-specific Gaussian responses to  

environmental variation and range between 0 (unsuitable environmental conditions) and 1 

(perfectly suitable environmental conditions).   
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The term 1 1 + 𝛼𝑗𝑗 ∑ 𝑁𝑗𝑠,𝑡 + 𝛼𝑘𝑗 ∑ 𝑁𝑘𝑠,𝑡⁄  of equation SI. 2.3 represents the effects of intra 

and interspecific competition experienced by species j in community s. The coefficient 𝛼𝑗𝑗is the 

per capita effect of species j on itself while 𝛼𝑘𝑗 is the per capita effect of species k on the growth 

of j. In this model, we assumed a stabilizing competition, i.e., species compete more strongly with 

themselves than with each other (i.e., 𝛼𝑗𝑗> 𝛼𝑘𝑗). Note that stabilizing competition increases the 

chances of dominant and rare species to coexist in a community over time (Thompson et al. 2020).  

When considering equation SI. 2.3, suboptimal growth ( 𝐺𝑅𝑗𝑠,𝑡  < 1) results from the negative 

impact of local competition on population growth and/or a mismatch between local environmental 

conditions and species environmental preferences.  Finally, stochasticity in birth and survival was 

incorporated by drawing the number of individuals of species j in community s in time t from a 

Poisson distribution whose mean is equal to the deterministic part of equation SI. 2.3 (i.e., terms 

within parenthesis) (Shoemaker and Melbourne 2016; Thompson et al. 2020)  

The argument Ejs,t of equation 2 represents the number of individuals of species j  that 

emigrated from patch s at time t. This number was determined by the successful number of 𝑊𝑃𝐷𝑗𝑠,𝑡 

draws from a binomial distribution with different probabilities (p) depending on whether local 

conditions were suitable (psuit) or not (punsuit). That is, if 𝐺𝑅 ≥ 1 then  p= psuit, but if  𝐺𝑅 < 1 then 

p= punsuit,.  Here we defined that psuit < punsuit so individuals are more likely to remain if habitat 

conditions are benign, but more likely to escape if habitat conditions are unsuitable.  

The argument 𝐼𝑗𝑥−𝑠,𝑡 in equation SI. 2.1 represents the number of individuals of species j 

that emigrated from site x and arrived in community s at time t.  All individuals that emigrated 

across communities have an equal probability of immigrating to all patches but the one from which 

they emigrated. The destination of immigrants was computed as random sampling with 

replacement and equal probabilities repeated. To incorporate the costs of migration in our 

simulations, a number of immigrants is selected to die during the process. This number is given 

by a binomial distribution whose number of trials is equal to 𝐸𝑗𝑥,𝑡, and the success probability is 

0.1. 

Population dynamics were carried across 15 different sites over 1200 time steps (each time 

step representing one month, i.e., 100 years in total).  To ensure that analyses were performed on 

stable rather than transient communities, only the last 12 time steps (i.e., the last year) were 

considered in the final species-by-site-by-time matrix. As such, the final species matrix has similar 

dimensions to those of our empirical data.  In t=1, all 30 species were set with the same initial 

regional abundance (ca., 100), and were placed across the 15 modeled patches according to their 

environmental preferences. Environmental conditions in the landscape were manually set to depict 

a similar environmental profile as in our empirical data (compare Figure 2.1 and Figure SI 2.I). 

That is to say that the simulated landscape mimicked the high elevational but low seasonal 

variation in environmental conditions often observed along a tropical elevational gradient (see 

Figure 2.1 in the main text).  Environment is represented by a single variable that ranges from 0 to 

1. Environmental optimum 𝜇 of each species was equally spaced and ranged from 0 to 1, while 
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species niche breadth 𝜎 was set at 1 for all species. This value for 𝜎 decreased regional extinctions 

by ensuring that all species were able to persist over time in at least one of the 15 sites modeled. 

In addition, the immigration pool was rescaled to 500 individuals in every timestep to minimize 

temporal fluctuations in the size of the regional pool caused by regional extinctions. Core species 

in a given community had an average GR over the last 120 time steps higher equal or greater than 

one, whereas occasional species were those with average GR smaller than one.   

We repeated the simulation 50 times. At the end of each simulation round, we applied our 

partitioning framework described (see Methods) to analyze the final species-by-site-by-time 

matrices (i.e., full matrix). We also repeated our analyses after removing each type of species from 

the final species matrices. This is the standard protocol of studies that aim at understanding the 

mechanisms governing the diversity of core and occasional species in a metacommunity (e.g., 

Belmaker 2009, Supp et al. 2015, Umaña et al. 2017). The analyses performed considering the full 

matrix yielded results that were qualitatively similar to the results observed when analyzing the 

observational data (Compare panel “Full Matrix” in the SI figures below and figures in the main 

text). The goal of our model was to demonstrate a link between the importance of deterministic 

and stochastic mechanisms and the turnover of different types of species among communities. 

Indeed, when analyzing matrices in which either core or occasional species were removed, we 

showed that deterministic species-environment sorting mechanisms mainly explained the 

spatiotemporal turnover of core species. In contrast, the turnover of occasional species was better 

predicted by the stochastic allocation of species from the regional pool into local communities 

(Figure SI. II, III and Figure Box I in main text).  

The values of all parameters considered here are listed in Table SI 2.I. The chosen value 

for each parameter was set in a way that the following conditions were met: 

1-At least 50% of the species in the regional pool remained in the metacommunity 

in the last 12 time steps; 

2-All sites had at least one core member; 

3-Core and occasional species had similar regional abundances in the last 12 steps. 

These conditions were critical to ensure that our analyses based on the final matrix was 

able to detect the signal of both types of species in the metacommunity. It is important to highlight 

that these simulations were used to validate our conceptual framework’s assumptions and should 

not be interpreted as an attempt to estimate the parameters of any real metacommunity. As such, 

while the results obtained here were robust to changes in the size of the metacommunity (number 

of species and their initial abundances), changes in other simulation parameters’ values may 

change the qualitative patterns observed. Different combinations of values may also allow the final 

species matrix to meet the conditions listed above but exploring the different results obtained along 

the parameter space is beyond the scope of this simple simulation framework. 
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Figure SI. 2.I Virtual landscape in which metacommunity models were set to run (only last 12 time 

steps are shown). The spatiotemporal structure of environmental conditions is similar to the one observed 

in the tropical slope where insect communities were sampled (see Fig. 2.1 in the main text) 
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Table SI 2.I: Simulation parameters:  Values and underlying distribution of related process 

Parameter Description Min Max mean Value Distribution 

Nsp Number of species - - - 30 - 

Nt1 
Regional Abundances 

T1 
- - - 2000 - 

Rmax 
Max growth rate in 

optimum conditions 
- - - 1.45 - 

N_patch Number of patches  - - - 15 - 

N_month Number of time steps - - - 1200 - 

E 

Environment in a 

patch at specific 

moment in time 

0 1 0.5 - - 

αjj 
Coeff. Intra-specific 

Competition 
- - - 1/200 - 

αkj 
Coeff. Inter-specific 

Competition 
- - - 1/800 - 

m Mortality rate - - - 0.1 binomial  

punsuit 
Chance  to disperse 

when GR<1 
- - - 0.8 binomial  

psuit 
Chance  to disperse 

when GR>1 
- - - 0.3 binomial  

μ  Niche optima 0 1 0.5 - - 

σ Niche breadth - - - 1 - 
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Figure SI. 2.II: Average contribution of spatial (BDspace), temporal (BDtime), and spatiotemporal 

(BDSpxT) changes in community composition to the total variance of species-by-site-by-time matrix 

(BDtotal). In the first panel analyses were carried out considering both types of species across 

communities (Full matrix) and results were qualitatively similar to the results observed across insect 

communities sampled in this study (see Fig. 2.2 main text). The other two panels show the results 

when only occasional (middle) or core species (right) were kept within communities. As we can see, 

the composition of core species varies relatively little over time, while the composition of occasional 

species varies in all dimensions.  
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Figure SI. 2.III: Mean Standardized effect sizes (SES) observed across dimensions calculated considering full 

communities and after the removal of either core or occasional species (see caption of Figure SI 2. II). Patterns 

observed in the full matrix were qualitatively similar to the patterns observed in analyses considering real 

communities (see Fig. 2.3). When considering only occasional species (middle), there is a higher similarity 

between the null expectation and the final simulated matrix (SES closer to zero). This result indicates that 

stochastic events of colonization extinction are the main drivers of beta-diversity when only occasional species 

are taken into consideration in our analyses. Conversely, beta-diversity was very different from the null 

expectation (i.e., above  0 in BDspace and BDSpxT, but  below zero 0 in BDtime), which indicates that other 

mechanisms drive the spatiotemporal distribution of this type of species across communities 
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2.5.3 Empirical data and analyses 

 

Table SI 2.II: Characterization of taxonomic groups 

Family 

(Subfamily/Genus) 
Order 

Common 

name 

(English) 

Occurrence 
Global 

Richness 

Sampled 

Richness 

Sampled 

Abundance 
Functional role  

Lampyridae Coleoptera Fireflies  Global ca.2000  62 1042 

Specialist Predators 

of worms, 

gastropods and 

other fireflies 

Phengodidae Coleoptera 
Glow-worm 

Beetles  
New World  ca.270  31 912 

Predator of 

Millipedes and 

other Insects living 

in the litter 

Carabidae Coleoptera 
Ground 

Beetles  
Global 

ca. 

40000  
55 517 

Generalist 

Predators 

Eumolpinae Coleoptera Leaf Beetles Global ca. 7000  67 1237 
Specialist 

Herbivores 

Cerambycidae Coleoptera 
Longhorn 

Beetles 
Global 

ca. 

24000  
59 344 

Generalist 

Herbivores 

Anthribidae Coleoptera 
Fungus 

weevils 
Global ca. 3900  63 214 

Feed on Fungus 

and decaying 

matter 

Ichneumonidae 

(Metopiinae) 
Hymenoptera -  Global ca. 830  67 782 

Endoparasitoids of 

Lepidoptera 

Ichneumonidae 

(Pimplinae) 
Hymenoptera - Global ca. 1740  97 1514 

Parasitoids of 

Lepidoptera and 

Spiders 

Braconidae 

(Mesostoinae) 
Hymenoptera -  

Neotropical 

and 

Australasian 

ca. 32 32 317 
Ectoparasitoids of 

Lepdoptera 

Braconidae 

(Meteorini/Meteorus) 
Hymenoptera - Global ca. 250 22 316 

Endoparasitoids of 

Lepidoptera 
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Figure SI. 2.IV; Individual based rarefaction per taxonomic group 
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Table SI 2.III: Variation Partitioning across taxonomic groups.  Values represent the % of the total variation 

explained in fitted GDMs accounted by Envdiss alone, Dnull alone, their joint contribution (Joint). The values 

assigned in the column Coord represent the % explained by Coord (i.e. elevation per month) alone +  the 

joint contribution of Coord and  Envdiss +  the joint contribution of Coord and  Dnull +  the joint contribution 

of Coord, Envdiss and Dnull. * Negative values were considered equal to 0 because they represent scenarios 

where the independent variables explain less variation than a random variable following a normal 

distribution 

  Taxa Dimension % EnvDiss % Dnull % Joint % Coord 

Phengodidae 

Dtime 23.5 23.3 14 39 

Dspace 39.6 2.3 4.8 53 

DSpxT 23.3 14.5 11 53 

Lampyridae 

Dtime 46.6 20.0 23.3 9.6 

Dspace 60.7 11.3 8.2 19.6 

DSpxT 59.7 13.3 15.4 11.4 

Carabidae 

Dtime 27.1 15.4 11.5 45.9 

Dspace 57.3 7.7 11.6 23.2 

DSpxT 19.2 22.2 5.2 53.6 

Pimplinae 

Dtime 4.5 65.8 21.6 7.8 

Dspace 16.1 24.3 3 56.4 

DSpxT 11.9 37.9 7.8 42.2 

Eumolpinae 

Dtime 8.5 27.3 13.1 50.9 

Dspace 44.4 2.1 1.8 51.5 

DSpxT 12.1 6.4 *0 83.2 

Metopiinae 

Dtime 3.4 66.8 19.4 10.1 

Dspace 36 22.1 16 25.7 

DSpxT 29.3 25.8 20.4 24.2 

Mesostoinae 

Dtime 58.7 38.9 *0 11.5 

Dspace 21.8 29.9 *0 49 

DSpxT 8.2 34 *0 59.4 

Antrhibidae 

Dtime 10.3 20.8 25.2 43.5 

Dspace 65.9 4.1 27.5 2.3 

DSpxT 41.1 9.1 26.1 23.5 

Cerambycidae 

Dtime 57.2 18.5 19.4 4.7 

Dspace 48.5 3.5 10.2 37.6 

DSpxT 13.7 29.1 10.5 46.4 

Meteorus 

Dtime 26.5 17.8 19.3 4.8 

Dspace 56.1 3.7 10 37.6 

DSpxT 13.48 28.6 10.1 46.8 
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Table SI 2.IV: Results of mixed models ANOVAs. In all models, “Taxonomic Group” was set as a random 

factor. DV= Dependent Variable; Levels of the fixed factor (FF) “Dimensions” = BDSpace, BDTime, and 

BDSpxT ; “Components” = BDnest and BDturn; “Variables”=  Envdiss, Dnull, and Joint. * Significant at alpha = 

0.05 

 

  

Question DV FF Dfnum/DFden F-statistic p-value Figures 

Q1 

Avg.Cont 

to 

BDtotal 

Dimensions 2/18 23.56 <0.0001* 

2.2 

Q2 

Avg.Cont 

to 

BDtotal 

Dimensions 2/45 
0.86 0.46 

Components 1/45 
56.67 <0.0001* 

Dimensions:  Components 2/45 30.58 <0.0001* 

Q3 

SESij Dimensions 2/18 21.84 <0.0001* 2.3 

Explained 

variation 

(%) 

Dimensions 2/72 1.765 0.17 

2.4 Variables 2/72 14.71 <0.0001* 

Dimension: Variables 4/72 4.95 0.0014* 
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2.5.4 Exploring the effects of unbalances in the dissimilarity matrices  

We make use of simple simulations to demonstrate that averaging effectively controls for 

differences among BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT that result solely from unbalances in the 

dissimilarity matrix D. We started by simulating 150 regional pools using three different species 

abundance distributions (Log-normal, Poisson-lognormal, and negative binomial distributions, 50 

regional pools each). Each regional pool was composed of 1000 individuals distributed across 50 

species. Each individual within any given pool was then randomly allocated across 90 samples 

with specific spatial and temporal coordinates. Then we calculated the pairwise dissimilarity 

among simulated communities and obtained the matrix Dsim. Note that the number of entries in 

Dsim representing Dtime, Dspace, and DSpXT was set to be, respectively, 225, 630, and 3150; the same 

unbalance observed in our real D matrices. Since the composition of simulated communities is 

generated by chance alone, all dimensions should equally contribute to BDtotal. However, without 

proper correction, we observe that BDSpxT> BDspace> BDtime; a pattern that is caused by the 

observed unbalance in Dsim (Figure SI. 2. V). Only after dividing BDspace, BDtime, and BDSpxT by 

the number of entries in Dsim representing Dspace, Dtime, and DSpxT, we observe that all dimensions, 

on average, contribute equally to BDtotal (Figure SI. 2. VI). Based on the same simulations, we also 

show that the results of the SES procedure (see main text) were not influenced by  unbalances in 

D. More specifically, in these simulations where species were randomly distributed across 

communities, the mean SESij for each dimension is not significantly different from 0 (Figure SI. 

2.V).  

 

Figure SI. 2.VI Partitioning BDtotal into its dimensions (BDspace, BDtime, BDSpxT) without 

accounting for unbalances in the dissimilarity matrix Dsim. Even though our simulations 

were set in a way that community composition would change equally across dimensions 

(BDspace = BDtime =BDSpxT), the contribution of each dimension to BDtotal differed due to  

differences in the number of entries  in Dsim representing beta-diversity in each 

dimension 
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Figure SI. 2.VII: Same as in figure SI. 2.V but now we averaged the contribution of each 

dimension to BDtotal by the number of entries in Dsim representing beta-diversity in each 

dimension. After this correction, the contribution of each dimension to BDtotal was not 

significantly different. 
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Figure SI. 2.VIII: Standardized Effect Sizes (SES) are similar across dimensions in metacommunities 

despite unbalances in Dsim. Mean pairwise SES values across dimensions revolve around zero because 

communities were set to represent  random samples taken from the regional species pool 
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Chapter 3 : The geography of metacommunities: landscape characteristics 

drive geographic variation in the assembly process through selecting 

species pool attributes 

3.1 Abstract  

The non-random association between landscape characteristics and the dominant life-history 

strategies observed in species pools is a typical pattern in nature. Here, we argue that these 

associations determine predictable changes in the relative importance of assembly mechanisms 

along broad-scale geographic gradients (i.e., the geographic context of metacommunity dynamics). 

To demonstrate that, we employed simulation models in which groups of species with the same 

initial distribution of niche breadths and dispersal abilities interacted across a wide range of 

landscapes with contrasting characteristics. By assessing the traits of dominant species in the 

species pool in each landscape type, we determined how different landscape characteristics select 

for different life-history strategies at the metacommunity level. We analyzed the simulated data 

using the same analytical approaches used in the study of empirical metacommunities to derive 

predictions about the causal relationships between landscape characteristics, dominant life-

histories in species pools, and their reciprocal influence on empirical inferences regarding the 

assembly process. We provide empirical support for these predictions by contrasting the assembly 

of moth metacommunities in a tropical versus a temperate mountainous landscape. Collectively, 

our model framework and empirical analyses demonstrate how the geographic context of 

metacommunities influences our understanding of community assembly across broad-scale 

ecological gradients. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Community assembly theory studies the mechanisms by which species from a broader pool 

of potential colonizers assemble into local communities at finer scales (Hillerislambers et al. 2012). 

Metacommunity theory advances our understanding of a wide range of biodiversity patterns by 

extending community assembly theory to incorporate mechanisms such as dispersal limitation, 

environmental selection, and ecological drift (Mouquet and Loreau 2003; Vellend et al. 2014; 

Fournier et al. 2017; Koffel et al. 2022). Theoretical models have predominantly advanced our 

knowledge about the importance and links among these mechanisms by systematically 

manipulating parameters governing two distinct metacommunity components: (1) the attributes of 

species pools that form metacommunities (e.g., degree of species ecological specialization and 

dispersal ability); and (2) the characteristics of landscapes (e.g., environmental heterogeneity, 

connectivity) where metacommunity dynamics occur. For instance, by independently 

manipulating species pool attributes and the environmental heterogeneity and connectivity of the 

landscape, one can simulate assembly dynamics corresponding to distinct metacommunity 

archetypes (e.g., Thompson et al. 2020; Suzuki and Economo 2021). Such theoretical frameworks 
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produce insights into how distinct combinations of species pool attributes and landscape 

characteristics can generate the multitude of diversity patterns frequently observed in empirical 

metacommunities (e.g., Ovaskainen et al. 2019, Guzman et al. 2022).  

However, the dominant life-history strategies observed in species pools forming 

metacommunities are selected by the characteristics of landscapes where the assembly process 

occurs (Büchi and Vuilleumier 2014; Fournier et al. 2020). Indeed, this is a fundamental idea in 

spatial ecology (e.g., Peres-Neto et al. 2012) that also underlies well-established ecogeographical 

rules and macroecological hypotheses. For instance, Janzen’s seasonality hypothesis states that 

latitudinal variation in the degree of spatial and temporal variation in landscape environmental 

conditions explains latitudinal clines in the degree of ecological specialization of species in the 

regional pools (Janzen 1967; Ghalambor 2006; Sheldon et al. 2018). Similarly, Rapoport`s rule 

(i.e., the increase in species geographic ranges with latitude, Stevens 1989, Ruggiero and 

Werenkraut 2007) is assumed to be a consequence of the dominance of strong dispersers in 

temperate landscapes where temporal variability in habitat conditions is high. While the non-

random association between species pool attributes and landscape characteristics is a common 

pattern in nature (e.g., Sunday et al. 2011; Sheard et al. 2020), we have yet to determine its 

influence on our empirical understanding of metacommunity patterns and the relative importance 

of underlying assembly mechanisms. This understanding should be particularly relevant for 

generating insights into why broad-scale empirical studies frequently report (bio)geographic 

variation in metacommunity dynamics (e.g., Qian and Ricklefs 2012; Myers et al. 2013; 

Henriques-Silva et al. 2015; Nishizawa et al. 2022). 

In this study, we set out to determine how the dependence of species pool characteristics 

on landscape attributes influences the geographic context of metacommunity dynamics, i.e., how 

it drives predictable variation in the relative importance of mechanisms that assemble different 

metacommunities distributed along broad-scale ecological gradients, across biogeographic regions, or 

even at the global scale. Our conceptual framework can be described as a partial mediation model 

(Figure 3.1) in which landscape attributes (i.e., exogenous variables) determine the degree of 

specialization and dispersal ability of species that dominate species pools at the metacommunity 

scale (i.e., mediator variables). These two (model) compartments jointly dictate the relative 

importance of different assembly mechanisms (i.e., endogenous variable). Putting in ecological 

terms, landscape attributes that vary across large-scale gradients (e.g., seasonality) should 

determine large-scale geographic changes in the dominant traits and life-history strategies 

observed in species pools that form metacommunities (Peres-Neto et al. 2012, Henriques-Silva et 

al. 2015). As demonstrated in this study, these non-random associations between landscape 

characteristics and species pool attributes underpin geographic shifts in the relative importance of 

assembly mechanisms.  

To provide theoretical validation and illustrate the utility of our conceptual framework, we 

built a process-based (simulation) metacommunity model wherein groups of species with the same 

initial distribution of continuous traits (here, ecological specialization and dispersal ability) were 
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allowed to colonize and reach coexistence in landscapes with varying of levels spatiotemporal 

environmental heterogeneity, physical connectivity, and spatial structure (autocorrelated) of 

environmental (habitat) conditions. By evaluating the degree of ecological specialization and 

dispersal ability of the species that could persist and dominate the metacommunity (defined here 

as the metacommunity species pools, sensu Fukami 2015) across various types of landscapes, we 

were able to understand how distinct landscape characteristics select for different dominant life-

history strategies. This modeling approach allowed us to understand how geographic clines in life-

history strategies, often attributed to broad-scale variation in evolutionary and historical 

mechanisms (e.g., trait evolution/conservatism and speciation, Hua 2016), can also arise from 

ecological dynamics operating at the finer spatial and temporal scales of metacommunity dynamics 

(Henriques-Silva et al. 2015, Mittelbach and Schemske 2015).  

To determine how the interdependences between species pool and landscapes influence 

inferences about metacommunity dynamics, we analyzed the resulting (simulated) 

metacommunities employing analytical approaches commonly used to infer the relative 

importance of assembly mechanisms in empirical metacommunities (discussed in Methods and 

see relevant conceptual and statistical limitations in Gilbert and Bennett 2010, Peres-Neto and 

Legendre 2010). We then explored the causal links between landscape attributes, dominant life-

history strategies in species pools, and related inferences about community assembly through 

statistical models.  

To provide empirical support for some of the theoretical predictions derived from our 

simulation framework, we analyzed empirical data on moth metacommunities in a tropical and 

temperate mountainous landscape. Tropical and temperate mountains are known to exhibit distinct 

patterns of spatial and temporal environmental heterogeneity (Zuloaga and Kerr 2017), making 

them suitable “natural experiments” for testing our theoretical predictions. For instance, a strong 

prediction derived from our simulation models (see below) posits that in landscapes where 

environmental variation is stronger in space than in time (e.g., tropical mountains), environmental 

specialists will predominate in species pools. Hence, empirical studies in these areas are likely to 

conclude that species-environment sorting is the primary driver of spatiotemporal variation in 

community composition. On the other hand, in regions where environmental variation is stronger 

in time than in space (e.g., temperate mountains), generalists should dominate species pools. As a 

result, mechanisms other than environmental selection (e.g., dispersal limitation or autocorrelation 

of demographic processes) are expected to play a greater role in affecting spatiotemporal variation 

in community composition. By contrasting the predictions generated by our conceptual model with 

the outcomes observed in these moth metacommunities, we demonstrated how our conceptual 

framework can serve as an inferential tool for investigating the geography of metacommunity 

dynamics. 
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Simulated landscapes 

For the sake of brevity, we only briefly describe how we simulated landscapes here. An 

extended description is found in Supp. Information. We generated a total of 216 types of 

landscapes considering a wide range of spatiotemporal heterogeneity levels (8), physical 

connectivity (9 levels), and spatial distribution of environmental conditions (3 levels) (Figure 3.2). 

These landscape attributes have been shown to modulate the mechanisms underlying species 

coexistence, which, in turn, influence metacommunity dynamics (Büchi et al. 2009; Moritz et al. 

2013; Fournier et al. 2017). 

We randomly distributed 60 habitat-patches in a geographic space defined by x and y 

coordinates ranging from 0 to 60. The environmental conditions in the landscape were set to range 

within the interval [0,5]. Three types of spatial distribution of environmental conditions were 

considered: random, autocorrelated, or linear gradient. Temporal variation in environmental 

Figure 3.1:  A mediation model for the geography of metacommunity assembly. It incorporates the effects 

of both landscape (exogenous variables) and species pool (mediator variables) attributes on the relative 

importance of selection, dispersal, and drift (i.e., Endogenous variable). Dashed round-edged boxes 

represent theoretical constructs, i.e., components of the metacommunity theory that are inferred from 

measurable variables and patterns observed in empirical metacommunities (solid rectangles). “%” 

represents the amount of variation in community composition explained by environmental variables and 

spatial and temporal predictors. The variation explained by their covariation (i.e., joint contribution) is 

omitted. 
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conditions followed a sinusoidal function (plus a random error ~𝑁(0,0.1)) with 100 periods (e.g., 

100 years), each consisting of 12-time steps, with distinct amplitudes to simulate different levels 

of landscape seasonality. 

Landscape spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity (SH/TH) was calculated as the log 

of the ratio between the average variance of the environment in space (SH) and the average 

variance of the environment through time (TH). SH/TH > 0 indicated spatially heterogeneous but 

aseasonal landscapes; SH/TH ≈ 0 indicates similar levels of environmental heterogeneity in space 

and time; SH/TH < 0 spatially homogenous but highly seasonal landscapes.  

The degree of physical connectivity (Connectivity) between pairs of patches was set as a 

negative exponential function of their distance (see equation SI-3.I). Connectivity values below a 

               

              

              

           

         

          

          

             

          

      

          

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

 

      

   

                

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of simulated landscape characteristics. Spatiotemporal environmental 

heterogeneity SH/TH is calculated as the log of the ratio between the average variance of environmental conditions 

in space (SH) and the average variance of environmental conditions in time (TH). In the top heatmaps, patches are 

ordered based on environmental characteristics to aid in the visual comparison between spatial (vertical color 

variation) and seasonal (horizontal color variation) environmental heterogeneity. Spatial structure represents the 

type of spatial distribution of environmental conditions considered in the simulations - from totally random, through 

autocorrelated landscapes, to a linear gradient. Connectivity decayed exponentially with geographic distance 

between patches at rate c and values below a fixed threshold were truncated to 0. 
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threshold of 10-4 were truncated to 0 to generate truly disconnected pairs of patches (as in Fournier 

et al. 2017).  By varying the degree of exponential decay in connectivity but keeping this threshold 

constant, we generated landscapes with contrasting degrees of average connectivity among 

patches.  

3.3.2 Species pools and metacommunity dynamics 

At the beginning of each simulation run (time step = 1), we generated 100 species with 

distinct environmental optima (μ), environmental tolerance (σ), and dispersal ability (η; i.e., here 

defined as emigration propensity). μ, σ, and η were randomly drawn from continuous uniform 

distributions with ranges [0, 5], [0.1, 2], and [0.01, 0.5], respectively. This ensured that: (1) all 

simulation runs were seeded with groups of species with the same initial trait value distributions; 

(2) different combinations of σ and η (i.e., different life-history strategies) were equally likely 

across all simulation runs (e.g., specialists and poor dispersers, specialists and strong dispersers, 

generalists and poor dispersers, and generalists and strong dispersers).  

Species were allowed to colonize and reach stable coexistence in landscapes with distinct 

attributes (described above). The set of species that persisted in the metacommunity at the end of 

each simulation run (i.e., after reaching stable coexistence; see below) was the operational 

definition of “species pool” in this study. This operational definition aligns with the definition used 

in empirical studies in metacommunity ecology (Cornell and Harrison 2014)., i.e., it refers to the 

set of all species sampled across local communities in a metacommunity. It also implies the 

assumption that changes in local communities driven by mechanisms operating at fine 

spatiotemporal scales (here, environmental selection, dispersal, and demographic stochasticity) 

scale up to impact the size and composition of species pools directly (Fukami 2015). Refer to 

Supplementary Information I for a detailed discussion on the assumptions associated with this 

operational definition of species pool.  

Our model, largely inspired by Büchi and Vuilleumier (2014), Shoemaker and Melbourne 

(2016), and Thompson et al. (2020), generates metacommunity dynamics through a combination 

of density-dependent (intra and interspecific competition) and density-independent (species-

environment sorting) selection, spatial and temporal dispersal, and ecological drift (see schematic 

representation in Supp. Information Figure SI 3.I).  

Considering that Ni,j,t is the abundance of species i in patch j in time t,  population dynamics 

was governed by: 

𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−1 ∗ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) − (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) + (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)         (3.1) 

The first term of equation 3.1 is a modified version of a Beverton-Holt model that equates 

discrete population growth as a function of selection and ecological drift (i.e., demographic 

stochasticity). 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 is the local performance (i.e., growth rate) of species i when conditioned to 

competition and habitat selection in patch j and time t, and is modeled as: 
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𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ∗
1

(1+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∑ 𝑁𝑘,𝑗,𝑡
𝑆𝑝
𝑘≠𝑖

)
      (3.2) 

where Ri,j,t is the influence of local environmental conditions on species performance given by a 

Gaussian response: 

𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑢 ∗ 
1

𝜎𝑖√2𝜋
∗ exp (

−(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗,𝑡−𝜇𝑖)2

2𝜎𝑖
2 )               (3.3) 

where  𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗𝑡  represents local abiotic conditions. The term 1/(𝜎𝑖  √2𝜋) in equation 3.3 scales 

species responses to the environmental gradient, ensuring that, in the absence of competition, all 

species that share the same environmental optima have identical cumulative growth rates along the 

environmental gradient regardless of their niche breadth (i.e., same areas below the performance-

environment curves, see Supp. Information and Büchi and Vuilleumier 2014). As such, any 

artificial advantages that may have influenced the persistence and dominance of either specialists 

or generalists in different landscapes were removed.  𝑢  (set at 10 after pre trials that showed it 

allows the persistence of a larger number of species over time) is a scaling factor that ensures that 

all species were able to reach positive growth (i.e., 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 >1) when local abiotic and biotic 

conditions were suitable.  

The term on the right of equation 3.2 models the effects of density-dependent competition 

on population size at the intraspecific and interspecific levels. 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎  represents the per capita 

effects of species i on itself, whereas 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the per capita effect of all other species on the local 

performance of i. Here, we assumed stabilizing competition in which 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 >  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟. This 

assumption is relevant because stabilizing competition favors coexistence by increasing the 

chances of locally rare species to keep positive population growth when locally dominant species 

have reached equilibrium at high abundances (i.e., the so-called “invasibility criterium” for 

coexistence; Chesson 2000, Grainger et al. 2019). By assuming stabilizing competition, we 

increased the chances of species with different life-history strategies to coexist in suitable habitats 

and persist in the metacommunity (Thompson et al. 2020). We acknowledge that competition types 

other than stabilizing (e.g., equalizing:  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 =  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟, destabilizing:  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 <  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟)  may  be 

important to metacommunity dynamics, but evaluating their influence on the way landscapes and 

species pools are related is beyond our goals here (but see Thompson et al. 2020, Wisnoski and 

Shoemaker 2022). Across all simulations 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 and  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 were set to 1/400 and 1/800 (minimum 

values that allowed for species regional coexistence at high abundances based on pre trials), 

respectively.  

We added ecological drift (demographic stochasticity) into local birth and survival by 

drawing the final local abundance of species i from a Poisson distribution (equation 3.1). This 

distribution’s mean was determined by the deterministic influence of biotic density-dependent 

(here, competition) and abiotic density-independent (environment sorting) selection on population 

dynamics (following Shoemaker and Melbourne 2016; Shoemaker et al. 2022). 
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Individuals able to persist in any given local community after within-patch selection and 

local demographic stochasticity at time t could then disperse. To align our framework with recent 

developments in metacommunity ecology (e.g., Wisnoski et al. 2019, Wisnoski and Shoemaker 

2022),  we modeled two types of dispersal: spatial and temporal (Buoro and Carlson 2014). Here, 

we define temporal dispersal as any physiological (e.g., diapause, dormancy) or behavioral 

strategies (e.g., hiding in refugia) that buffer local extinctions. These strategies enable individuals 

to escape from short-term unfavorable conditions by avoiding costs related to reproduction and 

resource consumption. This was operationalized by temporally removing individuals from local 

communities and allowing them to return to the same patch in the future (see below). Temporal 

dispersal is relevant because, akin to spatial dispersal, it promotes local and regional coexistence 

when local abiotic and biotic conditions favor competing species in different periods (i.e., via 

temporal storage effects, Chesson 2000, Wisnoski and Shoemaker 2022). Therefore, dispersal in 

space and time can be understood as alternative risk-spreading strategies that can maximize species 

persistence in metacommunities under varying levels of spatial and temporal environmental 

heterogeneity (Buoro and Carlson 2014; Holyoak et al. 2020).   

The total number of emigrants of species i leaving patch j in time t (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) is determined 

by binomial trials with a size equal to the outcomes of within-patch dynamics (first term of 

equation  3.1), and the probability of success defined as the species-specific dispersal ability (η). 

Species with higher η were more propense to emigrate than species having lower η. To further 

explore the effects of spatial and temporal dispersal on the model outcomes, we created different 

scenarios wherein species would be more or less likely to undergo either type of dispersal. This 

was achieved by adjusting the values of the parameter Dispersal Strategy, which represents the 

probability of success in binomial trials used to determine the number of emigrants in 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 

that would undergo temporal dispersal  (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒). It follows that the number of spatial emigrants 

(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒) is then given by 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙- 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑡,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒. We considered three different scenarios: in the 

“Equal Scenario”, species had an equal probability of emigrating through either spatial or temporal 

dispersal (Dispersal Strategy =0.5); whereas in the “Mainly temporal dispersal” and ”Mainly 

spatial dispersal” scenarios, Dispersal Strategy was set as very high (0.99) and very low (0.01), 

respectively, for all species. 

The total number of immigrants of species i arriving at patch j in time t (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) was 

given by the sum of spatial  (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒) and temporal (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) immigrants. Spatial immigration 

was spatially explicit, meaning that individuals were more likely to immigrate to closer patches 

than distant ones. This was operationalized as follows. Consider the total number of spatial 

emigrants departing from patch h at time t (𝐸𝑖,ℎ,𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒). Let Dspace be the set of potential destination 

patches (e.g., j) of each one of these individuals, and let Pspace be the corresponding set of unequal 

sampling probabilities (scaled to sum to 1) of drawing any element in Dspace in a random sampling 

process. These unequal probabilities were given by the degree of Connectivity between h and 

neighboring patches (which decayed exponentially with distance following equation SI-3.I). Based 

on the probabilities in Pspace, a random sampling process with replacement was repeated 𝐸𝑖,𝑘,𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 
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times to define the destination of spatial emigrants (see mathematical definition in Supp. 

Information). As such, the number of individuals of species i that left patch h and immigrated to 

patch j was then given by the number of times patch j was randomly drawn from Dspace. It follows 

that 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒    is given by the sum of all individuals of species i that immigrated to patch j at time 

t coming from all other patches connected to j. 

A similar procedure was used to determine temporal immigration. Consider 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−𝑥,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 as 

the total number of individuals of species i that underwent temporal dispersal (e.g., entered 

dormancy) in patch j at time t-x. Let Dtime be the set of potential moments in the future (e.g., t) 

when individuals can recover from dormancy, and Ptime be the set of probabilities of drawing each 

element in Dtime in a random sampling process. Contrary to previous studies that assumed a 

constant recovery rate from "dormancy" over time (e.g., Wisnoski et al. 2019), we considered a 

more realistic temporal decay in recovery rates.  For instance, individuals that underwent 

dormancy at time t-x were more likely to recover from dormancy at time t, if t is in the imminent 

future. This was operationalized by making the probabilities in Ptime to be exp(-dt*Δt), where Δt is 

the difference in time between t and t-x (Δt, min = 1, max =11), and dt is the rate of temporal 

decay. After pretrials where we tested different values for dt (not shown), we fixed it at 0.5 because 

it was the lowest value that allowed species persistence in highly seasonal and disconnected 

landscapes. Considering Dtime and Ptime, a sampling process with replacement was repeated 

𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−𝑥,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒times.  The total number of individuals of species i that underwent dormancy in patch 

j at time t-x and recovered from dormancy in the same patch at time t was given by the total number 

of times t was drawn from Dtime. It follows that 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒   is the sum of all individuals of species i 

that underwent in dormancy in patch j at a given moment in the past and recovered from dormancy 

at time t. 

3.3.3 Simulation iterations 

For each parameter combination and dispersal scenario, we ran 20 independent replicates, 

yielding 12960 simulations runs in total (20 replicates x 8 SH/TH levels x 9 connectivity levels x 

3 types of the spatial structure of environment x 3 dispersal scenarios). Population dynamics of the 

100 initial species in the regional pool were carried across all 60 patches over 1200-time steps (i.e., 

100 complete seasonal cycles). Between time-steps 1 to 120, all patches were simultaneously 

seeded with species populations randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.5). This 

allowed an opportunity for establishment and population growth for all species, provided that local 

abiotic and biotic conditions were suitable. The random placement of species populations across 

patches allowed those with similar habitat conditions to develop communities with dissimilar 

compositions due to priority effects (Thompson et al. 2020). To ensure that model summaries were 

carried out in stable rather than transient metacommunities, only communities in the last seasonal 

cycle (last 12 time-steps) were analyzed. This decision was supported by sensitivity analyses (not 

shown) that demonstrated stabilization of species pools (rate of regional extinctions close to zero) 

after approximately 700 time-steps on average.  
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3.3.4 Analyzing simulated metacommunities 

We determined the dominant life-history of species in the regional pool (i.e., all species 

that persisted in the metacommunity in the last seasonal cycle) by calculating the regional-relative-

abundance weighted mean of niche breadth (hereafter metacommunity-weighted niche breadth) 

and dispersal ability (hereafter metacommunity-weighted dispersal ability) of each of the 12960 

simulations. By doing so, we could derive theoretical predictions underlying the life-history 

strategies that maximized species persistence and dominance across different landscape types. 

Our model was designed to generate insights into how landscape attributes and species 

pool characteristics influence inferences about the relative importance of different assembly 

mechanisms based on analytics commonly used to infer processes in empirical metacommunities 

(e.g., Cottenie 2005; Soininen 2014; Gálvez et al. 2022). To do so, we used variation partitioning 

(Borcard et al. 1992; Peres-Neto et al. 2006) to estimate the contribution of different groups of 

variables to the variation in community composition across simulated local communities. Since 

we used a simulation model that incorporates known processes and lacks missing predictors (such 

as unmeasured spatiotemporal environmental variables that influence species distribution), 

variation partitioning can draw direct inferences from the observed patterns, which may be 

challenging when using empirical data. Our simulations reproduced data commonly collected in 

metacommunity studies and were analyzed using the same inferential approach, enabling 

comparison and contextualization of our theoretical results with empirical findings (e.g., 

Nishizawa et al. 2022 and see “Empirical support” below).  

Variation partitioning was applied to the final patch-by-species-by-time matrix. We started 

by calculating pairwise compositional dissimilarities matrices and then using generalized 

dissimilarity models (GDMs, Ferrier et al. 2007) to fit these as a function of environment, positive 

spatial autocorrelation (here represented by positive Moran`s eigenvector maps, MEMs, calculated 

based on the patch geographic xy coordinates, Dray et al. 2006), and positive temporal 

autocorrelation (here represented by Asymmetric eigenvector maps, AEMs, Blanchet et al. 2008). 

Pairwise dissimilarities were calculated using the abundance-based Bray-Curtis index, which is 

widely used and underlies the link and variance functions of GDMs (see Ferrier et al. 2007). 

Traditionally, the amount of variation in pairwise compositional dissimilarity matrices explained 

by environmental variables alone is considered a measure of the strength of species-environment 

sorting; the variation explained by spatial MEMs alone represents spatial autocorrelation in species 

distributions caused by the spatial signature of demographic events such as dispersal (Cottenie 

2005, Beisner et al. 2006); the variation explained by temporal AEMs alone represents temporal 

autocorrelation in species dynamics associated with demographic events that are not related to 

extrinsic environmental factors (Legendre and Gauthier 2014). The variation explained by the 

covariation among variables (i.e., their joint contribution) was also estimated, though its 

association with specific ecological mechanisms is less clear, particularly in empirical data that 

often contain missing environmental variables in the model (but see Peres-Neto et al. 2012). 
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Finally, we ranked the relative importance of each component (in ascending order) to facilitate 

comparisons across our 12960 independent simulation rounds.  

All simulations and statistical analyses described above and below were conducted using 

R (v.4.1.0) (R Core Team 2023).  AEMs and MEMs were generated using the adespatial package 

(Dray et al. 2022). We used the vegan (Oksanen et al. 2020) package to calculate compositional 

dissimilarities and the gdm package (Manion et al. 2018) to fit generalized dissimilarity models. 

 

3.3.5 Identifying interdependencies between landscape characteristics, species pool attributes, 

and assembly mechanisms   

We used path analysis to identify the causal interdependencies (pathways) between 

landscape attributes (i.e., exogenous variables:  SH/TH, connectivity, and spatial structure of 

environment [ordinal; 1= Random, 2= Autocorrelated, 3 = Gradient]), species pool characteristics 

(i.e., mediators: metacommunity-weighted niche breadth and metacommunity-weighted dispersal 

ability), and the variation partitioning components (i.e., endogenous variables) across the 12960 

simulation rounds. All predictors were standardized (mean = 0 and standard deviation =1) prior to 

model fit to allow comparing fitted relationships. Pathways' direction (i.e., positive/negative) and 

magnitude (i.e., standardized estimates) represented the general theoretical predictions derived 

from our simulations. Given that we used simulated data, the p-values of parameter estimates in 

the path models were not used to assess pathway significance because large simulation replications 

can yield low p-values even with negligible effect sizes (see White et al. 2014). Refer to Results 

and Discussion section for how we selected which pathways to interpret.  

To assess whether theoretical predictions vary in direction (i.e., quantitively) and/or 

magnitude (i.e., qualitatively) across dispersal scenarios (i.e., “Equal dispersal,” “Mainly temporal 

dispersal,” and “Mainly spatial dispersal”), we contrasted the outcomes of a path analysis that 

combined all dispersal scenarios (global model) with the results of separate path analyses for each 

dispersal scenario. We used AICc to evaluate the fit of path models that considered different 

combinations of the linear and quadratic terms of predictors. The models that considered only 

linear terms (simplest) were identified as the best-fitting path models in most cases. We used the 

piecewiseSEM R package (Lefcheck 2020) to fit the path models across dispersal scenarios. 

3.3.6 Empirical support: the assembly of moth metacommunities in tropical and temperate 

mountainous landscapes 

To generate empirical support for the core theoretical predictions derived from our 

conceptual and simulation model (see below), we analyzed published data on moth 

metacommunities in two mountainous landscapes: The tropical Mount Cameroon (hereafter MTC, 

Maicher et al. 2019) and the temperate H.J. Andrews experimental forest (hereafter AEF, Miller 

and Jones 2005; Highland et al. 2013).  
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Moths in both datasets were collected using light traps along an elevational gradient (MTC: 

from 35 to 2000 meters above sea level; AEF: from 400 to 1400 meters above sea level). Sampling 

was carried out at different moments of the reproductive season in each region (AEF:  we used 

data from May 2004 to October 2004; MTC: different moments of the dry season and the transition 

between dry to wet and wet to dry seasons, see more details in references and Supp Information). 

Because moths are generally good spatial dispersers when adults and can persist in the landscape 

through prolonged juvenile diapause (Lees and Zilli 2019), both spatial and temporal dispersal are 

likely to influence the structure of moth metacommunities.  

To estimate and contrast the degree of spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity 

(SH/TH), we used sample coordinates to extract monthly temperature (mean, max, minimum 

monthly values) and precipitation data at 1 km × 1 km resolution (CHELSA data, Karger et al. 

2017). We then performed a principal component analysis on the temperature variables and log-

transformed precipitation (standardized to mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1) and used the 

sample scores on the first two PC axes as a proxy of the climatic conditions of each site across 

different time periods of the year. In both the MTC and AEF, PC1 explained a substantial portion 

of the climate data variance at 76.2% and 74.2%, respectively, while PC2 accounted for 22.1% 

and 20.7%, resulting in cumulative proportions of 98.3% and 94.9%, respectively. 

We estimated the climatic tolerance of each species through the tolerance index of Dolédec 

(2000) using the package  “ade4” (Thioulouse et al. 2018). This index estimates species-specific 

climatic tolerance (i.e., niche breadth) based on the dispersal of samples that contain the target 

species in the multivariate climatic space. We pooled together data on moths and climate variables 

of both mountainous landscapes to estimate climatic tolerance in the same multivariate space. By 

doing so, we could directly contrast the degree of ecological specialization of species observed in 

both datasets. Lastly, we inferred the relative importance of different assembly mechanisms in 

both landscapes using variation partitioning (following the same steps described in Analyzing 

simulated metacommunities). This was done by estimating the variation in the community 

composition data explained by climate (PC1 and PC2), space (spatial MEMs), and time (temporal 

AEMs). 

To consider how differences in sample design (e.g., the length of elevational range sampled 

in each mountain) of both datasets could influence our inferences, we rerun the analyses described 

above after removing samples in the MTC dataset so that it would span the same elevational range 

as the AEF dataset (i.e., approximately 1000 m.a.s.l.).  Given that the results remained qualitatively 

the same (see Supp. Information), here we only report the results considering the complete 

elevational gradient in the MTC. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

Due to qualitative similarities in the results of path models fitted considering each dispersal 

scenario separately (see tables SI 3.I -IV, Supp. Information), we only report the results 

considering data on all dispersal scenarios pooled together. However, we also highlight and discuss 
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cases in which there were differences in the direction of pathways across dispersal scenarios. For 

purposes of tractability and synthesis, we focused our discussion on the pathways with the highest 

importance in the fitted path models. That is, only pathways (minimum of two per mediator and 

endogenous variables) with partial coefficients higher than the median coefficient across all 

relationships among exogenous (landscape characteristics), mediators (species pools attributes), 

and endogenous variables (i.e., the isolated contribution of environment, spatial MEMs, and 

temporal AEMs on variation partitioning) are discussed and reported here. Nonetheless, the 

complete set of numerical relationships estimated by path analyses across all dispersal scenarios 

and considering the full set of variation partitioning components can be found in Supp. 

Information. 

3.4.1 Theoretical Predictions: landscape attributes influence the degree of ecological 

specialization and dispersal ability of dominant species in the regional pool 

 

Our simulation clearly showed that seasonality (measured as the ratio between spatial and 

temporal heterogeneity, SH/TH) was the most important factor determining the degree of 

ecological specialization of the dominant species in the regional pool (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 

Ecological specialization was favored in aseasonal landscapes where environmental heterogeneity 

was higher in space than in time (SH/TH > 0). Conversely, ecological generalization was favored 

in highly seasonal landscapes where environmental heterogeneity is higher in time than in space 

(SH/TH < 0). Notably, we observed an increase in the persistence of ecological specialists in 

seasonal landscapes when we considered the “Mainly temporal dispersal” scenario (see Figure SI 

3.II). These findings highlight the importance of temporal dispersal to the coexistence of specialists 

and generalists in (temporally) fluctuating environments (Chesson 2000; Wisnoski and Shoemaker 

2022).   

The spatial structure of the environment also influenced the overall niche breadth of species 

pools, but this relationship was relatively weak (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). When environmental 

conditions were randomly distributed across the landscape, an increase in the dominance of 

generalists in the regional pool was observed. Reduced spatial structure (autocorrelation) in habitat 

conditions increased the chances of environmental specialists being isolated in patches surrounded 

by unsuitable habitat conditions (Büchi and Vuilleumier 2014; Fournier et al. 2017). Since 

isolation increases populations' chances of becoming locally extinct due to demographic 

stochasticity, the lack of spatial structure in environmental conditions should increase isolation 

and, consequently, local, and regional extinction of ecological specialists. 

Dispersal ability was influenced by seasonality and the level of connectivity in landscapes 

(Figures 3.3 and 3.4), though the strength of these relationships varied across dispersal scenarios 

(see Supp. Information, Tables SI 3.I-IV). When metacommunity dynamics were primarily driven 

by spatial dispersal (i.e., the “Mostly spatial” scenario), dispersal ability increased at intermediate 

levels of seasonality but increased linearly with physical connectivity. This finding suggests that 

highly connected landscapes reduce the risks associated with spatial dispersal by increasing the 
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likelihood of species successfully tracking suitable patches when environmental heterogeneity is 

equally strong in space and time (see Kubisch et al. 2014 and references within). In contrast, when 

species mainly dispersed over time (the “Mostly Temporal” scenario) or had equal chances of 

dispersing in space and time (the “Equal” scenario), landscape’s spatiotemporal environmental 

heterogeneity (which is negatively correlated with seasonality) emerged as the most important 

landscape attribute selecting for species with weak dispersal abilities. This implies that species’ 

ability to disperse in time is critical to their persistence in highly seasonal landscapes. Additionally, 

these results illustrate that spatial and temporal dispersal are risk-spreading strategies favored by 

different levels of spatial environmental heterogeneity (Buoro and Carlson 2014). 

Collectively, our findings provide theoretical support for macroecological hypotheses and 

ecogeographic rules invoked to explain latitudinal clines on species' ecological specialization and 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
   

   

   

   

   

   

Figure 3.3: Landscape attributes determine the dominant life-history strategies in species pools. Among 

landscape attributes, variation in landscape seasonality was the main driver of variation on metacommunity-

weighted niche breadth and dispersal ability (also see Fig.4). Aseasonal (SH/TH > 0) landscapes selected 

for environmental specialists (i.e., narrow niche breadth) that were also weak dispersers (i.e., low dispersal 

ability). Seasonal (SH/TH < 0) favored the dominance of environmental generalists that were also strong 

dispersers. These are the results reported for the “Equal” dispersal scenario where species were equally 

likely to disperse spatially and temporally. The results for the “Mostly Spatial” and “Mostly Temporal” 

dispersal scenarios are reported in Supp. Information Figures SI 3.III-IV. 
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dispersal ability. For instance, Janzen`s seasonality hypothesis posits that the high elevational 

stratification of climate and the low seasonality of tropical mountainous landscapes should favor 

the dominance of environmental specialists whose spatial distributions are restricted to different 

types of climate (Janzen 1967). Conversely, strong seasonality in temperate regions should favor 

the dominance of species that have broad physiological tolerances and are less sensitive to spatial 

variation in climate (Sheldon and Tewksbury 2014).  Previous studies have demonstrated that 

niche evolution through a mutation-selection process is critical to the patterns predicted by 

Janzen’s hypothesis (e.g., Hua 2016). Our study expands on this understanding by demonstrating 

that latitudinal clines in niche breadth can arise due to metacommunity dynamics at fine temporal 

scales where speciation and trait evolution is expected to play a minimal role in community 

assembly.  

Our model successfully replicated the expected relationship between temporal variability 

in the environment and the optimal level of dispersal ability in the regional pools that shape 

metacommunities (e.g., Jocque et al. 2010; Sheard et al. 2020). We found that weak dispersers that 

are also highly specialized in local conditions dominate local communities and increase their 

persistence in the regional pool when the environment is temporally homogenous. In contrast, high 

temporal variability of environmental conditions favored species with increased dispersal ability 

that can escape from temporally unsuitable local conditions (Figure 3.3). Given that: (i) dispersal 

ability can contribute substantially to geographic ranges (Alzate and Onstein 2022, but see Lester 

et al. 2007); and (ii) the strength of seasonality (particularly in temperature) increases from the 

equator to the poles, our model was able to recreate the underlying conditions that lead to an 

increase in range size as a function of latitude, as predicted by the Rapoport`s rule (Stevens 1989). 

 

3.4.2 Theoretical Predictions: landscape and species pool attributes influence inferences about the 

relative importance of assembly mechanisms 

 

Our theoretical framework allowed us to generate a mechanistic understanding of how 

landscape characteristics and species pools can influence empirical inferences about the relative 

importance of assembly mechanisms in metacommunities (Figure 3.4). The unique contribution 

of the environment (via variation partitioning) captures the importance of species-environment 

sorting in community assembly (Cottenie 2005, Ovaskainen et al. 2019).  Path analyses applied to 

the combined results of all dispersal scenarios indicate that the strength of species-environment 

sorting on community composition is reduced when landscapes are composed of large clusters of 

suitable habitat conditions. They also indicate that species-environment sorting increases when 

species pools are dominated by environmental specialists that are weak disperses (i.e., the species 

sorting paradigm). 

However, the direction of the relationship between dispersal ability and the contribution of 

environmental variables in the variation partitioning was not constant across dispersal scenarios 
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(see Supp. Information, tables SI 3.I-IV). When spatial dispersal occurs as frequently as, or more 

frequently than, temporal dispersal (i.e., the Equal and Mostly Spatial scenarios), dispersal ability 

increased the relative importance of environmental selection in community assembly. This 

suggests that the influence of the environment on community composition can intensify with 

spatial dispersal when it increases the likelihood of specialists reaching and persisting in large 

numbers of suitable patches. Conversely, this relationship becomes negative when dispersal is 

constrained to be mostly temporal (i.e., under the Mostly Temporal scenario). This pattern suggests 

that “seed banks” buffer the extinction of populations in unsuitable local conditions, decreasing 

the strength of the match between community composition and environment (Wisnoski et al. 

2019).  

 

Figure 3.4: Theoretical predictions derived from path analysis considering the relationships between landscape 

characteristics (exogenous variables), the dominant life-history strategies in species pools (mediators), and the variation 

partitioning components (endogenous variables). For purposes of tractability and synthesis, only pathways with effect 

sizes higher than the median absolute effect sizes across all relationships among exogenous (landscape characteristics), 

mediators (species pool attributes), and endogenous (variation partitioning assembly) are reported here. Arrow widths 

are proportional to the effect sizes estimated. The SH/TH index is given by log of the ratio between spatial and temporal 

environmental heterogeneity. It has positive values in landscapes where spatial environmental variation is stronger than 

seasonal variation but negative values in landscapes where spatial environmental variation is weaker than seasonal 

variation. Results reported considering all dispersal scenarios pooled together. The numerical results obtained from path 

analyses considering each dispersal scenario pooled together and separately are reported in Supp. Information (Tables 

SI 3.I-IV). 
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The importance of the unique contribution of space (spatial MEMs) is typically associated 

with the influence of dispersal limitation in community assembly (Cottenie 2005, Beisner et al. 

2006). We observed that community composition became more spatially structured as niche 

breadth and dispersal propensity increased but decreased with landscape connectivity (Figure 3.4). 

This suggests that spatial autocorrelation in community composition unrelated to the spatial 

structure of the environment arises when species with weak responses to environmental gradients 

are constrained to dispersing to neighboring patches.  

The proportion of variation in the community matrix explained by the unique contribution 

of temporal variation (AEMs) is usually linked to temporal autocorrelation in population dynamics 

unrelated to environmental variation (Legendre and Gauthier 2014). Our simulations indicate that 

this type of autocorrelative pattern tends to increase when temporal environmental variation is 

weak (i.e., aseasonal landscapes) and generalists with strong dispersal capacity dominate 

metacommunities (Figure 3.4). Under these conditions, stochastic events of colonization and local 

extinctions outweigh the influence of species-environment sorting in generating temporal 

autocorrelation in population dynamics. These results are aligned with previous empirical studies 

demonstrating that the stochastic signature of temporal changes in community composition 

increases in aseasonal landscapes where environmental heterogeneity is stronger in space than in 

time (e.g., Khattar et al. 2021). 

In summary, our model demonstrates that landscape attributes and species pool 

characteristics are strongly associated and should not be considered as independent axes in the 

assembly process. It also demonstrates that this link can lead to variation in the relative importance 

of assembly mechanisms along broad-scale gradients that encompass variation in key landscape 

attributes 

3.4.3 Empirical Support  

While our model should not be interpreted as an attempt to scale directly with the dynamics 

of any given real metacommunity, it generated testable predictions on empirical data (Figure 3.5). 

For instance, a strong prediction derived from our model is that in landscapes where environmental 

heterogeneity is relatively greater in space than in time (aseasonal landscapes, SH/TH > 0), species 

pools should be dominated by environmental specialists (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Consequently, 

environmental selection should be the primary mechanism driving community assembly in these 

landscapes. Conversely, generalists should dominate species pools in landscapes where 

environmental conditions change relatively more in time than in space (seasonal landscapes, 

SH/TH < 0). As such, it is reasonable to infer that mechanisms beyond environmental selection 

alone likely play a significant role in driving community assembly.  

As typically observed in tropical mountains (Figure 3.5 panel A), climate (PC1 scores) 

varied more across elevations than over time in MTC (SH/TH = 2.12). Conversely, climate varied 

more in time than across elevations in the temperate AEF (SH/TH= -2.56). In Figure 3.5 (panel 

B), we contrasted the degree of climatic tolerance of the dominant species in the regional pool of 
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both landscapes. As anticipated, the aseasonal MTC exhibited a species pool dominated by climate 

specialists (i.e., metacommunity-weighted mean climatic tolerance = 0.21), while the seasonal 

AEF favored the prevalence of climate generalists in its pool (metacommunity-weighted mean 

climatic tolerance = 1.23).  

As predicted (Figure 3.5, panel C), variation in community composition in the aseasonal 

MTC (where specialists dominated the species pool) was mostly explained by climate variation 

alone. This pattern suggests a strong influence of species-environment sorting in community 

assembly in aseasonal landscapes. In contrast, variation in community composition in the highly 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

      

 

  

   

               

      

                       

            

                    

     

 

  

  

 

  

  

Figure 3.5: We analyzed the assembly of moth metacommunities in two different mountainous landscapes: 

the tropical and relatively aseasonal Mount Cameroon (MTC, SH/TH >0) and the temperate and relatively 

seasonal H.J Andrews experimental forest (AEF, SH/TH <0) (panel A). In the MTC, the regional pool is 

dominated by climate specialists, while climate generalists dominate the regional pool in the AEF (panel 

B). As such, deterministic species-environment sorting is the primary driver of community assembly in the 

MTC, whereas temporal autocorrelation on population dynamics and the temporal structure of climate are 

the main drivers of variation in community composition in the AEF (panel C). White dots in panel B 

represent estimated metacommunity-weight climate tolerances. Shared contributions of climate, space, 

time, and time and space were extremely small in both metacommunities (< 0.1 %) and, therefore, were 

omitted in the plot in panel C 
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seasonal AEF (where generalists dominate the species pool) was mainly explained by temporal 

autocorrelation in community composition underpinned by endogenous demographic mechanisms 

and their association with climate  (Legendre and Gauthier 2014).   

 

3.5 Conclusions, assumptions, and future directions 

In this study, we proposed a conceptual framework for metacommunity assembly that 

acknowledges the dependency of species pool attributes on landscape characteristics and 

elucidates how their combined and individual contributions determine the relative importance of 

different assembly mechanisms. By doing so, we derived testable predictions underlying 

geographical patterns of metacommunity assembly when inferred from empirical data.  

While we recognize that our conceptual framework and theoretical model did not consider 

other aspects of landscapes that are known to influence the coexistence of specialists and 

generalists, these could be incorporated in future model versions. For instance, recent empirical 

studies have shown that the spatial frequency of climate conditions at large scales and patch 

heterogeneity are relevant factor determining the degree of ecological specialization of species 

pools (Fournier et al. 2020).  

Lastly, our framework for the geography of metacommunities assumes that species pool 

dynamics are primarily influenced by mechanisms operating at the landscape scale while 

intentionally disregarding the effects of evolutionary and historical mechanisms operating at 

biogeographic scales. Nevertheless, our proposed framework proves valuable in advancing 

syntheses to explore the substantial variation in the relative importance of mechanisms observed 

in empirical metacommunities across different parts of large-scale ecological gradients. Future 

studies could explore how evolutionary processes mediate the relationships between dominant life-

history strategies, landscape attributes, and assembly mechanisms at the metacommunity level 

(e.g., Mittelbach and Schemske 2015).  

3.6 Supplementary Information 

3.6.1 Simulated landscapes: Extended description   

 

We started by randomly distributing 60 patches in a geographic space defined by x and y 

coordinates ranging from 0 to 60. The degree into which any given two patches are physically 

connected decays exponentially with Euclidean distance (ΔS) according to the following kernel 

function:  

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑗 = exp (−𝑐 ∗ ΔSij)         (SI 3.I) 

where the term c is the rate at which connectivity decays with spatial distance. Connectivity values 

below a threshold of 10-4 were truncated to 0 so that individuals could not move between the focal 

pair of patches, thus creating patches that are truly disconnected (as in Fournier et al. 2017). By 
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varying c (here from 0.1 to 0.9) but keeping the threshold constant, we could generate landscapes 

with contrasting degrees of average connectivity among patches. The degree of connectivity 

between any given pair of patches defines the weighted probabilities of spatial dispersal between 

these patches (see "Species pools and metacommunity dynamics" below). The range of values for 

parameter c [-0.1, -0.9],, which defined the Connectivity of landscapes were defined to ensure that 

generated landscapes were fully connected, i.e., all patches were connected to at least one 

neighboring patch. This is relevant because a landscape with disconnected patches could bias the 

outcomes of metacommunity dynamics by creating fully isolated communities. Whenever a 

landscape is generated, our code tests if the landscape is fully connected. If a disconnected 

landscape is generated, there is an automatic reattempt to recreate a fully connected one by 

redrawing the coordinates (xy) of patches in the 60x60 geographic space (max 1000 attempts). Our 

pretrials have shown that our function could not create fully connected landscapes when values < 

-0.9 are assigned to c even after 10000 attempts.  

The environmental conditions in each landscape were set to range in the interval [0,5] to 

scale with species environmental optima (see main text) and varied in space across three different 

spatial types: random, autocorrelated, and linear gradient. In random landscapes, the initial 

environmental value of each patch was randomly drawn from a continuous uniform distribution 

U(0,5). In autocorrelated landscapes, we modeled environmental conditions using a multivariate 

normal distribution (mu=0) with a covariance matrix defined as the exponential decay of 

environmental similarity between pairs of patches with distance ΔS and the constant phi (here, set 

at 0.15). In gradient landscapes, we modeled the initial environment of each site as a linear function 

of their x and y coordinates.  

To simulate seasonal environmental variation, we set local environmental conditions to 

follow a sinusoidal function with 100 periods, each composed of 12-time steps (e.g., 100 years) 

plus a random error 𝑁(0, .1). The amplitude of the sinusoidal variation in the environment over 

time was modulated by a multiplicative factor s (constant across all patches). As such, the higher 

the value assigned to s, the higher the seasonal variation in environmental conditions. The final 60 

(patches) x 1200 (times) matrix containing the environmental values was used to calculate an index 

of spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity, hereafter SH/TH. SH/TH was calculated as the log 

of the ratio between the average variance of the environment in space (i.e., SH - average variance 

across columns) and the average variance of the environment through time (i.e., TH - average 

variance across rows). SH/TH values higher than 0 are observed in landscapes environmental 

heterogeneity is stronger in space than in time (i.e., spatially heterogenous but aseasonal 

landscapes); values close to 0 indicate that the level of environmental heterogeneity is similar in 

space and time; values lower than 0 indicate that environmental heterogeneity is stronger in time 

than in space (spatially homogenous but highly seasonal landscapes). The range of values for 

parameter s that defined the strength of seasonal patterns in landscapes was chosen so that the 

maximum and minimum levels of the SH/TH index were equally distant from 0 [5.67, -5.71]. 
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3.6.2. Species pools: Operational definitions and associated assumptions 

Species pools are broadly defined as the set of all species in a region that are available to 

colonize a given local site (Cornell and Harrison 2014). Species pools are a core theoretical 

construct of community assembly theory, i.e., they are an abstract ecological entity inferred from 

empirical observations such as large-biodiversity surveys and museum data. Consequently, 

operational definitions of species pools (i.e., the set of species considered in analyses of 

community assembly) vary broadly among empirical studies (Cornell and Harrison 2014). The 

first reason for such variation is related to the idiosyncrasies of sampling designs (e.g.,  differences 

in the definitions of a “region” and a “locality” across studies). The second, which we will focus 

our arguments upon, stems from study-specific (implied) assumptions about the nature of the 

hierarchical relationships between local and regional diversity (Fukami 2005, 2015; Cornell and 

Harrison 2014). For sake of example, let's consider different, but not mutually exclusive, 

archetypical representations of species pools frequently observed across two widely known 

conceptual models for community assembly theory:  The classic mainland-island models 

(Macarthur and Wilson 1967; Keddy 1992) and metacommunity models (e.g., Leibold 2004). 

Below we provide a brief description of the main differences between these archetypical models 

for community assembly. But see a detailed description in Fukami (2005, 2015) 

Mainland-island models for community assembly represent species pools as being 

decoupled from local communities (e.g., Species pool (Mainland) in the Figure SI 3.I). Depicting 

species pools as being external to local communities is more than a stylish decision; it implies the 

assumption that species pools are little influenced by within-community mechanisms operating at 

the fine spatiotemporal scales, serving as an external reservoir of species that is shaped by 

evolutionary and historical mechanisms operating at broad-spatiotemporal scales. This definition 

of species pools is aligned with the perspective that local species composition is under strong 

regional control (Ricklefs 2008). This definition also underlies the "species pool"  hypothesis 

(Taylor et al. 1990) and its more recent analogs (e.g., Lessard et al. 2012), which propose that the 

idiosyncratic evolutionary history of various species pools explains broad-scale variation in 

community patterns and process.   

In contrast, metacommunity archetypal models define species pools as the collection of all 

species across local communities forming the metacommunity (e.g., Species pool 

(metacommunity) in Figure SI 3.I). Because they are formed by the combined diversity of local 

communities, these models imply that species pools dynamically change at fine spatiotemporal 

scales as a consequence of changes in local communities (Cornell & Harrison 2014; Fukami 2015). 

Therefore, changes in local communities driven by mechanisms operating at fine spatiotemporal 

scales directly impact the size and composition of "species pools".   

In our study, our operational definition of species pools is more aligned with the definition 

in metacommunity models. By doing so we make explicit our assumption that the non-random 

association between species pools traits and landscapes can emerge a result of mechanisms 

operating at fine spatiotemporal scales (e.g., dispersal, drift, selection). This assumption is relevant 
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in the context of our simulation framework because we deliberately did not consider broad-scale 

evolutionary mechanisms (trait evolution, speciation, etc). We acknowledge that broad-scale 

mechanisms are of extreme importance to the genesis and long-term dynamics of species pools in 

natural systems. However, even without considering these mechanisms, our simulation framework 

was still able to recapitulate well-known patterns in trait distribution that underly relevant 

hypotheses in biogeography and macroecology (Janzen 1967; Stevens 1989).  

It is important to highlight that both archetypical species pools are not mutually exclusive: 

"metacommunity pools" are nested within "Mainland species pools" (Cornell & Harrison 2014; 

Fukami 2015). The integration of these two pools imply a feedback loop wherein dynamics within 

and between communities scale up to drive changes in the metacommunity pool, while the  

mainland regional pool, trickles down to influence community dynamics (Mittelbach and 

Schemske 2015). In our simulation framework (partially illustrated in Figure SI 3.I) we 

operationalized this integration by seeding landscapes with groups of species with the same initial 

distribution of continuous traits in the beginning of each simulation iteration (akin Mainland-Island 

models), to then investigate patterns in the distribution of traits in the subgroup of species that 

were able to persist and dominate the landscape in the long run (the metacommunity species pool). 
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3.6.3 Scaling species performances based on their ecological tolerance. 

 
Species performances peak at their environmental optima (μ) , but the height and shape of 

performance curves depend on their niche breadth (σ). In Figure SI 3.II we depict estimated 

relationships using 5 species with different μ and σ as examples (following eq. 3 in main text). In 

this example, Sp1 has the highest level of specialization (σ=0.1) while Sp5 is the most generalist 

                                     

     

                       

              
              

      

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                           
      

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                           
        

               

                     

                  

                           

                                   

Figure SI. 3.I: A simple conceptual framework for community assembly that integrates different 

operational definitions of species pools, different types of dispersal, within-community assembly 

mechanisms (ecological selection and drift), and mechanisms operating at broader spatiotemporal scales. 

Pie charts represent different communities. The relative abundances of each species (capital letters) are 

represented by different colors in the pie charts. Adapted from Fukami (2015). 
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(σ=1.5). All species have the same cumulative growth rate along the environmental gradient (i.e., 

the same areas under the performance curves) regardless of their species-specific σ. 

 

 

  

Figure SI. 3.II: Performances of five different species (Sp1 – Sp5) at different environmental 

values (Env) when competition is negligible due to the low population sizes. σ = Niche 

breadth. Adapted from Buchi & Vuilleumier, 2014. 
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3.6.4 Results across different dispersal scenarios 

 

 

 

  

Figure SI. 3.III: Landscape attributes determine the dominant niche breadth in species pools. Aseasonal 

(SH/TH > 0) landscapes select for environmental specialists (i.e., narrow niche breadth). Seasonal (SH/TH 

< 0) landscapes favor the dominance of environmental generalists. Interestingly, when considering 

metacommunities mainly structured by temporal dispersal, we observe an increase in the persistence of 

species with a relatively narrow niche breadth in seasonal landscapes. Numerical relationships are depicted 

in Supp. Inf. tables SI 3.III and 3.IV 
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Figure SI. 3.IV: Landscape attributes determine the dominant dispersal ability in species pools. When 

spatial dispersal is more frequent than temporal dispersal, dispersal ability was maximized in highly 

connected landscapes where environmental heterogeneity in space and time were similar (i.e., SH/TH ≈ 0). 

In contrast, when species were constrained to disperse mainly in time (the “Mostly Temporal” scenario), 

dispersal ability was maximized at high levels of seasonality (i.e., SH/TH < 0). Numerical relationships are 

depicted in Supp. Inf. tables III and IV 
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Table SI 3.I: Results of Path Analyses fitted considering data on all dispersal scenarios pooled together. 

"NA" indicates non-applicable parameter estimation. "R.I. Joint All" is the amount of variation in the 

species data attributable to Environment ∩ Space (MEMs)  ∩ Time (AEMs). In bold are the two most 

relevant pathways (larger standardized estimates) per moderators (Niche breadth and Dispersal ability) and 

endogenous variables (components of the variation partitioning approach) 

Pathway 
 Std. 

Estimate 

 Std. 

Error 

R-

squared 

Niche Breadth <-- SH/TH        -0.8876 0.0182 

0.79 Niche Breadth <-- Connectivity           -0.0309 0.0182 

Niche Breadth <-- Spatial Structure           -0.0311 0.0182 

Dispersal Ability <-- SH/TH             -0.5003 0.0338 

0.28 Dispersal Ability <-- Connectivity           0.1219 0.0338 

Dispersal Ability <-- Spatial Structure  -0.0228 0.0338 

R.I. Environment <-- SH/TH            0.0908 0.0652 

0.83 

R.I. Environment <-- Connectivity       0.0839 0.0163 

R.I. Environment <-- Spatial Structure         -0.3020 0.0163 

R.I. Environment <-- Niche Breadth              -0.665 0.0568 

R.I. Environment<-- Dispersal Ability              -0.3094 0.0305 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- SH/TH            -0.1251 0.1154 

0.48 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Connectivity     -0.3444 0.0288 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Spatial Structure       0.1318 0.0288 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Niche Breadth             0.414 0.1005 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability              0.1689 0.0541 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- SH/TH              -0.586 0.054 

0.89 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- Connectivity      0.1125 0.0135 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Spatial Structure        -0.1109 0.0135 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--Niche Breadth              0.2906 0.047 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability             0.1644 0.0253 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- SH/TH     -0.2405 0.0712 

0.8 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Connectivity -0.0124 0.0178 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Spatial Structure     0.2371 0.0178 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M ) <-- Niche Breadth      -0.9829 0.0621 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           -0.3681 0.0334 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- SH/TH  0.2847 0.0684 

0.82 R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Connectivity  0.0326 0.0171 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Structure     0.0876 0.0171 
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R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--Niche Breadth         1.0117 0.0596 

R.I.             ∩      (AEMs)  <-- Dispersal Ability           0.4752 0.032 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- SH/TH  1.4666 0.1217 

0.42 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Connectivity -0.0564 0.0304 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Structure   0.2004 0.0304 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Niche Breadth          0.8471 0.106 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Dispersal Ability     0.2706 0.057 

R.I. Joint All <-- SH/TH  -0.3035 0.1521 

0.1 

R.I. Joint All <-- Connectivity 0.0169 0.038 

R.I. Joint All <-- Spatial Structure   -0.2171 0.038 

R.I. Joint All <-- Niche Breadth       -0.2497 0.1325 

R.I. Joint All <-- Dispersal Ability          -0.3409 0.0713 

Correlated Errors    

Niche Breadth<--> Dispersal Ability -0.7892 NA NA 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <--> R.I. Environment          -0.1255 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Environment            -0.4176 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <--> R.I. Environment       0.058 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--> R.I. Environment   -0.3087 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Environment    -0.3943 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Environment       -0.2855 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Space (MEMs)     0.2067 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (MEMs)  <--> R.I. Space    -0.387 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Space      -0.4693 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-->RI.Space     -0.1753 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Space -0.2244 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time (AEMs)    0.0451 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time -0.2935 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Time (AEMs) 0.5094 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.6875 

NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.3975 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  -0.3803 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩      

(AEMs)  
0.5846 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) 0.0545 NA NA 
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Table SI 3.II: Results of Path Analyses fitted considering the Equal scenario. "NA" indicates non-applicable 

parameter estimation. "R.I. Joint All" is the amount of variation in the species data attributable to. 

Environment ∩ Space (MEMs)  ∩ Time (AEMs). In bold are the two most relevant pathways (larger 

standardized estimates) per moderators (Niche breadth and Dispersal ability) and endogenous variables 

(components of the variation partitioning approach) 

Pathway 
 Std. 

Estimate 

 Std. 

Error 

R-

squared 

Niche Breadth <-- SH/TH        -0.9551 0.0213 

0.91 Niche Breadth <-- Connectivity           -0.044 0.0213 

Niche Breadth <-- Spatial Strucure           -0.0357 0.0213 

Dispersal Ability <-- SH/TH             -0.8014 0.0225 

0.69 Dispersal Ability <-- Connectivity           0.227 0.0225 

Dispersal Ability <-- Spatial Strucure  -0.0114 0.0225 

R.I. Environment <-- SH/TH            -0.1066 0.0906 

0.91 

R.I. Environment <-- Connectivity       0.0078 0.0209 

R.I. Environment <-- Spatial Strucure         -0.3412 0.0196 

R.I. Environment <-- Niche Breadth              -1.0356 0.0699 

R.I. Environment<-- Dispersal Ability              0.0664 0.0662 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- SH/TH            0.1354 0.2248 

0.53 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Connectivity     -0.4432 0.052 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Spatial Strucure       0.174 0.0486 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Niche Breadth             0.5053 0.1736 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability              0.2624 0.1643 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- SH/TH              -0.3312 0.0885 

0.92 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- Connectivity      0.1897 0.0205 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Spatial Strucure        -0.1307 0.0191 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--Niche Breadth              0.628 0.0684 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability             -0.013 0.0647 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- SH/TH     -0.4309 0.124 

0.86 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Connectivity -0.0784 0.0287 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Spatial Strucure     0.2196 0.0268 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M ) <-- Niche Breadth      -1.293 0.0957 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           -0.0124 0.0906 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- SH/TH  0.4961 0.1002 

0.9 R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Connectivity  0.1064 0.0232 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Strucure     0.0957 0.0217 
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R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--Niche Breadth         1.2949 0.0774 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           0.166 0.0732 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- SH/TH  1.4316 0.2024 

0.5 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Connectivity 0.0082 0.0468 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Strucure   0.2915 0.0438 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Niche Breadth          1.0485 0.1562 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Dispersal Ability     -0.1613 0.1479 

R.I. Joint All <-- SH/TH  -0.6459 0.2549 

0.35 

R.I. Joint All <-- Connectivity 0.1774 0.0589 

R.I. Joint All <-- Spatial Strucure   -0.2539 0.0551 

R.I. Joint All <-- Niche Breadth       -0.0782 0.1968 

R.I. Joint All <-- Dispersal Ability          -0.9339 0.1862 

Correlated Errors  
  

Niche Breadth<--> Dispersal Ability -0.4485 NA NA 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <--> R.I. Environment          -0.2327 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Environment            -0.2005 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <--> R.I. Environment       -0.5315 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--> R.I. Environment   0.2409 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Environment    -0.3842 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Environment       -0.4287 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Space (MEMs)     0.2485 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (MEMs)  <--> R.I. Space    -0.559 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Space      -0.4387 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-->RI.Space     -0.1381 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Space 0.0712 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time (AEMs)    -0.1717 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time -0.3601 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Time (AEMs) 0.3121 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.62 

NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.5673 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  -0.1733 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩      

(AEMs)  0.6593 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) -0.0548 NA NA 
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Table SI 3.III: Results of Path Analyses fitted considering the "Mostly spatial" scenario. "NA" indicates 

non-applicable parameter estimation. "R.I. Joint All" is the amount of variation in the species data 

attributable to Environment ∩ Space (MEMs)  ∩ Time (AEMs). In bold are the two most relevant pathways 

(larger standardized estimates) per moderators (Niche breadth and Dispersal ability) and endogenous 

variables (components of the variation partitioning approach) 

Pathway 
 Std. 

Estimate 

 Std. 

Error 

R-

squared 

Niche Breadth <-- SH/TH        -0.9594 0.0226 

0.92 Niche Breadth <-- Connectivity           -0.0298 0.0225 

Niche Breadth <-- Spatial Structure           -0.0023 0.0226 

Dispersal Ability <-- SH/TH             0.071 0.0258 

0.46 Dispersal Ability <-- Connectivity           0.5063 0.0148 

Dispersal Ability <-- Spatial Structure  -0.0197 0.018 

R.I. Environment <-- SH/TH            0.1061 0.0898 

0.91 

R.I. Environment <-- Connectivity       -0.0051 0.024 

R.I. Environment <-- Spatial Structure         -0.2663 0.0198 

R.I. Environment <-- Niche Breadth              -0.7439 0.0794 

R.I. Environment<-- Dispersal Ability              0.1896 0.0695 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- SH/TH            -0.1579 0.2158 

0.51 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Connectivity     -0.4226 0.0577 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Spatial Structure       0.0204 0.0475 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Niche Breadth             0.4189 0.1908 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability              0.0139 0.167 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- SH/TH              -0.2635 0.0916 

0.89 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- Connectivity      0.2482 0.0245 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Spatial Structure        -0.1388 0.0202 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--Niche Breadth              0.6416 0.081 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability             -0.1196 0.0709 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- SH/TH     -0.5518 0.1288 

0.83 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Connectivity -0.0466 0.0345 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Spatial Strucure     0.3076 0.0283 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M ) <-- Niche Breadth      -1.4026 0.1139 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           -0.0703 0.0997 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- SH/TH  0.4617 0.1201 

0.85 R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Connectivity  0.0096 0.0321 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Structure     0.024 0.0264 
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R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--Niche Breadth         1.3963 0.1062 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           0.1912 0.0929 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- SH/TH  1.4685 0.1641 

0.31 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Connectivity -0.1843 0.0439 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Strucure   0.3442 0.0361 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Niche Breadth          1.1932 0.1451 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Dispersal Ability     0.1504 0.127 

R.I. Joint All <-- SH/TH  -0.0807 0.3 

0.34 

R.I. Joint All <-- Connectivity 0.3189 0.0803 

R.I. Joint All <-- Spatial Strucure   -0.1707 0.066 

R.I. Joint All <-- Niche Breadth       -0.4103 0.2653 

R.I. Joint All <-- Dispersal Ability          -0.6547 0.2322 

Correlated Errors  
  

Niche Breadth<--> Dispersal Ability -0.6538 NA NA 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <--> R.I. Environment          -0.0362 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Environment            -0.2486 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <--> R.I. Environment       -0.2255 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--> R.I. Environment   0.0639 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Environment    -0.3977 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Environment       -0.5913 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Space (MEMs)     0.3263 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (MEMs)  <--> R.I. Space    -0.5183 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Space      -0.3609 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-->RI.Space     -0.3008 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Space -0.1541 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time (AEMs)    -0.0218 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time -0.2049 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Time (AEMs) 0.474 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.6659 

NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.5368 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  -0.3417 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩      

(AEMs)  
0.6927 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) -0.0912 NA NA 
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Table SI 3.IV: Results of Path Analyses fitted considering the "Mostly temporal" scenario. "NA" indicates 

non-applicable parameter estimation. "R.I. Joint All" is the amount of variation in the species data 

attributable to Environment ∩ Space (MEMs)  ∩ Time (AEMs). In bold are the two most relevant pathways 

(larger standardized estimates) per moderators (Niche breadth and Dispersal ability) and endogenous 

variables (components of the variation partitioning approach) 

Pathway 
 Std. 

Estimate 

 Std. 

Error 

R-

squared 

Niche Breadth <-- SH/TH        -0.9597 0.0226 

0.92 Niche Breadth <-- Connectivity           -0.0204 0.0225 

Niche Breadth <-- Spatial Structure           -0.0944 0.0226 

Dispersal Ability <-- SH/TH             -0.9739 0.0258 

0.95 Dispersal Ability <-- Connectivity           0.0092 0.0258 

Dispersal Ability <-- Spatial Structure  -0.0489 0.0258 

R.I. Environment <-- SH/TH            -0.2863 0.0898 

0.87 

R.I. Environment <-- Connectivity       0.019 0.024 

R.I. Environment <-- Spatial Structure         -0.3604 0.0198 

R.I. Environment <-- Niche Breadth              -0.5859 0.0794 

R.I. Environment<-- Dispersal Ability              -0.5833 0.0695 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- SH/TH            1.1738 0.2158 

0.61 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Connectivity     -0.186 0.0577 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Spatial Structure       0.2789 0.0475 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Niche Breadth             0.3517 0.1908 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability              1.4976 0.167 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- SH/TH              -0.9475 0.0916 

0.96 

R.I. Time (AEMs)<-- Connectivity      0.0566 0.0245 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Spatial Structure        -0.0933 0.0202 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--Niche Breadth              -0.1084 0.081 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <-- Dispersal Ability             0.1361 0.0709 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- SH/TH     -0.3803 0.1288 

0.84 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Connectivity -0.0267 0.0345 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Spatial Structure     0.1555 0.0283 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M ) <-- Niche Breadth      -0.7419 0.1139 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <-- Dispersal Ability           -0.5294 0.0997 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- SH/TH  0.7365 0.1201 

0.81 R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <-- Connectivity  0.0409 0.0321 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Structure     0.1929 0.0264 
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R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--Niche Breadth         0.9544 0.1062 

R.I.             ∩      (AEMs)  <-- Dispersal Ability           0.66 0.0929 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- SH/TH  1.078 0.1641 

0.68 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Connectivity 0.029 0.0439 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Spatial Structure   0.1037 0.0361 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Niche Breadth          0.8709 0.1451 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-- Dispersal Ability     -0.5634 0.127 

R.I. Joint All <-- SH/TH  -0.8534 0.3 

0.17 

R.I. Joint All <-- Connectivity -0.0279 0.0803 

R.I. Joint All <-- Spatial Structure   -0.2935 0.066 

R.I. Joint All <-- Niche Breadth       -0.1682 0.2653 

R.I. Joint All <-- Dispersal Ability          -0.3901 0.2322 

Correlated Errors  
  

Niche Breadth<--> Dispersal Ability 0.3462 NA NA 

R.I. Space (MEMs) <--> R.I. Environment          0.1498 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Environment            -0.5352 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  <--> R.I. Environment       -0.1065 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M )  <--> R.I. Environment   -0.4334 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Environment    -0.1236 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Environment       -0.1193 NA NA 

R.I. Time (AEMs) <--> R.I. Space (MEMs)     0.4642 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩ S     (MEMs)  <--> R.I. Space    -0.6688 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Space      -0.7772 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <-->RI.Space     -0.2832 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Space -0.0047 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time (AEMs)    0.0276 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I. Time -0.0298 NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. Time (AEMs) 0.1037 NA NA 

R.I.             ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.6743 

NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩ S     

(MEMs)  
-0.6418 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I.             ∩ S     (M M )  -0.336 NA NA 

R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) <--> R.I.             ∩      

(AEMs)  
0.7693 

NA NA 

R.I. Joint All <--> R.I. S     (M M ) ∩      (  M ) 0.1545 NA NA 
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3.6.5 Empirical Support: Data information and analyses 

Moth metacommunity in the MTC (data from Maicher et al. 2019) 

Data publicly available taken from https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mgqnk98vr 

Data cleaning: 

Our analyses considered only moths that were collected using light traps (i.e., we filtered 

the data to remove butterflies and fruit-feeding moths). As such, out of the 1,099 species of 

Lepidoptera collected, our final analyses only considered 561 species (see 

MTC_Metacommunity.txt file). Information about the sampling design can be found in Maicher 

et al. (2019).  

Species were sampled across 7 elevations (30, 300, 650, 1100, 1450, 1850, 2200m.a.s.l) in 

three different moments of their growing season between the years of 2014-2017. According to 

Table 1 in Maicher et al. (2019), the "Wet to Dry" season comprises the months of October to 

December; the Dry season goes from January to February; the Dry to Wet season goes from March 

to May. We used this information to extract the climate variables from (Karger et al. 2017) for 

each sample site between 2014-2017. The climate data used in further analysis 

(Climate_moth_MTC.txt) represent the monthly values of mean, maximum, minimum 

temperature, and precipitation per elevation averaged across 2014-2017 . 

Moth metacommunity in the AEF  (Miller and Jones 2005) 

Data publicly available taken from 

https://doi.org/10.6073/pasta/0cebe58bcc514e2bbf890ee7b2ea21c1 

Data cleaning: 

Moths were sampled in the AEF from 1994 to 2004. However, only in 2004, the year we 

used in our analyses, were moths systematically sampled in the totality of the growing season 

(from May to October). Moths were sampled in 12 plots (each with one or two sub-plots) along an 

elevational gradient ranging from 400 to 1400m.a.s.l. We summed all moths collected across sub-

plots in a given moment in time to define species abundance in a community. Monthly climate 

data was extracted from the average latitude and longitude of subplots in a plot 

(Climate_moth_AEF.txt). No moths were collected in the plots in high elevations in May, so they 

were removed. In total, 367 species were considered in the final analyses 

(AEJ_Metacommunity.txt)  

Reanalyzing empirical data considering elevational ranges of similar length 

After removing samples in the MTC, we observed that the SH/TH decreased from 2.12 to 

1.09, indicating that the strength of SH in relation to TH decreased when we reduced the total 

elevational range. However, it is important to note that the SH/TH remained positive, suggesting 

that even with similar elevational gradients, SH continued to outweigh TH in the tropical 
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mountain.  This pattern aligns with Janzen's seasonality hypothesis and reinforces its applicability 

in the mountainous landscapes of our study system. 

The differences in the metacommunity-weighted mean climate tolerance calculated for 

both species pools remained qualitatively the same. That is, the climatic tolerance of species in the 

AEF species pool is higher than the estimate for the MTC pool (AEF= 1.41, MTC =0.27).  

As for the variation partitioning, we observed that the proportion of total explained 

variation attributable to "Purely Climate" decreased in the MTC, while the contribution of Space 

and Shared Climate and Space increased. However, it is worth noting that the relative importance 

of Purely Climate in the MTC was the second highest and remains qualitatively higher than what 

was observed in the AEF dataset.  

Collectively, these results indicate that the predictions derived from our simulation models 

hold despite differences in the sampling design of both datasets 

 

 

  

      

 

 

 

 

      

 

  

   

               

      

           

            

                    

     

            

 

    

 

Figure SI. 3.V Results after reanalysing empirical data considering elevational ranges of similar size 

(approximately 1000m). Se more in main text and caption of Figure 5 
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Chapter 4 :Ecological selection of dispersal strategies in metacommunities: 

impact of landscape features and competitive dynamics  

4.1 Abstract  

Dispersal is simultaneously a cause and a consequence of metacommunity dynamics. While the 

influence of dispersal on metacommunities is subject of intense research, we still do not understand 

how species-species and species-environment relationships determine the success of different 

dispersal strategies in metacommunities. To address this, we employed simulation models 

considering species with distinct context-dependent dispersal strategies involved in the three stages 

of dispersal (departure, transience, and settlement). These species were allowed to reach 

coexistence at the metacommunity scale under various competitive hierarchies and different levels 

of spatial and temporal environmental variability. By assessing the dispersal strategies of species 

that persisted and dominated metacommunities, we could understand how metacommunity 

dynamics impose ecological selection on dispersal. Our simulation model reproduced empirical 

patterns in species dispersal across different scales, ranging from changes in the success of 

dispersal strategies caused by local intraspecific and interspecific competition, to observed shifts 

in dispersal strategies along broad-scale ecological gradients. Additionally, we derived new 

empirically testable predictions regarding how metacommunity dynamics select for different 

dispersal strategies. Collectively, our results foster a comprehensive understanding of the factors 

influencing the success and diversity of dispersal strategies in a large array of ecological contexts 

 

4.2 Introduction  

Dispersal is the ecological process where individuals depart from their natal patches, move 

across the landscape, and eventually establish themselves in breeding patches. This multi-stage 

process regulates the spatial and temporal dynamics of natural systems across all levels of 

ecological organization (Nathan et al. 2008; Kubisch et al. 2014; Bonte and Dahirel 2017). At the 

metacommunity level, dispersal governs species coexistence (Zhang et al. 2021) and influences 

community invasion success rates (Brown and Barney 2021). As a result, dispersal impacts 

diversity patterns within (alpha-diversity), between (beta-diversity), and across local communities 

(gamma-diversity).  

Though much research has examined dispersal’s influence on metacommunity dynamics 

and diversity (see Schlägel et al. 2020 and references within), our understanding of its role as a 

consequence of these dynamics is limited. For instance, density-dependent biotic interactions can 

regulate the decision of organisms to disperse or remain in their natal patches (De Meester et al. 

2015; Fronhofer et al. 2015, 2018). Similarly, resource availability (Fronhofer et al. 2018), 

spatiotemporal heterogeneity (McPeek and Holt 1992; Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012), and 

landscapes’ physical connectivity (Henriques-Silva et al. 2015) can impose ecological and 

evolutionary constraints on dispersal. The complex interplay between metacommunity dynamics 
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and dispersal remains underexplored, yet discerning the forces governing species dispersal is 

crucial to understand the potential impacts of global change on biodiversity (Urban et al. 2016). 

To understand how and why metacommunity dynamics should influence dispersal patterns 

in metacommunities, we need first to acknowledge the multi-stage nature and context-dependence 

of dispersal strategies, which are intentionally simplified in the foundational framework of 

metacommunity theory (Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012; Thompson et al. 2020). Dispersal arises 

from balancing decisions involving the timing to leave natal patches (i.e., emigration propensity), 

travelling distances (i.e., traversal), and the selection of a suitable new patch to settlement (i.e., 

habitat selection). This sequence of decisions determine the three stages of dispersal events, 

namely departure, transience, and settlement (sensu Clobert et al. 2009). Dispersal decisions are 

context-dependent (plastic), meaning that organisms adjust them based on information about the 

surrounding biotic (e.g., predation, kin competition, and intra- and interspecific-competition) and 

abiotic (e.g., resource availability, spatiotemporal environmental variation) conditions (Bowler 

and Benton 2005). For instance, organisms are more propense to leave their natal patches when 

local performance (i.e., fitness) is reduced via strong competition (intraspecific or interspecific), 

predation, resource scarcity, or unsuitable abiotic conditions (Fronhofer et al. 2015; Campana et 

al. 2022). These context-dependent decisions underly changes in species’ dispersal strategies to 

maximize regional fitness and/or minimize local mortality across different ecological contexts. 

Lastly, context-dependent variation in dispersal strategies are species-specific (De Meester et al. 

2015; Fronhofer et al. 2018; Campana et al. 2022).  Thus, even species that are evolutionary closely 

related may still exhibit contrasting changes in dispersal strategies when subjected to varying 

abiotic and biotic conditions (De Meester et al. 2015; Campana et al. 2022). 

Given that metacommunity dynamics result directly from species-species and species-

environment interactions, they should favor species from the regional pool whose dispersal 

strategies maximizes their persistence and dominance in the landscape (Büchi and Vuilleumier 

2012). For instance, species exhibiting a dispersal strategy characterized by a rapid increase in 

emigration propensity when local performance is decreased should have an advantage in persisting 

and dominating metacommunities in landscapes that undergo temporally variable habitat 

conditions (McPeek and Holt 1992). Species that adopt a "risk-spreading" strategy, in which 

individuals choose to colonize suboptimal patches that have the potential to become optimal in the 

(relatively) short term, are expected to be favoured by temporal environmental variability. In 

metacommunities where competition dynamics hinder local coexistence (i.e., heterospecific 

competition is stronger than intraspecific competition, see Chesson 2000), species capable of 

reaching suitable habitat patches ahead of competitors have the potential to establish regional 

dominance through residency effects (sensu Kemp and Wiklund 2004). 

Testing these (and potentially other) predictions about the ecological selective pressures of 

metacommunity dynamics on context-dependent dispersal strategies remains challenging for 

multiple reasons.  Broad-scale observational data on multi-species dispersal strategies are scarce 

and experimental studies are commonly constrained by the number of species and environmental 
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predictors that can be manipulated (but see De Meester et al. 2015; Campana et al. 2022; Cote et 

al. 2022). Moreover, these studies are often conducted along a narrow range of ecological 

conditions, restricting their ability to capture the large range of conditions that could potentially 

drive variation in the success of distinct (context-dependent) dispersal strategies.  

Here we sought out to expand our understanding about how landscape features and 

competition (ecologically) select for distinct context-dependent dispersal strategies in 

metacommunities (Figure 4.1). We employed process-based metacommunity models to assess 

how the interactions between landscape features and competition (i.e., metacommunity dynamics) 

select for dispersal strategies involving emigration propensity, habitat selection, and traversal (i.e., 

travelling distance). We allowed species with distinct context-dependent dispersal strategies to 

reach coexistence at the metacommunity scale under different types of competition types and under 

varying levels of spatiotemporal environmental variability (Figure 4.1). By assessing the dispersal 

strategies of the species that persisted and dominated metacommunities, we were able to derive 

informed predictions regarding how metacommunity dynamics impose ecological selection on 

dispersal. Moreover, we demonstrated how the integration of species-specific context-dependent 

dispersal strategies into the basis of metacommunity theory can help us to understand the 

interdependence between community assembly and dispersal. 

4.3 Methods  

For the sake of brevity, we only briefly describe how we simulated landscapes and within-

patch metacommunity dynamics here. An extended description is found in Supp. Information. 

4.3.1 Simulated landscapes 

We generated 25 landscape types following a cross-factorial design combining 5 levels of 

spatial autocorrelation (top-left panel in Figure 4.1) 5 levels of seasonality (top-right panel in 

Figure 4.1) in environmental conditions. We chose these two landscape features because they have 

been shown to impose costs and risks to species movement dictating ecological and evolutionary 

constraints on dispersal (McPeek and Holt 1992; Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012). Each landscape 

type was composed of 50 habitat-patches with randomly generated x and y spatial coordinates (see 

Supp. Information I for more details). 

4.3.2 Parametrizing competitive dynamics in metacommunities 

We seeded landscapes with species pools of different sizes (richness; 2 levels: 50 and 300 

species) and assumed distinct types of competition among species (bottom-left and bottom-right 

panels in Figure 4.1). Species pool sizes affect metacommunity competition strength, as larger 

pools intensify competition for limited patches. We considered different types of competition by 

manipulating the per-capita effects of species on themselves (𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎) and their per-capita effect 

on other species (𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟) (Thompson et al. 2020; Wisnoski and Shoemaker 2022). Stabilizing 

competition (𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 > 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟) promotes local stable coexistence, enabling rare species to growth 

positively when populations of dominant competitors are in equilibrium. Under equalizing 
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competitive dynamics (𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 = 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟), individuals are neutral with respect to their per-capita 

effects on each other. This implies that coexistence is only possible for species having different 

                                      

 

                 

 

    

       

   

    

   

                          

       

        

         
         
         
         
         
         

           

  
    

  

  
  

  
  

                                             

                                        

                                      

                    

                                        

                       

Figure 4.1: Simulation framework designed to understand how metacommunity dynamics 

impose ecological selection on context dependent dispersal strategies.  Species were 

generated assuming random combinations of distinct dispersal strategies (i.e., represented by 

the plotted curves) for emigration propensity, habitat selection, and traversal probability 

(central panel). Species were allowed to colonise and reach coexistence in metacommunities 

subjected to different competitive dynamics (given by the factors represented in the lower 

panels) that took place in landscapes with different features (given by the factors represented 

in the upper panels). Parameters φ and s determine the landscape's spatial structure in 

environmental conditions and seasonality, respectively (See more in Supp. Information I). 

The size of regional pools gives the richness of potential competitors at the beginning of each 

simulation iteration. Variation in competition type was simulated by manipulating the per-

capita effects of a species on itself (intraspecific competition αkk, αjj) and on other species 

(interspecific competition αkj, αjk). Here we considered species pools under stabilizing (αkk = 

αjj > αkj= αjk), equalizing (αkk = αjj = αkj= αjk), and destabilizing (αkk = αjj < αkj= αjk) 

competition. 
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niche requirements and/or display contrasting dispersal strategies. Under destabilizing competition 

(𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 < 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟), local coexistence is unlikely because dominant species will lead rare species to 

local extinction even if those are better adapted to patch conditions. 

4.3.3 Metacommunity dynamics 

Our model simulates metacommunity dynamics that are spatially explicit, discrete in time, 

and governed by within-patch selection (density-dependent competition at the intraspecific and 

interspecific levels and density-independent species-environment sorting), dispersal, and 

ecological drift (as in Thompson et al. 2020). Within-patch selection was modelled as a Beverton-

Holt growth model (Beverton and Holt 1957) with generalized Lotka-Volterra competition 

assuming distinct competitive structures (i.e., stabilizing, equalizing, or destabilizing).  An 

extended description of the model is found in Supp. Information (see eq. SI 4.1 and SI 4.2). 

Individuals able to persist in any given local community after within-patch selection and 

drift at time t could then disperse. Context-dependence in dispersal strategies was introduced by 

making species emigration propensity (𝐸𝑃), traversal probability (𝑇𝑃), and habitat selection (𝐻𝑆) 

to change as a function of local performance (given by joint influence of competition and niche-

habitat matching), geographic distance, and environmental suitability, respectively. The shape of 

these relationships was made species-specific by randomly assigning different values of 

parameters ep, tp, and hs to each species in the regional pool. 

Emigration propensity (𝐸𝑃) defines the probability that an individual leaves its natal patch 

given its current local performance. Based on previous experimental studies (e.g., (Fronhofer et 

al. 2018)), we assumed that species were more propense to emigrate when local habitat conditions 

and/or biotic interactions decreased their local performance (𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡, given by eq SI-2). As such, the 

emigration propensity of species i in site j at time t (𝐸𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) decreased with local performance as 

follows: 

𝐸𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑢𝑖 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ∗ 𝑒𝑝𝑖)                   (4.1) 

where 𝑒𝑝𝑖 is species-specific (equally spaced values within the interval [-0.1,0) U (0,0.1] that were 

then randomly assigned to each species), and determined the rate of change in 𝐸𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 as a function 

of  𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 (scaled to range between 0 and 100). 𝑢 determines the concavity of the relationship and 

was defined as:  

𝑢 = {
−1 𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑝𝑖 > 0
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑝𝑖 < 0

 

If 𝑒𝑝𝑖 < 0 (and consequently 𝑢 = 1), emigration propensity steeply decreased even at low 

levels of local performance (i.e., as observed in species 2, 5, and 6 in Figure 4.1, central panel). 

This strategy can be advantageous when local performance is temporally stable, allowing for 

competitive advantage due to residency effects. In contrast, species for which 𝑒𝑝𝑖 > 0 (𝑢 = −1) 

were prone to emigrate from patches even if those provided high local performance (as observed 
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in species 1, 3, and 4 Figure 4.1, central panel). This strategy can be advantageous when local 

performance changes abruptly due to environmental fluctuations. 𝐸𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 (which is scaled to range 

between 0 to 1) set the probability of success in binomial trials determining the number of 

emigrants of species i departing from site j at time t (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) after within-patch dynamics (given by 

the first term of eq. SI-4.I).  

We relied on a random sampling process to determine the total number of immigrants of 

species i that will arrive at patch j at time t (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) coming from other patches, e.g., patch k (𝐸𝑖,𝑘,𝑡). 

That is, let D = {x, y, …., j} be the potential destination patch for emigrants that departed from k. 

Let P = {pi,kx,t, pi,ky,t,….., pi,kj,t} be the set of probabilities for species i to immigrate to each patch 

in D when departing from k at time t (scaled to sum to unit). Note that pi,kk,t was set to 0 so that 

individuals that departed from k could not return to the same patch. Considering these two vectors, 

a random sampling process with unequal probabilities and replacement was repeated 𝐸𝑖,𝑘,𝑡  times.  

The number of times patch j was sampled determined the number of individuals out of the total 

that departed from k (𝐸𝑖,𝑘,𝑡) that immigrated to patch j at time t ( 𝐼𝑖,𝑘𝑗,𝑡). It follows that 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡, i.e, 

the total number of individuals of species i that immigrated to j in time t, was then given by the 

sum of the total number of immigrants coming from all patches in the landscape. 

We assumed that immigration probabilities increased with habitat suitability in the extant 

patch and decreased with the geographic distance between natal and extant patches. Thus, pi,kj,t 

was given by: 

𝑝𝑖,𝑘𝑗,𝑡 = 𝐻𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑖,𝑘𝑗        (4.2) 

𝐻𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡   represents species i probability to move to patch j at time t based on the match 

between the environment in j (𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗,𝑡) and their environmental requirements (i.e., environmental 

suitability, computed in the second term of eq. SI. 4.2). We assumed that species could assess the 

environmental suitability of extant patches at time t before deciding where to immigrate (i.e., 

informed dispersal). As such 𝐻𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡  increases with habitat suitability as follows: 

𝐻𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ ℎ𝑠𝑖)      (4.3) 

where ℎ𝑠𝑖 is species-specific (equally spaced values within the interval [-0.1,0) U (0,0.1] that were 

then randomly assigned to each species) determining the rate of change in 𝐻𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 with 

𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (scaled to range between 0 and 100).  𝑤 set the concavity and 

direction of this relationship and was defined as:  

𝑤 = {
−1 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑠𝑖 < 0
1 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑠𝑖 > 0

 

As such, species with ℎ𝑠𝑖 < 0 (and consequently a 𝑤 = −1) displayed a risk-spreading 

strategy as they also tended to immigrate to patches with suboptimal habitat conditions (e.g., 

species 1, 4, and 6 in Figure 4.1, central panel). This strategy can be advantageous in landscapes 
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with temporally variable habitat conditions. Conversely, species having ℎ𝑠𝑖 > 0 (and consequently 

a 𝑤 = 1) tended to immigrate only to patches with optimal or close to optimal environmental 

conditions (e.g., species 2, 3, and 5 in Figure 4.1, central panel). This strategy can be advantageous 

when environmental conditions are temporally constant across all patches. 

𝑇𝑃i,kj  is the probability of species i to move from patch k to j according to their geographic 

distance. 𝑇𝑃i,kj  decayed with the (Euclidean) distance between k and j (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘𝑗)as follows: 

𝑇𝑃𝑖,𝑘𝑗 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑗𝑘)       (4.4) 

where 𝑡𝑝𝑖 is species-specific (equally spaced values within the interval [-0.99, -0.01], that 

were then randomly assigned to each species) and determined the rate at which 𝑇𝑃𝑖,𝑘𝑗 decayed 

with 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘𝑗. The smaller the 𝑡𝑝𝑖, the more limited the number of nearby patches a species could 

reach in a single dispersal event (e.g., species 2, 4, and 5, Figure 4.1 central panel). High traversal 

capacity (e.g., species 1, 3, and 6) should be favored in landscapes where local habitat conditions 

are temporally variable, weakly autocorrelated in space, and when intraspecific competition is 

strong.  

Lastly, we repeated the simulation framework described above considering two distinct 

assumptions about species ecological equivalence (see Supp. Information for details). In one, 

species were set to exhibit distinct (non-neutral) performances along the environmental gradient. 

Then, species niche optima 𝜇𝑖 took values equally spaced along the interval [0,5] to scale with 

environmental variation. Note that niche tolerance (𝜎) was set to be equal for all species and 

narrow enough to make them respond to environmental variation (see Supp. Information).  In the 

second assumption, we generated species to have equal (neutral) species' responses (changes in 

performance) to environmental variation. This was operationalized by assigning the same 

environmental optima to all species (𝜇𝑖 = average value of environmental conditions observed in 

the generated landscape). By contrasting simulation outputs between these two assumptions, we 

could investigate how species ecological equivalence can modulate (either buffer or amplify) the 

ecological selection of metacommunity dynamics on successful dispersal strategies. 

4.3.4 Simulation iterations 

Metacommunity dynamics were set to run for 1200-time steps (100 seasonal cycles). Each 

combination of scenarios was replicated 20 times, totalizing 6000 simulation iterations (20 

replicates × 5 seasonality levels × 5 spatial structure levels × 2 species pool sizes × 3 competitive 

structures × 2 types of responses to environmental variation). At the first-time step (t1), we seeded 

each patch with species abundances randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.5). Then, 

during the first ten seasonal cycles of each iteration (i.e., the first 120 time-steps), we seeded each 

patch with species abundances randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution with λ = 0.1. This 

seeding procedure ensured that species had equal chances to be initially present in all patches and 

that patches with similar environmental conditions could harbour different communities over time 

due to priority effects (Thompson et al. 2020). Metacommunity dynamics (with no seeding) ran 
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for the remaining 1080 time-steps (i.e., 90 seasonal cycles) and we considered the metacommunity 

in the 100th seasonal cycle (last 12 time-steps) for our analyses (see below). This ensured that 

model summaries were based on stable rather than transient metacommunities.  

We estimated the most successful dispersal strategy as the metacommunity-weighted mean 

values of ep, hs, and tp, where the weights were given by a species' regional abundance × 

occupancy (i.e., the relative number of patches occupied in the landscape). We also estimated the 

metacommunity-weighted standard deviation of ep, hs, and tp to quantify the "diversity" of 

dispersal strategies that resulted from metacommunity dynamics. 

4.3.5 Understanding how landscape features and competition dynamics select for dispersal 

strategies in metacommunities 

We used random forest to assess how the metacommunity-weighted mean and standard 

deviation of ep, hs, and tp (continuous response variables) changed as a function of variation in 

seasonality (ordinal predictor, 5 levels), spatial autocorrelation (ordinal predictor, 5 levels), the 

seeded richness of competitors (ordinal predictor, 2 levels),  different types of competition 

(categorical predictor, 3 levels), and different assumptions about species niche differentiation 

(categorical, 2 levels). Random forests identify general patterns in cross-factorial simulation data 

as they automatically model the effects of multilevel interactions among predictors on the 

response. We used the Boruta algorithm (Kursa and Rudnicki 2010) to reduce model 

dimensionality and identify the most relevant predictors explaining variation in the 

metacommunity-weighted mean and standard deviation of ep, hs, and tp. Partial dependence plots 

revealed the direction of predictor-response relationships, controlling for other model predictors. 

We used bootstrapping to estimate 95% confidence intervals of predicted responses depicted in 

the partial dependence plots (Ishwaran and Lu 2019).  

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Landscape features and competition dynamics had complex interactive effects on the 

success and diversity of dispersal strategies (i.e., metacommunity-weighted mean and standard 

deviation of ep, hs, and tp, respectively). Overall, the emigration propensity of the dominant 

species in the metacommunity decreased relatively fast with initial increases in local performance 

(i.e., ep < 0). Additionally, dominant species were highly selective for optimal conditions in 

destination patches (i.e., hs > 0) and could traverse large distances in a single dispersal event (i.e., 

ts > -0.5) (Figure 4.2). Note though that optimal context-dependent dispersal strategies and their 

diversity changed consistently across levels of seasonality, environment’ spatial structure, 

competitors’ seeded richness, and competition types (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4). For the sake of 

tractability and synthesis, we focused on reporting and discussing the main effects of landscape 

features and competition types on the success and diversity of dispersal strategies. However, we 

also highlight and discuss some high-order interactions among predictors that increased our 

understanding of model outcomes (Figures SI. 4.I-IV).   
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4.4.1 The effects of landscape features on the success and diversity of dispersal strategies 

 

In temporarily homogeneous (aseasonal) but spatially heterogeneous landscapes, species 

with lower average emigration rates (lower values of ep) were more successful in persisting and 

dominating metacommunities (Figure 4.3 and Figure SI. 4.I). This because high emigration from 

temporally stable and high- performing patches can negatively affect species' persistence, as 

reduced local abundances increases risks of local extinction from demographic stochasticity and 

competitive exclusion (Siqueira et al. 2020). In contrast, when habitat conditions were seasonal, 

metacommunity dynamics favoured nomadic behaviours characterized by high emigration rates 

despite high levels of local performance. These “nomad” species were particularly favoured when 

they were also able to colonize several extant patches in single dispersal events (i.e., high tp values, 

Figures 4.3 and SI. 4.I). Essentially, species with high emigration rates and traversal capacity can 

rapidly shift their spatial distribution to cope with abrupt changes in local performance due to 

spatial and temporal variability in habitat conditions (McPeek and Holt 1992; Sheard et al. 2020).  

Empirical studies investigating latitudinal clines in species dispersal observed a similar 

influence of seasonality in selecting for higher emigration rates and traversal capacities. For 

instance,  the relationship between seasonality and dispersal observed in our model serves as 

theoretical evidence that the conditions for the emergence of well-known latitudinal patterns on 

species range sizes and dispersal capacity (e.g., Sheard et al. 2020; Alzate and Onstein 2022) can 

emerge by only considering metacommunity dynamics at fine spatiotemporal scales (i.e., no need 

to consider trait evolution and speciation, but see conclusions). 

Note that when we assumed equivalent species' environmental responses to environmental 

variation (i.e., neutrality), the relationship between seasonality and metacommunity-weighted 

mean ep and tp remained positive (Figures 4.3 and SI 4.I). However, under this assumption, 

seasonality had a negative effect on the metacommunity-weighted mean hs.  This implies that 

when species are neutral in relation to their habitat requirements, dispersing to temporally 

unsuitable patches, despite the risks, allows their persistence and dominance in seasonal 

landscapes. This is because colonizing briefly suboptimal patches enable them to broaden their 

spatial occupancy while avoiding intense competition. 

In our model, the effect of spatial autocorrelation fostered insights into the influence of 

spatial uncertainty in habitat conditions on species' dispersal strategies (Figures 4.3 and SI 4.I). 

Species capable of minimizing dispersal risks by effectively tracking habitat conditions and 

reaching a larger number of patches (i.e., higher hs and ts values) were more successful in 

landscapes with weak spatial autocorrelation. In contrast, when habitat conditions were strongly 

autocorrelated in space, less selective species exhibiting weaker traversal capacity (i.e., lower hs 

and ts values) were more likely to persist in the metacommunity. Spatial autocorrelation modulates 

the respective success of dispersal strategies by determining the costs and risks of dispersal events. 
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In landscapes with high spatial autocorrelation, the benefits of strong habitat selectivity and high 

            

                   

           

                   

              

                   

              

     

     

     
 

 

   
   

     

  

  

 

   

    

 

   

    

 

   

    

 

   

    

                            

  

 

  

 

                 

                   

                                      

    
 

 

 

 

  

     

    

  

 

   

    

 

   

    

                         

Figure 4.2 Dominant dispersal strategies for emigration propensity, habitat selection, and traversal 

probability observed across simulation scenarios. The curves in plots A, C, and E illustrate a small subset 

of the full range of context-depedent dispersal strategies seeded into metacommunities at each simulation 

iteration. The shape of these curves depends on the species-specific parameters ep, hs, and ts. The colour 

scales indicate the range of dispersal strategies that have dominated metacommunities at the end of each 

simulation iteration (estimated as the metacommunity-weighted mean values for hs, ep, ts). For illustrative 

purposes, some of these strategies are represented by the coloured curves in plots A, C, and E. The colour 

scales also serve as a reference for the heatmaps (B, D, and F) illustrating the changes in dominant context-

dependent strategies across levels of seasonality, spatial autocorrelation, competitors’ richness, and 

competitive types. Each entry (square) in the heatmap represents the average value of the 20 

metacommunity-weighted means obtained for a given simulation scenario. The results reported here were 

obtained under the assumption of niche differentiation (i.e., simulated species differed in habitat 

requirements). See Figs 4.3, SI-4.I, and S-4.III for results obtained under the assumption of neutrality. 
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traversal capacity diminish, as there are fewer unsuitable patches accessible from suitable ones. 

Our results align with previous theoretical models, which observed that strong spatial 

autocorrelation favoured species with reduced traversal capacity, while weak autocorrelation 

favored species with strong traversal capacity (Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012). They also support 

empirical findings demonstrating that species adopt passive dispersal, a strategy characterized by 

weak habitat selection, when landscape structure is characterized by large clusters of patches with 

suitable habitat conditions (Bonte et al. 2006). 

It is important to note that when the niche differentiation assumption was relaxed, spatial 

autocorrelation had negligible effects on selecting for optimal traversal capacity strategy (Figures 

4.3 and SI 4.I). In our model, the neutrality assumption increases the number of species competing 

for a limited number of patches having equally suitable habitat conditions. As discussed below, a 

rise in species competing for similar habitat conditions favoured those with greater traversal 

capacity that enable them to escape local competition. Consequently, the selection for high-

capacity traversers in highly competitive metacommunities offsets the selection of species with 

low traversal capacity in spatially structured landscapes (Figure SI. 4.I).  

The diversity of dispersal strategies (weighted standard deviation of ep, hs, and tp, Figure 

4.4) also changed as a function of landscape seasonality and spatial autocorrelation (Figures 4.4 

and SI 4.II). Seasonality decreased the diversity of strategies related to habitat selection and 

traversal (i.e., the metacommunity-weighted standard deviation of hs and tc, respectively). Only 

highly selective species with long-distance traversal capacities could persist when local conditions 

fluctuated substantially over time. Alternatively, the diversity of emigration propensity strategies 

(i.e., metacommunity-weighted standard deviation of ep) increased with seasonality. Thus, 

although seasonality tended to favour species with relatively higher emigration rates, species with 

lower emigration rates could persist provided they accumulated enough individuals to buffer 

mortality in temporally unsuitable conditions (i.e., storage effects Chesson 2000).  

Moreover, spatial autocorrelation in habitat conditions notably diversified traversal 

capacity and habitat selection strategies (Figures 4.4 and SI. 4.II). This is because large clusters of 

suitable habitat conditions decrease the risks of dispersing to unsuitable habitats which, in turn, 

facilitates the persistence of species with suboptimal strategies for traversal and habitat selection 

in the metacommunity. 

4.4.2 The effects of competition dynamics on the success and diversity of dispersal strategies 

 

Research in metapopulation and movement ecology extensively explores how density-

dependent processes (Fronhofer et al. 2018; Baines et al. 2020), including intraspecific (Bitume et 

al. 2014) and inter-specific competition (Fronhofer et al. 2015) influence dispersal strategies. 

Consistent with these, our results indicate that increases in competition associated with larger  

species pools sizes favoured species with (i) reduced emigration propensity (lower ep values); (ii) 

pronounced selectivity towards habitat patch condition (i.e., higher hs values), and; (iii) strong 
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traversal capacity  (i.e., higher hs values) (Figure 4.3). These results held true across assumptions 

about niche differentiation and all types of competitive dynamics (Figure SI 4.III) 

 

Figure 4.3 Partial dependence (PD) plots showing the predicted levels of dominant dispersal strategies in 

metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted mean values for ep, hs, ts) across levels of seasonality 

(first column), spatial autocorrelation in environmental conditions (second column), size of seeded regional 

pools (third column), and types of competition. Relationships were estimated for each level of the niche 

differentiation assumption (Neutrality = simulated species shared habitat requirements; Niche Diff. = 

simulated species differed in habitat requirements). Relationships of with variables that were not kept in 

the final random forests after feature selection were reported for illustrative purposes only (gray). R2 of 

random forest model fitted per row: metacommunity-weighted mean ep = 0.90,  hs = 0.81,  tp =0.95. 
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Species with reduced emigration propensity were favoured at higher species richness levels 

because they ensured competitive dominance by maintaining large local populations (Figures 4.3 

and SI 4.III). The effectiveness of this strategy was maximized under destabilizing competition 

but minimized under stabilizing competition. Indeed, when intraspecific competition is stronger 

Figure 4.4: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing the predicted diversity of dispersal strategies (i.e., 

metacommunity-weighted standard-deviation for ep, hs, ts) across levels of seasonality (first column), 

spatial autocorrelation of environmental conditions (second column), size of seeded regional pools (third 

column), and types of competition. Relationships were estimated for each niche differentiation assumption 

(Neutrality = species shared habitat requirements; Niche Diff. = species’ habitat requirements differed). 

Relationships of ep, hs, and ts with variables that were not kept in the final random forests after feature 

selection were reported in gray for illustrative purposes only. R2 of random forest model fitted per row: 

metacommunity-weighted standard deviation ep = 0.89, hs = 0.75,  tp =0.9. 
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than interspecific competition, species with higher emigration propensity were able to mitigate the 

negative effects of intraspecific competition while keeping smaller viable populations in a larger 

number of suitable-habitat patches.   

 The success of dispersal strategies characterized by high traversal capacity increased with 

the initial number of competitors seeded in the metacommunity. This strategy had even greater 

success when intraspecific competition matched or surpassed interspecific competition (i.e., under 

equalizing and stabilizing competition, respectively, Figure SI 4.III). Such trends resonate with 

empirical and theoretical studies that examine how population density, an indicative of 

intraspecific competition, impacts dispersal. Typically, these studies demonstrate that high 

densities increase emigration rates, particularly to patches farther away from their natal patch (see 

Matthysen 2005 and references within, and Bitume et al. 2014). Our models shed deeper light on 

this dynamic, demonstrating that the relative strength of interspecific to intraspecific competition 

can either intensify or mitigate the latter’s impact on emigration rates and traversal. 

We also observed that increasing the number of competitors favoured species that were 

more efficient in tracking and colonising suitable habitat conditions (higher hs values, Figure 4.3). 

This efficiency was even greater under neutral competition dynamics (equalizing competition, 

Figure. SI 4.III). Under equalizing competition, only species capable of tracking the limited 

number of patches where adequate niche-environment matching outweighs the negative effects of 

competitive interactions can coexist in the landscape. Taken together, species that were equal 

competitors but highly selective towards different habitats could coexist regionally through 

species-environment sorting dynamics.  

Overall, the diversity of context-dependent dispersal strategies in the metacommunity 

decreased with the number of initial competitors seeded in the landscape (Figures 4.4 and SI 4.IV). 

Thus, when a larger number of species competed for a few suitable patches, only a narrow range 

of dispersal strategies could ensure their regional persistence. Notably, the diversity of traversal 

capacity and habitat selection strategies (tp, and hs) did not follow this trend under destabilizing 

competition. In this case, only species with differences movement patterns in the landscape were 

able to coexist at the metacommunity scale by dominating distinct clusters of suitable patches 

(Zhang et al. 2021). In contrast, the diversity of dispersal strategies tended to increase when 

coexistence was facilitated through stabilizing competition.  

4.5 Conclusions, assumptions, and future directions 

In this study, we used models to demonstrate that dispersal not only shapes the structure of 

metacommunities but also emerges from metacommunity dynamics. Previous theoretical and 

empirical studies that shared similar goals focused on investigating the ecological drivers of fixed 

behaviours involved in one or two stages of dispersal (Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012). Our study 

stands out as the first to use metacommunity theory to generate predictions regarding the selective 

effects of landscape features and competition dynamics on species-specific context-dependent 

dispersal behaviours involved in all three dispersal stages (i.e., departure, transience, and 
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settlement). Our models effectively recreated well-known variations in dispersal patterns across 

spatial scales, including changes caused by different forms of intraspecific and interspecific 

competition at local spatial scales and also shifts in dispersal patterns along broad-scale ecological 

gradients. Thus, our study improves the understanding of the factors influencing the success and 

diversity of dispersal strategies in a large array of ecological contexts. 

However, our simulation models did not encompass the full complexity of species dispersal 

and its intricate relationships with metacommunity dynamics. For instance, we did not consider 

cost-related trade-offs that can cause covariance between dispersal, morphological, and 

behavioural traits. For instance, colonization-competition and ecological specialization-dispersal 

trade-offs can emerge as eco-evolutionary consequences of community assembly in landscapes 

with varying levels of environmental stability and habitat heterogeneity (Chesson 2000; Jocque et 

al. 2010). Therefore, we should expect these dispersal trade-offs to also be selected by the 

metacommunity dynamics. 

Moreover, we focused solely on how competition at both intra and interspecific levels 

affects dispersal patterns in metacommunities. Yet, empirical experimental studies suggest that 

other biotic interactions can select for optimum context-dependent dispersal strategies. For 

example, predation risk can drive emigration (Fronhofer et al. 2018),while parasitism can have 

dual effects on host dispersal: it can stimulate movement if the host perceives threat and relocates, 

or it can inhibit movement if the host stays and becomes infected (Baines et al. 2020).Incorporating 

these and other biotic interactions into our framework is a logical progression for future research. 

Lastly, in our model, although we investigated how biotic and abiotic factors selected for 

a wide range of predefined traits (ep, hs and tc) that determine species-specific dispersal strategies, 

we did not consider trait evolution at the species level. Trait evolution is an important component 

of metacommunity theory (Urban et al. 2008; Goodnight 2011) and the literature includes 

examples where the role of dispersal for maintaining biodiversity in changing environments is 

counteracted by the evolution of traits determining species' habitat requirements (Thompson and 

Fronhofer 2019). Moreover, we also did not consider the full range of possible non-linear changes 

in dispersal strategies commonly observed in nature. For instance, we assumed that emigration 

propensity decreased monotonically and continuously with local performance. However, Allee 

effects or other density-dependent behaviours could lead to a wide range of non-linear 

relationships between population density, and hence local performance, and dispersal, e.g., u-

shaped or threshold functions (Fronhofer et al. 2015; Poethke et al. 2016). To address these 

limitations, future studies could build upon our modelling framework to explore how trait 

evolution and a wider range of dispersal strategies are modulated by landscape features and 

competition dynamics. 
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4.6 Supplementary Information 

4.6.1 Simulated landscapes: Extended description 

We generated 25 landscape types following a cross-factorial design combining 5 levels of 

seasonality (top-right panel in Figure 4.1) and 5 levels of spatial autocorrelation (top-left panel in 

Figure 4.1) in environmental conditions. We chose these two landscape features because they have 

been shown to impose costs and risks to species movement that ultimately dictate ecological and 

evolutionary constraints on dispersal (McPeek and Holt 1992; Büchi and Vuilleumier 2012). 

We started by assigning 50 patches into the landscape by drawing their x and y spatial 

coordinates from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 60. Environmental conditions at the 

patch level were defined by a single continuous variable (𝐸𝑛𝑣), spatially autocorrelated across 

patches and bound within the interval [0,5]. Spatial habitat autocorrelation in the environment was 

generated by random draws from a multivariate normal distribution (mu=0) with a covariance 

matrix set as the desired spatial autocorrelation level. Covariance matrices were created such that 

environmental similarity decayed exponentially with geographic distance according to φ. By 

manipulating the levels of φ, we generated landscapes where environmental conditions ranged 

from weakly autocorrelated (e.g., φ = -0.9) to strongly autocorrelated (e.g., φ = -0.01). 

To simulate seasonal environmental variation, we set local environmental conditions to 

follow a sinusoid function with 100 periods, each composed of 12-time steps (i.e., 100 years) plus 

a random error 𝑁(0,0.1) that served to mimic the effects of temporal environmental stochasticity. 

The amplitude of the sinusoidal environmental variation was modulated by a multiplicative factor 

s (constant across all patches). By manipulating the values of s, we created landscapes ranging 

from highly aseasonal (s = 0.1) to highly seasonal (s = 1).   

We then seeded metacommunity simulations (see Metacommunity dynamics below) with 

the final matrices containing environmental values of each patch over time (𝐄𝐧𝐯, 50 patches x 

1200 times), and their corresponding spatial coordinates. 

4.6.2 Metacommunity dynamics: Extended description of within-patch mechanisms 

The dynamics of ecological communities were spatially explicit, discrete in time, and 

governed by habitat selection, demographic stochasticity, competition at intra and interspecific 

levels, and dispersal (Shoemaker and Melbourne 2016; Thompson et al. 2020).  

Considering that Ni,j,t is the abundance of species i in site j at time t,  population dynamics 

is governed by: 

𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−1 ∗ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) − 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡        (SI 4.1) 

The first term of eq. 1 is a modified version of the Beverton-Holt competition model 

(Beverton and Holt 1957) that sets population growth as a function of habitat selection, competitive 

dynamics, and demographic stochasticity. 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 and 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 are the total number of individuals of i  

that emigrate from and immigrate to site j at time t, respectively. 
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 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡, is the local performance (i.e., growth rate) of species i when conditioned to 

competition and habitat selection and is modelled as follows: 

𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗,𝑡−𝜇𝑖)

2

2𝜎2 ) ∗
 1

(1+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∑ 𝑁𝑘,𝑗,𝑡
𝑆
𝑘≠𝑖 )

        (SI 4.2) 

 𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 represented the species' maximum intrinsic growth rate and was assumed to be 

equal to 3 for all species. Making 𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 equal across species ensured that they could reach the 

same maximum growth rate when optimum habitat conditions and competition at the intra and 

interspecific levels are negligible. 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ranges from 0 to  𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 

The second term of eq. SI 4.2 sets environmental suitability, i.e., the match between local 

environmental conditions ( 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗𝑡) and species' environmental requirements. environmental 

suitability values  ranges between 0 to 1, representing a complete mismatch and a complete match 

between species niche optima and local habitat conditions, respectively . We simulated species 

exhibiting distinct (non-neutral) performances along the same environmental gradient. To that end, 

species niche optima 𝜇𝑖 took values equally spaced along the interval [0,5] to scale with 

environmental variation. Note that niche tolerance (𝜎) was fixed across all species and narrow 

enough to make species respond to environmental variation. Preliminary simulations showed that 

fixing 𝜎 = 1 makes species sensitive to environmental variation without making them overly 

prone to local extinctions when conditions are suboptimal.  

In parallel, to investigate how the assumption of niche differentiation can modulate (either 

buffer or potentialize) the influence of metacommunity dynamics on successful dispersal 

strategies, we also ran simulations with equal (neutral) species' responses to environmental 

variation. This was operationalized by assigning the same environmental optima to all species (𝜇𝑖 

= average value of 𝐄𝐧𝐯).  

The third term of eq. SI-4.2 models the effects of density-dependent competition on 

population dynamics. Stabilizing competition was set as  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎= 0.0066 >  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 0.0033; 

equalizing competition as 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 =  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 0.005; destabilizing competition as 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎  = 0.0033 

<  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 0.0066. These values imply the assumption that when locally dominant species make 

up 50% of the total community abundance, they face the same level of per-capita competition 

across the three types of competition. Prior tests (not shown) demonstrated that relaxing this 

assumption by considering different combinations of values for  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 and 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 did not influence 

the observed patterns of local coexistence and exclusion. However, they did alter the abundances 

at which locally coexisting species reached stable equilibria.  

To incorporate the influence of demographic stochasticity on local birth and survival, we 

draw the final local species abundances from a Poisson distribution whose mean was determined 

by the estimated population size after habitat suitability and density-dependent competition 

(Shoemaker and Melbourne 2016; Shoemaker et al. 2020b). 
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Individuals able to persist in any given local community after within-patch selection and 

drift at time t could then disperse. See main text for a detailed description of how dispersal 

(departure, movement, and settlement) was computed. 

4.6.3 Extended results and 3-way interactions 

 

 

 

 

Figure SI. 4.I: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of seasonality 

(panels), spatial autocorrelation (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption (symbols) 

on the dominant dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted 

mean values for ep, hs, ts). 
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Figure SI. 4.II: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of seasonality (panels), spatial 

autocorrelation (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption (symbols) on the diversity of dispersal 

strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-weighted standard deviation values for ep, hs, ts). 
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Figure SI. 4.III: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of competition type 

(panels), seeded richness of competitors (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption 

(symbols) on the dominant dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-

weighted mean values for ep, hs, ts). 
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Figure SI. 4.IV: Partial dependence (PD) plots showing interactive effects of competition type 

(panels), seeded richness of competitors (x-axis), and the niche differentiation assumption 

(symbols) on diversity of dispersal strategies in metacommunities (i.e., metacommunity-

weighted standard deviation values for ep, hs, ts). 
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Chapter 5 : Uncovering the trajectories of metacommunities: insights 

gained from the keystone community concept 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Understanding how metacommunities change over time due to natural and/or anthropogenic 

disturbances is a key goal in ecology. Here, we developed an analytical framework that is robust 

in identifying communities whose extirpation triggers stronger (i.e., keystone communities) or 

weaker (i.e., idle communities) cascading effects on extinction and colonization patterns that 

ultimately drive temporal changes in metacommunities (i.e., changes in compositional patterns 

among the remaining communities). Through mechanistic simulation models, we demonstrated 

that our framework correctly yields "keystoneness" estimates that rank local communities based 

on their significance in maintaining the structure of metacommunities. We also demonstrate how 

community keystoneness relates to habitat patch characteristics and how this relationship varies 

among different metacommunity archetypes. We applied the framework to examine a moth 

metacommunity situated in a protected mountainous region, which, due to its proximity to urban 

areas, is subject to both direct and indirect (artificial skyglow) effects of light pollution. As 

expected, we observed that light pollution was positively associated with local diversity but 

negatively correlated with the keystoneness moth communities. We conclude our study with an 

in-depth discussion on the application of our proposed analytical framework in assessing the 

conservation significance of local ecological communities. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

The internal structure of metacommunities (i.e., networks of communities linked through 

the dispersal of potentially interacting species) is an emergent property of the compositional 

(dis)similarities among their local communities (Leibold et al. 2021). Temporal variation in local 

community composition due to colonization and local extinction events renders the internal 

structure of metacommunities temporally dynamic. Losses and gains of species across 

communities in a large metacommunity are natural phenomena and result from the cumulative 

effects of dispersal, environmental variation, demographic stochasticity, and biotic interactions 

(Fukami 2015). Consequently, the internal structure of metacommunities is intrinsicality related 

to its spatial dynamics. For instance, a metacommunity can become more homogenous (i.e., low 

dissimilarity among its communities or low spatial beta-diversity) over time when there is an 

increase in species occupancy through colonization and/or an increase in extinctions of locally rare 

species (Olden & Poff 2003). Metacommunities can become more heterogenous over time when 

dominant species go extinct across multiple communities  and/or new (alien) species colonize a 

few local communities, resulting in increased spatial beta-diversity (Tatsumi et al., 2021). A 

growing body of evidence reveals that the internal structure of metacommunities has been 
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changing at alarming rates owing to human-driven transformations in the abiotic and biotic milieu 

of landscapes (e.g., Pilotto et al., 2020). Consequently, a pressing task in theoretical and applied 

ecology is to understand the means by which we can assess, manage, and predict the magnitude 

and the trajectory (i.e., either towards homogenization or differentiation) of temporal changes in 

the internal spatial structure of metacommunities after natural and anthropogenic disturbance 

events  (Chase et al. 2020).   

To effectively manage the temporal trajectories of metacommunities, we must first 

recognize that their local communities play unequal roles in shaping their internal structure. This 

principle has been formalized by the "Keystone community concept" (hereafter KCC), which 

postulates that communities can be sorted along a continuum based on their significance in 

maintaining essential properties of a metacommunity (Mouquet et al. 2013). At one end of this 

continuum lie keystone communities. Their extirpation triggers pronounced temporal shifts in 

local extinction and colonization patterns that ultimately drive changes in the remaining 

communities' compositional (dis)similarity (i.e., structure) over time. At the opposite end, there 

are idle communities. Their absence neither disrupts the functioning of metacommunities nor alters 

the compositional (dis)similarity of the remaining communities over time.   

Ranking local communities along the continuum between keystone and idle - termed 

"keystoneness" - holds significance for conservation and management efforts as it can provide 

deep insights into the fundamental processes that shape ecological communities and govern their 

interactions. This knowledge can be invaluable while prioritizing resources and efforts for 

successful conservation and management. For instance, in the context of conservation biology, 

information about community keystoneness can assist managers in reducing the effects of 

anthropogenic disturbances on metacommunities (Economo 2011, O'Sullivan et al. 2023). In 

invasion ecology, assessing community keystoneness can guide decisions on which communities 

should be prioritized for interventions to curb the spread of invasive species across the 

metacommunity (Brown and Barney 2021). In the context of sustainable natural resource 

management, assessments of keystoneness can assist managers in determining which communities 

are (or are not) suitable for harvesting while preserving the internal dynamics of metacommunities.  

Furthermore, the knowledge about a community's keystoneness becomes particularly 

relevant when local species diversity does not correlate with habitat quality. This is the case when 

anthropogenic stressors lead to an increase in local diversity by driving a substantial influx of 

individuals into unsuitable habitats where they are unable to sustain viable populations over time 

(see theoretical example in Delibes et al. 2001, and empirical example below). In such cases, local 

diversity should not be considered a proxy for the conservation value of local communities. 

Instead, effective biodiversity protection depends on information about the role of local 

communities in regulating and maintaining metacommunity dynamics.  

Here, we leveraged the well-established mathematical properties of graphs to build an 

analytical framework that quantifies a local community’s importance in maintaining 
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metacommunity structure over time (i.e., hereafter, their keystoneness degree). Under specific 

conditions and assumptions (discussed in detail below), our framework can be implemented on 

observational data on species’ spatiotemporal distributions to yield keystoneness estimates that are 

statistically independent of local diversity. This independence is relevant because it ensures the 

framework’s utility in guiding management and conservation when local diversity does not 

accurately correlate with habitat quality, e.g., when anthropogenic stressors attract species to 

demographic sinks with higher death rates than birth rates (i.e., source-sink dynamics, Delibes et 

al. 2001).   

We used mechanistic simulation models across various scenarios to provide theoretical 

validation that the proposed framework is robust in identifying communities whose extirpation 

causes the most (keystone) and the least (idle) temporal shifts their metacommunities. In essence, 

the framework assigns higher keystoneness values to communities that, when removed, triggers 

cascading effects in extinction and colonization dynamics, resulting in significant changes in the 

internal structure of metacommunities over time.  Our framework’s validation also demonstrated 

how our metric of community keystoneness relates to habitat patch characteristics and how this 

relationship varies among different metacommunity archetypes (i.e., species-sorting, mass-effects, 

neutral metacommunities).  As such, our simulation framework shows how information about 

community keystoneness can help us to better understand the trajectories of different types of 

metacommunities after local disturbance events. 

To showcase the unique insights derived from our analytical framework on the effects of 

anthropogenic disturbances on metacommunities, we applied it to investigate the effects of light 

pollution on the structure of a well-studied moth metacommunity (more information about the 

moth data in Choi & Na, 2020, Figures SI 5.I-II). Situated within a protected mountainous 

landscape surrounded by urban settlements, this metacommunity has been under direct and indirect 

(in the form of artificial skyglow) influences of light pollution (Figure SI 5.I). Light pollution poses 

a widely recognized threat to moth biodiversity, as even at incipient levels, it can increase local 

mortality by disrupting various aspects of their life history, including their ability to use the night 

sky to navigate the landscape (reviewed in Boyes et al., 2021). Given that most moths are 

positively phototactic (i.e., attracted to light), we predicted that light pollution would increase local 

diversity by attracting more individuals into artificially lit areas (Langevelde et al. 2011). This 

implies that anthropogenic disturbances affecting dispersal can render local diversity to be an 

unreliable indicator of habitat suitability. Additionally, we predicted that light pollution would 

reduce community keystoneness, suggesting that communities less impacted by light pollution 

play a crucial role in maintaining the internal structure of the metacommunity. 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 An analytical framework for community keystoneness 

By definition, keystone communities are those whose removal/extirpation has a 

disproportionate impact on a given metacommunity property (here, its internal structure) (Mouquet 
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et al 2013). Consequently, analytical frameworks aiming to assess community keystoneness 

accurately must satisfy the following two criteria. Firstly (hereafter, C1), it needs to measure the 

impact of a single community's removal or extirpation on the metacommunity's internal structure. 

Secondly (hereafter, C2), it needs to determine whether this observed impact is disproportional 

(atypical) to what is expected given a specific community property (e.g., local diversity, biomass). 

The framework described here capitalizes on the well-established mathematical properties 

of graphs (Figure 5.1) to meet C1. It draws inspiration from methods designed to evaluate the 

resilience of computer networks against failures or targeted attacks on specific computers (Liu et 

al. 2009) while incorporating additional steps to tailor its application to the context of the keystone 

community concept. While we do not provide a comprehensive introduction to graph theory (see 

Dale 2017 for an ecological perspective), Supp. Information offers a concise overview of key 

concepts, helping those unfamiliar with the subject to grasp our framework. 

Metacommunities can be represented as graphs, where each node corresponds to a local 

community, and the weight of edges connecting pairs of communities reflects their compositional 

similarity. The underlying rationale is that a high degree of compositional similarity indicates the 

occurrence of significant past and current dispersal events connecting a pair of local communities 

within an ecological  (or possibly evolutionary) timeframe (see more in Layeghifard et al., 2015).  

The pairwise-compositional similarity matrix is used to calculate a weighted Laplacian 

matrix (𝐿𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑) following Liu et al. (2009):  

𝐿𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 = {

𝑊(𝑣𝑖) 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑣𝑖) ≠ 0

−𝑊(𝑖,𝑗 )  𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑣𝑗

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

where 𝑣𝑖  and 𝑣𝑗  are the ith and jth nodes (here, local communities). 𝑊(𝑣𝑖) is the degree of the ith 

node and is given by the sum of the weights of edges (here, similarities) of all nodes connected to  

𝑣𝑖. 𝑊(𝑖,𝑗 ) is the weight of the edge (similarity) between nodes i and j.   

The second smallest eigenvalue of the resultant weighted Laplacian estimates how difficult 

it is to disconnect a graph (i.e., its algebraic connectivity). To estimate the importance of each 

community to the overall structure of the metacommunity (i.e., graph), one can remove local 

communities, one at a time, and recalculate the second smallest eigenvalue of the resulting sub-

graphs (i.e., weighted Laplacian matrix recalculated without the focal community). By subtracting 

the second smallest eigenvalue based on the full metacommunity from the second smallest 

eigenvalue calculated when the focal community is removed, one estimates the impact of the 

removal of the focal local community on the overall structure (connectivity) of the metacommunity 

structure. 

It is important to note that the estimated impacts of a community removal should not be 

readily interpreted as their level of keystoneness. This is because the local abundance and diversity 

of communities significantly influence their impact estimates. For instance, removing locally 
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diverse communities is more likely to have a higher impact on metacommunity structure because, 

by chance, they are more likely to share species with other communities. To accurately identify 

communities whose removal exerts a disproportionate (atypical) impact on the structure of a 

metacommunity, thus meeting C2, one must contrast a local community’s observed impact against 

their expected impact considering its local species richness and abundance. This contrast highlights 

communities whose removal from the metacommunity has greater (i.e., keystone communities) or 

lesser (i.e., idle communities) impacts than expected considering their size alone.  

To assess the expected impact of the removal of a local community, we first rank local 

communities in ascending order of observed impact. This transformation is necessary because 

previous analyses (not shown) demonstrated that it enhances the statistical tractability of expected 

impact estimates. Specifically, it corrects for the skewness of the null distribution of expected 

impact values generated by the null models described below. Note that this rank transformation 

preserves the original interpretation of observed impacts, i.e., communities whose removal has the 

highest impact on metacommunity structure rank higher on the impact list.  
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the proposed analytical framework to estimate community keystoneness. We 

start by creating a graphical representation of a metacommunity (S) wherein nodes are communities and edges are 

weighted compositional similarities (Step I). We then estimate the second smallest eigenvalue (SSE) of the weighted 

Laplacian matrix representing   using eq. I (see Main text, and Supp. Material I for details) (Step II). The SSE 

informs how difficult it is to disconnect a graph (i.e., its algebraic connectivity). Then we remove a community of   

to create  ', recalculate the SSE  based on  ' (Steps III and IV), and estimate the observed impact of community 

removal as the difference between SSE S and SSE S' (Step V). We then rank communities in ascending order of 

impact and use null models to assess their expected position in the ranked-impact list considering their size 

(abundance) and the abundance distribution of species in the regional pool. By contrasting the observed and expected 

position of communities in the ranked-impact list (see Keystoneness in main text), we can identify communities 

whose removal disproportionately impacts   (Step VI). "Keystone communities" are those whose observed position 

in the ranked-impact list is higher than expected based on their size (orange area in the scatterplot plot). “Idle 

communities” are those whose observed position in the ranked-impact list is lower than expected based on their size 

(green area in scatterplot plot). 
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Following, we used null models that kept community sizes (local abundance) and species 

regional abundances equal (fixed) to their original values (following Kraft et al. 2011). These null 

models generate communities whose position in the ranked-impact list is determined solely by 

their observed total abundances and species abundance distribution at the metacommunity scale. 

After repeating this null model procedure multiple times (here 1000 times), we estimated each 

local community's expected (average) position in the ranked-impact list. Then the keystoneness of 

community i is given by:  

𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 =
(𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑖 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖)

𝑆𝐷𝑖
 

where 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑖 is the observed position of community i in the ranked impact list as calculated earlier, 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖 is its average position across all iterations of the null model, and 𝑆𝐷𝑖 is the standard 

deviation of the simulated positions. This keystoneness metric quantifies the deviation, in standard 

deviation units, of a community’s position in the ranked-impact list from what would be expected 

based on their size alone. If 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 is greater than 0, it means that the position of 

community i in the ranked-impact list is higher than expected by its size. As such, community i 

can be considered a keystone community. If 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖   ≈ 0, its position is equal to the 

expected by its size. Finally, if 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖  is smaller than 0, its position in the ranked-impact 

list is lower than expected by its size. As such, community i can be considered an idle community.  

In Supp. Information  (Figure SI 5.III and 5.IV), we demonstrated that contrary to other 

indexes previously used as proxies of community keystoneness (e.g., the local contribution to beta-

diversity- LCBD- developed by Legendre and De Cáceres 2013, and used in Ruhí et al. 2017),  the 

framework described above can yield estimates that are either statistically independent or weakly 

correlated with community diversity (here, Hill-numbers of different orders).  

5.3.2 Theoretical validation  

We used process-based metacommunity simulations to: (i) provide theoretical validation 

that the proposed framework accurately ranks communities based on their importance in 

maintaining the internal structure of metacommunities; (ii) understand how the proposed estimate 

of community keystoneness relates to patch connectivity and habitat quality; (iii) and how these 

relationships vary in magnitude among metacommunities varying in their species ecological 

specialization and dispersal abilities. Due to space limitations, a condensed summary of the 

simulations is provided below, while a detailed description can be found in Supp. Information. 

We started by randomly distributing 30 habitat patches in a geographic space defined by 

xy coordinates ranging from 0 to 60. Environmental conditions were spatially structured and 

fluctuated over time to emulate environmental stochasticity. In our simulations, individuals could 

only move between physically connected patches. The physical connectivity between any given 

pair of patches decayed exponentially with distance and was truncated to zero if below a fixed 

threshold (here 10-3). Thus, each randomly generated landscape contained patches with varied 
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environmental conditions and differed in the number of connections to neighboring patches (i.e., 

patch degree).  

Population dynamics of 100 species across the 30 patches were discrete in time and 

generated by a Beverton-Holt growth model with generalized Lotka-Volterra competition. 

Community assembly at time t was the outcome of three sequential steps: 1) within-patch 

dynamics (i.e., environmental selection, demographic stochasticity, and competition at both intra 

and interspecific levels); 2) emigration; and 3) immigration (see how each one of these steps was 

calculated in Supp. Information). Dispersal was spatially explicit, meaning that individuals could 

only immigrate to patches connected to their natal patch. 

Simulations were carried out in two phases. In the first phase, we allowed 

metacommunities to reach stability (here, rates of regional extinction close to zero) by letting 

population dynamics in the landscape run for 1000 time steps (from t1 to t1000). Estimating 

community keystoneness in stable rather than transient metacommunities is relevant because it 

ensures that patterns in community keystoneness would remain consistent over time, provided that 

no external factors moved the entire metacommunity from stable equilibrium (see Discussion 

below).   We halted population dynamics at t1000 and applied our framework to estimate community 

keystoneness based on local community-by-species matrices, where the entries were obtained by 

rounding the average abundance of each species at each local community between time intervals 

from t950 to t1000.  

We then used a random forest to model community keystoneness as a function of habitat 

quality (i.e., average patch suitability across all species in the metacommunity, see equation SI 5.2 

in Supp Material) and physical connectivity (i.e., number of patches a focal patch is connected, 

hereafter, patch degree of a local community). Random forest modeling is suitable for these 

analyses because: (i) it does not assume any shape of the relationship between response and 

predictors; (ii) it is robust to collinearity and automatically models the influence of complex multi-

level interactions among predictors on the response, and; (iii) they provide robust estimates of the 

importance of predictors in explaining changes in the response (Breiman 2001). Effect size 

estimates for each predictor (based on Cafri & Bailey (2016)) allowed us to understand the strength 

and direction of the relationships between predictors and response after accounting for (i.e., 

averaging out) the influence of other predictors. Since all predictors were standardized (mean = 0, 

sd =1) before model fitting, estimated effect sizes are directly comparable. We expected a positive 

correlation between community keystoneness and habitat quality and/or patch degree 

(connectivity).  

In the second phase, we conducted removal experiments to demonstrate that, when used 

on stable metacommunities, the proposed framework can identify communities whose extirpation 

triggers strong cascading effects on colonization and extinction dynamics that ultimately alter the 

structure of the metacommunity over time. These removal experiments were carried out as 

follows:(1) we permanently removed a focal community i from the metacommunity by eradicating 
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its patch and connections to other patches; (2) we estimated the overall spatial beta-diversity 

among the remaining communities in the metacommunity (hereafter, Spatial βt1001-i); (3) we 

resumed simulated population dynamics across the remaining patches for an additional 300 time-

steps; (4) we estimated the spatial beta-diversity of the remaining communities in the 

metacommunity considering the average abundance of species per patch from t1285 to t1300 (Spatial 

βfinal-i); (5)  following Tatsumi et al. (2021), we measured how the removal of community i 

influenced the trajectory of the remaining communities in the metacommunity as Spatial βfinal-i - 

Spatial βt1001-i (Δ Spatial β). When Δ Spatial β > 0, the removal of patch i caused an increase in 

metacommunity differentiation over time; Δ Spatial β ≈ 0, the removal of patch i caused no changes 

in metacommunity structure; Δ Spatial β < 0, the removal of patch i caused an increase in 

metacommunity homogenization over time. Spatial βt1001-i  and Spatial βfinal-i were estimated using 

the abundance-based and incidence-based Whittaker multiplicative indexes. By doing so, we were 

able to estimate how much of Δ Spatial β  was driven by either species extinctions or colonisations 

following the extirpation of the focal community (Tatsumi et al. 2021, 2022).  

We repeated steps 1 to 5 across all local communities in the metacommunity. By plotting 

the values Δ Spatial β obtained with the removal of each community against their level of 

keystoneness, we could assess whether local communities assigned high or low values of 

keystoneness corresponded to those whose removal caused major or minimal temporal changes in 

the internal structure of metacommunities, respectively.  

We employed this simulation setup across combinations of three levels of species` niche 

breadth (narrow, intermediate, broad, see Supp. Information for details on the numeric 

specification of each level), and dispersal rates (low, intermediate, high, see Supp. Information for 

details on the numeric specification of each level), yielding a total of 9 simulation scenarios 

replicated 50 times (i.e., 450 simulation iterations in total). Considering these different 

combinations of species traits allowed us to test the proposed framework across the parameter 

space that encompasses various well-known metacommunity “archetypes”, namely, species-

sorting, mass-effect, and neutral metacommunities (Leibold et al. 2002; see also Thompson 2020).  

We also conducted further analyses to determine the robustness of our framework. This 

was done by comparing the outcomes of removal experiments where single local communities 

were removed against those where groups of local communities, characterized by keystoneness 

deciles were extirpated  (i.e., from Q1 to Q10 where Q1 = the three communities with the lowest 

levels of keystoneness were removed at once; Q10 = the three communities with the highest levels 

of keystoneness were removed at once). Although the results of the removal experiment were 

qualitatively similar between the two approaches, the effects of the removal experiment on 

metacommunity structure were stronger when groups of communities rather than single 

communities were removed. We reported the results of the "decile-removal" approach in the main 

manuscript and the "single-community-removal" in Supp. Information. We then discuss the 

biological meaning of both approaches (see Discussion). 
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5.3.3 Empirical Assessment: The influence of light pollution on the diversity and keystoneness of 

moth communities 

We used published data on the spatiotemporal distributions of moths in Mount Hallasan 

National Park, located on the volcanic island of Jeju-do, South Korea  (Choi and Na 2020). In 

total, 13,249 individuals across 587 species of macro-moths were sampled using light traps along 

an elevational gradient (11 sampled elevations) during the growing and reproductive season (May 

to October) over six consecutive years (2013-2018). We considered all moths surveyed at a given 

elevation during the growing season as the operational definition of local community in further 

analyses. By incorporating this temporal dimension, we aligned the KCC with recent 

advancements in metacommunity ecology, which demonstrate the importance of accounting for 

temporal variation in compositional data to infer the mechanisms influencing empirical 

metacommunities more accurately (Khattar et al. 2021; Record et al. 2021; Guzman et al. 2022). 

Moreover, by integrating data on the natural inter-annual variation in community composition into 

our estimates of community keystoneness, we could evaluate the temporal consistency of 

community keystoneness patterns in a real metacommunity. This assessment is relevant because 

significant yearly fluctuations in community keystoneness would suggest a non-equilibrium 

(transience) state for this moth metacommunity. In such a scenario, relying on highly variable 

keystoneness estimates for management and conservation strategies would be ill-advised (see more 

in discussion). Therefore, our analyses considered 66 operational communities (i.e., species 

sampled in 11 sample locations × 6 years). 

A critical assumption of the proposed analytical framework is that all local communities 

that belong to a given metacommunity have been equally and sufficiently sampled. Before 

analyses, we relied on the method proposed by Anderson and Santana-Garcon (2015) to evaluate 

whether the number of operational local communities surveyed was adequate to accurately 

characterize the extent of spatiotemporal compositional (dis)similarities among communities. The 

negative relationship between mean error in estimates of community composition and the number 

of communities surveyed reached an asymptote around 42 operational local communities (see 

Figure SI 5.II). The results indicated that the survey’s sampling effort was adequate to capture the 

spatiotemporal variation in community composition within the moth metacommunity. 

We used the Jaccard-Chao similarity index (i.e., 1- Jaccard-Chao dissimilarity) to construct 

a metacommunity graph. Simulations (see more in Supp. Information, Figure SI 5.III) indicated 

that this index yields robust estimates of community keystoneness that are statistically independent 

of community local diversity. We calculated the local diversity of each community using the Hill-

Shannon diversity index. Hill-Shannon diversity expresses the effective number of species in the 

community, i.e., the number of equally abundant species that should be observed in the community 

so that it has the same Shannon's index as the one calculated (Roswell et al. 2021). 

We used the geographic coordinates of each site (local community) to obtain estimates of 

their average monthly climatic variables and light pollution. The climatic variables considered 

were monthly temperature (mean, max, minimum monthly values) and log-transformed 
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precipitation data at 1 km × 1 km resolution (CHELSA dataset, Karger et al. 2017). We performed 

a principal component analysis on climate variables (all standardized to mean = 0, sd = 1) and used 

the multivariate scores (i.e., at the site level) on the first two PC axes as proxies of the climatic 

conditions through time. The proportion of total variance accounted for by both PC axes was 

93.7%.  

Data on artificial light at night (ALAN) was extracted from satellite imagery from the 

United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Earth Observation group 

(https://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/download.html) at a resolution of 0.5 km2
 and harmonized by Li et al. 

(2020). These data represent the amount of light emitted or reflected by a surface (measured in 

radiance, units nW/cm2 × sr) detected using the visible infrared imaging radiometer day-night 

band (VIIRS DNB) satellite. We estimated the average radiance of all pixels included in buffers 

of 1 km and 5 km around the sample locations to assess the direct (local) and indirect (regional, 

via sky glow) effects of light pollution in moth metacommunities, respectively. Note that the 

VIIRS DNB satellite system measures light pollution in a 500 to 900 nm spectral range. This 

spectral range overlaps with the spectral sensitivity of the photoreceptors of many groups of moths 

(Van Der Kooi et al. 2021), representing an appropriate estimate of the large-scale effects of light 

pollution on the sensory environment of this taxonomic group.  

We used site coordinates to generate Moran's eigenvector maps (MEMs; Dray et al. 2006) 

and selected the eigenvectors that captured positive spatial autocorrelation to represent the effects 

of spatial processes on metacommunity dynamics. We generated asymmetric eigenvector maps 

(AEMs; Blanchet et al. 2008) based on the year the community was sampled to account for 

temporal autocorrelation.  

As detailed earlier, we used random forest modeling to investigate how community 

keystoneness and local diversity (response variables) are influenced by light pollution, climate, 

and the spatial and temporal variables. We used the Boruta algorithm described in Kursa & 

Rudnicki (2010) to reduce dimensionality and ensure that only relevant predictors (features) were 

considered in the final model. This algorithm selects predictors whose importance to model 

prediction (measured as % of increase in mean-squared error) is higher than a threshold established 

by data permutation. Additionally, we estimated the effect size of the selected predictors (see more 

in Cafri & Bailey 2016). We used bootstrapping to estimate the variation in estimates of MSE and 

effect sizes across all variables (following Ishwaran & Lu, 2019).  

All simulations and statistical analyses were conducted using R (v.4.2.0) (R Core Team 

2023). We used the vegan (Oksanen et al. 2020) package to calculate compositional similarities. 

AEMs and MEMs were calculated using the adespatial package (Dray et al. 2022). Random forest 

models were run using the randomForest package (Liaw and Wiener 2002), while the Boruta 

algorithm and estimates of effect sizes were run using the Boruta (Kursa and Rudnicki 2010) and 

rfUtilities  (Evans and Murphy 2018) packages, respectively.  
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Theoretical validation 

In all simulation scenarios, keystoneness increased with patch connectivity (i.e., effect 

sizes > 0), and these effects were more substantial with increased dispersal rates (Figure 5.2). 

Keystoneness also increased with habitat quality, but only when species were sensitive to 

environmental variation (narrow and intermediate levels of niche breadth) and were weaker 

dispersers. Outside this parameter range, keystoneness was not affected by habitat quality (i.e., 

effect sizes not significantly different from 0).  

Across most combinations of species niche breadths and dispersal rates, we observed that 

our estimates of community keystoneness correctly sorted communities based on their influence 

on the internal structure of metacommunity (Figure 5.3, Figures SI 5.V and SI 5.VI). That is, when 

communities with low levels of keystoneness (i.e., Q1) were removed, little to no changes in 

metacommunity were observed over time (Δ Spatial β ≈ 0). In contrast, when communities with 

high levels of keystoneness were removed (Q10), there was an increase in metacommunity 

differentiation over time (Δ Spatial β > 0). When Δ Spatial β was estimated based on species 

abundances (Figure 5.3), we observed that such an increase in metacommunity differentiation was 

driven by reductions in the abundance of common species across communities combined with an 

increase in the abundance of locally rare species. When Δ Spatial β was estimated based on 

Figure 5.2: Results of random forest modeling considering community keystones as a function of habitat 

quality and patch connectivity. Community keystoneness increased with habitat quality and patch 

connectivity (effect sizes > 0). Note that the magnitude of these relationships varied as a function of species’ 

niche breadths and dispersal abilities. Points represent average effect sizes across 50 simulation replicates per 

combination of levels of niche breadth and dispersal rate in the simulated regional pool. Whiskers represent 

95% confidence intervals. Dashed line represents effect size = 0. 
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incidence data (Figure SI 5.V), we observed an increase in metacommunity differentiation led by 

the extinctions of species that were dominant in the metacommunity prior to the extirpation of 

local communities. These results were qualitatively similar, although weaker when the removal 

experiments were based on the extirpation of individual rather than multiple (groups) communities 

(Figure SI 5.VI).   

5.4.2 Empirical Assessments of community keystoneness 

Mapping the degree of community keystoneness across space and time in the focal moth 

metacommunity revealed that high-elevation communities consistently exhibited a greater degree 

Figure 5.3: Results of simulated removal experiments. Impact of community removal on temporal changes in the 

metacommuity structure (total Δ Spatial β) caused by losses and gains in species local abundances. Communities 

were sorted into deciles of keystoneness (i.e., Q1 = the 3 communities with the lowest levels of keystoneness, 

Q10 = the 3 communities with the highest keystoneness). Losses and gains on local species abundances over time 

sum up to total Δ Spatial β. Points represent average effect sizes across 50 simulation replicates per combination 

of levels of niche breadths and dispersal rates in the simulated regional pool. Whiskers represent 95% confidence 

intervals. Dashed line represent Δ Spatial β = 0. 
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of keystoneness compared to low-elevation communities (Figure 5.4). While climate and spatial 

variables primarily drove keystoneness and local diversity (Figure 5.5), it is noteworthy that light 

pollution (at both scales) also played a role, as indicated by its inclusion in the final random forest 

models for local diversity and keystoneness. More specifically, after controlling for the influence 

of climate, spatial MEMs, and temporal variables AEMs, light pollution was positively associated 

with local diversity (effect size > 0) but negatively associated with community keystoneness (effect 

size < 0). Together, these results suggest that anthropogenic stressors can significantly impact the 

diversity and keystoneness of this moth metacommunity.  

5.5 Discussion 

In this study, we proposed a novel analytical framework that identifies keystone 

communities, i.e., those whose extirpation promotes strong cascading effects on extinction and 

colonization patterns that ultimately drive temporal changes in compositional patterns among the 

remaining local communities (i.e., temporal changes in the internal structure of metacommunities). 

Through simulation models that replicated in silico metacommunity dynamics and removal 

experiments, we provide theoretical evidence that understanding the keystoneness of ecological 

communities aids in predicting metacommunities' trajectories—either towards homogenization or 

differentiation—when confronted with local disturbances. This simulation framework also helped 

us understand how our proposed community keystoneness metric relates to habitat patches' 

characteristics and how this relationship varies among different metacommunity archetypes.  We 

Figure 5.4: Mapping the keystoneness of moths communities in space (across elevations) and time.  

High-elevation communities consistently exhibited  a greater degree of keystoneness compared to low-

elevation communities.  
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then used this framework to investigate the influence of light pollution on the diversity and 

keystoneness of moth communities. This demonstrated how the proposed framework deepens our 

understanding of the effects of anthropogenic stressors on the internal structure of 

metacommunities. 

5.5.1 Keystoneness and the trajectories of metacommunities: insights gained from simulation 

models 

Our analyses revealed a positive correlation between community keystones and both 

habitat quality and connectivity of the patch inhabited by the local community. Notably, the 

magnitude (strength) of these relationships varied across levels of species ecological specialization 

and dispersal rates (Figure 5.2). In the extreme case of species-sorting metacommunities, 

characterized by narrow niche breadths and low dispersal rates, habitat quality was the most 

important driver of community keystoneness. However, by increasing species dispersal rates 

and/or the degree of ecological specialization (i.e., moving towards mass-effect or neutral 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Results of random forest modeling considering local diversity (Panel A, R2 = 0.58) and keystoneness (Panel B, R2 

= 0.61) as a function of climate, spatial MEMs, temporal AEMs, and light pollution (ALAN, in yellow) at different scales, 

spatial and temporal variables of the empirically studied moth metacommunity. Only predictors retained via model selection 

are reported here. The first column shows variables ranked in order of importance to model fit (estimated as % of the increase 

in mean squared errors when permuted). The second column shows their standardized effect sizes. Dashed line represents 

effect size = 0, and whiskers indicate a confidence interval at 95%. The third column reports partial dependence plots. They 

serve as a graphical depiction of how the average predicted values of the response (local diversity and keystoneness) change 

with variation in the level of ALAN at smaller (1km buffer) and larger (5km buffer) scales. The shaded area encompasses +- 

1 Standard error of the mean. 
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metacommunities), patch connectivity became the most relevant driver of community 

keystoneness.  

The observed interplay between species niche breadth and dispersal ability, in relation to 

patch attributes and community keystoneness, suggest biogeographic variations on the potential 

success biodiversity conservation strategies centered on landscape connectivity or habitat quality. 

For instance, in temperate regions, where species typically display broader ecological tolerances 

and superior dispersal abilities (Carscadden et al. 2020; Sheard et al. 2020), managing the internal 

structure of metacommunities should require special attention to landscape connectivity. 

Conversely, in tropical regions, where ecological specialists with constrained dispersal capacities 

dominate species pools (Jocque et al. 2010; Carscadden et al. 2020), the internal structure of 

metacommunities should be better managed by protecting the quality and suitability of chosen 

habitats. Should these theoretical predictions be validated, it could pave the way for integrating 

the KCC, a concept derived from metacommunity theory, into the realm of conservation 

biogeography (sensu Whittaker et al. 2005).  

Our simulations provided theoretical validation that the proposed analytical framework 

accurately categorizes communities along a continuum of importance in maintaining the internal 

structure of metacommunities (Figures 5.3, SI 5.V- VI). That is, it assigns high values of 

keystoneness to communities that, when removed, promote cascading changes in extinction and 

colonization dynamics that ultimately increase biodiversity differentiation over time (i.e., Δ Spatial 

β > 0). In contrast, it assigns low values of keystoneness to communities that, when removed, cause 

little to no changes in the internal structure of the remaining communities in the metacommunity 

(i.e., Δ Spatial β ≈ 0). By testing the framework across various combinations of species traits, we 

demonstrated that it correctly identifies community keystoneness within a parameter space that 

reflects different types of metacommunity dynamics (archetypes).  

Note that the shape, but not the direction, of the relationship between Δ Spatial β and the 

keystoneness of extirpated communities varied depending on whether Δ Spatial β was estimated 

based on incidence (Figure SI 5.V) or abundance (Figure 5.3) data. For instance, in species sorting 

metacommunities, we did not observe a positive relationship between keystoneness and Δ Spatial 

β when estimated using abundance data. However, a strong positive relationship emerged when 

considering incidence data (Figure SI 5.V). Estimates of Δ Spatial β based on abundance and 

incidence data assign different weights to the losses and gains of species that were locally rare but 

had a high occupancy at the metacommunity scale. As such, when species distribution across the 

metacommunity is strongly constrained by habitat selection and dispersal limitation, only a few 

species can keep small populations across multiple local communities through the dispersal of 

individuals from source communities. The removal of such source (keystone) communities causes 

cascading losses of these small-sized populations of widespread species across the entire 

metacommunity, ultimately increasing metacommunity differentiation (Δ Spatial β > 0). Such 

losses of small populations supported by dispersal will have a negligible effect on estimates of Δ 

Spatial β based on abundance data but a significant effect on estimates based on incidence data. 
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These findings demonstrate that incorporating different types of data when estimating Δ Spatial β 

provides a more in-depth understanding of the effects of community removal on the internal 

structure of metacommunities (Tatsumi et al. 2022).   

Similarly, in the extreme case of neutral metacommunities, the relationship between 

keystoneness and Δ Spatial β could only be observed when we increased the magnitude of 

disturbance events and extirpated multiple (groups) communities rather than single communities 

during removal experiments (Figure SI 5.VI). This suggests that within neutral metacommunities, 

the impact of single local communities on the broader metacommunity structure is less 

pronounced.  

5.5.2 Assumptions and considerations for the use of the proposed framework 

An important consideration underlying our simulation model is its assumption that 

metacommunities were sampled at stable equilibrium and that all communities have been equally 

and sufficiently sampled. In this ideal circumstance, our simulation models indicate that our 

framework can accurately estimate community keystoneness based on single spatial snapshot 

surveys. However, these assumptions can be challenging to validate in real-world empirical data. 

Thus, we propose guidelines to assist researchers in assessing the applicability of our framework.  

First, we encourage potential users of our framework to meticulously evaluate the adequacy 

of their sampling efforts before estimating the keystoneness of focal communities (see example in 

Figure SI 5.II that used the approach proposed by Anderson & Santana-Garcon, 2015). Second, 

we advocate for considering temporally replicated data in keystoneness estimates. Extending the 

timeframe of sampling designs reduces biases in inferring metacommunity patterns and processes 

that arise from the false absence of species often noted in snapshot surveys (Record et al. 2021). 

Moreover, by considering temporally replicated data on estimates of community keystoneness, 

one can examine the temporal consistency of community keystoneness patterns. Consistent 

keystoneness patterns over time (as observed in the empirical example in Figure 5.4) would 

indicate metacommunity stability. Conversely, if keystoneness patterns fluctuate unpredictably 

over the sampling duration, it would indicate that the metacommunity is not in stable equilibrium. 

In this case, it would be prudent to refrain from utilizing estimates of community keystoneness 

derived from this framework to guide conservation and management plans. This is not inherently 

a limitation of our proposed framework as non-stable metacommunities are intrinsically 

challenging to conserve and manage.  

5.5.3 Insights gained from empirical analyses 

In this study, we have presented compelling correlational evidence that light pollution can 

impact the dynamics of moth communities (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). We showed that light pollution 

was positively associated with local diversity. These results align with experimental and 

observational studies, providing further support that light pollution, both in its direct and indirect 

forms, disrupts the spatial orientation of moths by attracting and trapping them into artificially lit 

localities (see Boyes et al. 2021 and references within).  
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Even though light pollution seems to have a positive effect on local diversity, it has been 

shown to decrease the fitness of moth populations by exposing them to opportunistic predators and 

disrupting their life cycle (Firebaugh and Haynes 2019). Consequently, at least in the case of this 

moth metacommunity, we provided evidence that the commonly held assumption that local 

diversity is a proxy of habitat quality/suitability can be violated when anthropogenic stressors 

affect species distributions (Delibes et al. 2001). In contrast, we showed that, after controlling for 

the effects of other predictors, light pollution was negatively correlated with community 

keystoneness. This indicates that the protection of patches where the night sky is less affected by 

light pollution are critical to the maintenance of the internal structure of this moth metacommunity.  

The relevance of our findings is twofold; first, they offer further support to other 

observational studies indicating that light pollution, particularly in its indirect form, transcends the 

physical boundaries of protected areas and can persistently impact the dynamics of insect 

populations and communities (Vaz et al. 2021; Khattar et al. 2022). These findings are especially 

concerning given the alarming historical and predicted increases in light pollution at global scales 

(Kyba et al., 2017). Second, they illustrate that using alpha diversity to inform inferences about 

the conservation value of communities can lead to allocating conservation efforts to areas of high 

mortality and low fitness. Given the alarming increase in the influence of anthropogenic stressors 

on the redistribution of biodiversity, we argue that the relationship between diversity and habitat 

quality is likely becoming weaker (less positive) across taxa at varying spatial scales (e.g., Viana 

and Chase 2022).  

5.5.4 Keystoneness and the conservation values of communities 

Most of the research on the KCC has been conducted on micro and mesocosms 

experimental studies (Resetarits et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2020). The few attempts carried out in 

natural metacommunities considered estimates of local richness and regional uniqueness (i.e., 

unique compositions) as proxies of community's conservation value (e.g., Ruhí et al. 2017; 

Hitchman et al. 2018; Sullivan et al. 2021; Dansereau et al. 2022). The rationale is that protecting 

locally rich or unique communities can counteract immediate species richness declines at regional 

scales, underscoring the critical role of these communities as keystone in maintaining overall 

biodiversity. While estimates of keystoneness based on community contribution to regional 

richness are valuable, it is important to recognize that management and conservation plans often 

encompass goals beyond preserving regional species numbers (Capmourteres and Anand 2016). 

This is specifically relevant when regional diversity is artificially inflated due to the introduction 

of invasive species (Venevskaia et al. 2013).  

As such, despite the implicit differences in conservation value that the words "idle" and 

"keystone" evoke, we argue that estimates of community keystoneness should not be readily 

thought of as a proxy of the conservation value of any given local community. Both keystone and 

idle communities can have a high or low conservation value depending on whether their protection 

contributes to the success of conservation and management planning. For instance, keystone 

communities may have a decreased conservation value when their extirpation is necessary to 
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disrupt colonization dynamics that can ensure the regional dominance of unwanted invasive 

species (Brown and Barney 2021). Conversely, the conservation value of keystone communities 

should be high if the goal is to preserve the current structure of metacommunities (assuming 

metacommunities in equilibrium). These examples should clearly illustrate that community 

keystoneness and conservation value are distinct concepts that may or may not align depending on 

specific contexts. Therefore, it is critical to note that the analytical framework proposed and 

validated in this study should not be regarded as a standalone metric of conservation value. Rather, 

it should be seen as an analytical tool that can assist managers and conservation biologists in 

achieving proposed specific goals, whether it involves halting or promoting changes in the internal 

structure of metacommunities in space and over time. 

5.6 Supplementary Information 

5.6.1 Empirical data and supporting analyzes 

 

  

Figure SI. 5.I: Artificial light at night (ALAN) in the Jeju Island, South Korea. Color scale depicts levels of 

radiance (log-transformed to facilitate visualization) captured by the visible infrared imaging radiometer 

day-night band (VIIRS DNB) satellite. Black dots represent the sampling sites within the Mount Hallasan 

National Park. 
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Figure SI. 5.II: Sampling sufficiency estimated through the decrease in Multivariate pseudo SE (Anderson 

and Santana-Garcon. 2015). The red vertical line represents the minimum sample size above which the  

decreases in Multivariate pseudo SE with additional samples are not significantly different. 
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5.6.2 A brief description of core concepts in graph theory 

Considering a graph (S), we call its adjacency matrix a n x n symmetric matrix where n is 

the number of nodes and  𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, … . , n)  are their indices. The entries of the adjacency matrix 

represent the presence (or weights) of the edges between nodes. If node 𝑖 is connected to node 𝑗 

(i.e., if edgei,j ≠ 0), we say that this two nodes are adjacent. We call the degree of node “𝑖” the total 

number of (or sum of weights) of edges that connect 𝑖 to other nodes.  The degree matrix of S is a 

n x n and the main diagonal entries represent the degrees of each node.   

The Laplacian matrix of S is given by the difference between its adjacency matrix and its 

degree matrix. An important characteristic of Laplacian matrices is that they are symmetric and 

their eigenvalues are all positive (i.e., it is a positive definite matrix). This is relevant because the 

spectral decomposition of a Laplacian matrix can capture many properties of the graph it 

represents. For instance, while its smallest eigenvalue is always zero, its second smallest 

eigenvalue (called algebraic connectivity) informs how difficult it is to disconnect a network. That 

is, considering two networks S1 and S2, if S1 has fewer connections than S2, then the algebraic 

connectivity of S1 (i.e., the second smallest eigenvalue of its Laplacian matrix) is smaller than that 

of S2. 

5.6.3 Demonstrating the statistical independence between community Keystoneness and estimates 

of local diversity 

 

Estimates of keystoneness that are statistically independent or weakly correlated with local 

diversity can yield standalone insights about local communities that can be instrumental in 

fostering further inferences about their conservation value and importance at the metacommunity 

scale. Here, we used simple simulations to establish the baseline correlation between our proposed 

estimates of community keystoneness and local diversity in the absence of any confounding 

deterministic ecological process (e.g., habitat selection, dispersal limitation, anthropogenic 

stressors) dictating community composition. If our proposed estimate of community keystoneness 

is not inherently influenced by local diversity, one should not observe strong correlations between 

these two estimates when community composition is simply the outcome of stochastic sampling 

from regional species pools.  

To test that, we simulated 50 regional species pools whose species abundance distribution 

followed a log-normal distribution. Each regional pool was composed of 1000 individuals 

distributed across 50 species. These individuals were then randomly allocated across 30 sample 

sites (communities). For each simulated metacommunity, we estimated local community diversity 

using Hill-numbers of orders 0 to 2 (i.e., species richness, Hill-Shannon diversity, and Hill-

Simpson diversity). 

We used six different similarity indexes to estimate community keystoneness for each 

metacommunity: Jaccard-Chao, Bray Curtis-Chao, Hellinger, Chord, Canberra, and Kulczynski. 

These indexes have desired mathematical properties when measuring community compositional 

variation (see more in Legendre and De Cáceres 2013; Cao et al. 2021). Similarity matrices were 
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estimated as the difference between the potential maximum dissimilarity obtained for each index 

(i.e., 1 for the Jaccard-Chao, Bray Curtis-Chao, Canberra, and Kulczynski indexes; √2 for 

Hellinger and Chord) and the observed dissimilarities calculated across pairs of simulated 

communities. Then we used these compositional similarities to estimate community keystoneness 

following the steps described in the main text (see "An analytical framework for community 

keystoneness", and Figure 5.1). Testing the relationship between keystoneness and local diversity 

considering different dis(similarity) indexes can help us to identify those better suited to yield 

statistically independent estimates of community keystoneness.  

We also aimed to contrast our proposed estimates of community keystoneness with other 

estimates that rely on community (dis)similarity to evaluate a community's influence on regional 

metacommunity patterns. Notably, the 'Local contribution to beta-diversity" index (hereafter 

LCBD) has been widely adopted (Legendre and De Cáceres 2013). When estimated through 

composition dissimilarity matrices, LCBD quantifies the compositional uniqueness of ecological 

communities within a metacommunity and has frequently been employed as an indicator of 

communities' conservation value (Ruhí et al. 2017b; Hill et al. 2021; Perez et al. 2023). The 

fundamental premise of these studies is that by protecting unique communities, one can mitigate 

immediate losses of species richness at regional scales.  

To assess the baseline association between keystoneness, local diversity, and LCBD, we 

estimated their pairwise correlations across the 50 simulated metacommunities. Our simulation 

framework demonstrated that the proposed estimates of community keystoneness are only weakly 

positively correlated with local diversity, regardless of the compositional similarity index used to 

estimate it (average ρ across all similarity and local diversity indexes = 0.13, Figure SI 5.III). This 

result indicates that any strong association between these two variables observed in empirical data 

must be underpinned by confounding environmental, biotic, and spatial variables and not by any 

statistical association contrived by how they are estimated. 

In contrast, we observed a moderate correlation between LCBD and local diversity 

(average ρ across all = -0.43, Figure SI 5.III), albeit it varied considerably among beta-diversity 

indexes. These findings suggest that previous studies that invoked different ecological mechanisms 

to explain observed negative relationships between LCBD and local diversity may have failed to 

account for their inherent statistical association (e.g., Hill et al. 2021; Dansereau et al. 2022; Perez 

et al. 2023).  

Lastly, we detected a moderate negative correlation between LCBD and keystoneness 

(average ρ across all similarity and local diversity indexes = -0.38, Figure SI 5.IV). A relationship 

between these two metrics is expected because they are derived based on identical (dis)similarity 

indexes. Nevertheless, the weak correlation of our proposed estimate for keystoneness with various 

local diversity estimates, irrespective of the chosen (dis)similarity index, renders it more suitable 

for studies exploring communities' significance at the metacommunity scale. This is particularly 
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useful when local diversity serves as an unreliable indicator of habitat quality due to maladaptive 

habitat selection induced by anthropogenic stressors. 

 

  

Figure SI. 5.III: Spearman correlation (ρ) between community keystoneness and local diversity (left panel) 

and LCBD and local diversity (right panel). Keystoneness and LCBD were  estimated based on  different 

(dis)similarity indexes (x-axis). Local diversity was estimated through Hill-numbers of different orders 

(q=0=Richness, q=1=Hill Shannon, q=2= Hill Simpson). Points represent the average correlation across 50 

simulated metacommunities. Whiskers represent the confidence interval at 95%. Dashed line represents ρ 

correlation coefficient =0. 
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Figure SI. 5.IV: Spearman correlation (ρ) between community keystoneness and LCBD 

estimated from different (dis)similarity. Points represent the average correlation across 50 

simulated metacommunities. Whiskers represent the confidence interval at 95%. Dashed line 

represents ρ correlation coefficient =0. 
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5.6.4 Extended description of mechanistic metacommunity simulations 

 

We started by randomly distributing 30 habitat patches in a geographic space defined by x 

and y coordinates ranging from 0 to 60. The environmental conditions across patches were 

spatially autocorrelated and scaled to range in the interval [0,5]. Spatial habitat autocorrelation in 

the environment was given by random draws from a multivariate normal distribution (mu=0) with 

a covariance matrix that incorporates an exponential decay of environmental similarity with 

geographic distance and is modulated by the parameter φ (here, fixed at 0,1).  In our simulations, 

individuals could only move between physically connected patches (see below).  The degree into 

which any given two patches are physically connected decays exponentially with Euclidean 

distance (ΔS) according to the following kernel function:  

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑗 = exp (−0.5 ∗ ΔSij) (eq. SI 5.1) 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 values below a fixed threshold (here 10-3) where truncated to zero, so that 

individuals could not move between the focal pair of patches (as in Fournier et al. 2017).  All 

values above this threshold were assumed to be equal to 1. As such, we could create a network of 

habitat patches  that were environmentally heterogenous and differed in the number of edges 

(connections) shared with  neighboring patches. 

Population dynamics of 100 species across the 30 patches were discrete in time and 

spatially explicit. Community assembly at time t was the outcome of three sequential steps: 1) 

within-patch dynamics (i.e., environmental selection, demographic stochasticity, and competition 

at the intra and interspecific levels); 2) emigration; 3) immigration.   

Considering that Ni,j,t is the abundance of species i in site j in time t,  population dynamics 

is governed by: 

𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−1 ∗ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) − 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡           (SI 5.2) 

The first term of SI 5.2 is a modified version of the commonly used Beverton-Holt model 

that models time discrete population growth as a function of within-patch selection and ecological 

drift (i.e., demographic stochasticity). 𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 is the local performance (i.e., growth rate) of species i 

when conditioned to competition and habitat selection in site j and time t, and is modeled as: 

𝑃𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 ∗
1

(1+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑡+𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∑ 𝑁𝑘,𝑗,𝑡
𝑆
𝑘≠𝑖 )

                   (SI 5.3) 

where Ri,j,t is the influence of local environmental conditions on species performance given by a 

Gaussian response: 

𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗  exp (
−(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗,𝑡−𝜇𝑖)2

2𝜎2
)                                (SI 5.4) 

where 𝑅. 𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the maximum intrinsic growth rate and it was assumed to be equal across 

species and is fixed at 3. This assumption ensured that all species had the same maximum growth 
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when local conditions are optima and competition is negligible (see below). 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑗𝑡 represents local 

abiotic conditions, 𝜇𝑖 is species environmental optimum, and 𝜎 is species environmental tolerance 

(niche breadth). By manipulating the values of  𝜎, we could model metacommunities wherein 

species were more (lower values of  𝜎)  or less (higher values of  𝜎)  sensitive to spatial and 

temporal environmental variation.  Here we ran different simulation scenarios where all species 

had either a narrower (𝜎 = 1), intermediate (𝜎 = 3) or broader  (𝜎 = 5) niche breadths. 

Contrasting simulation outcomes across levels of niche breadth allowed us to understand how the 

degree of environmental specialization of species pools influenced the mechanisms underpinning 

community keystoneness (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3). 

The term on the right of eq SI 5.3 models the effects of density-dependent competition at 

the intraspecific and interspecific levels on population dynamics. 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎  represents the per capita 

effects of species i on itself whereas 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the per capita effect of all other species on the local 

performance of i. Here we assumed that a stabilizing structure of competition dynamics by 

assuming that 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 >  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟. Assuming a stabilizing competition is relevant because it facilitates 

stable local coexistence by allowing locally rare species to keep positive population growth when 

the populations of dominant competitors are in equilibrium at higher abundances (the so called 

invasion criterium for coexistence (HilleRisLambers et al. 2012; Shoemaker and Melbourne 2016). 

𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 and  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 were fixed at 1/200, and 1/400 across all species to allow species to coexist at 

relative high abundances provided that local habitat conditions were suitable. Previous tests (not 

shown) indicated that assuming different values for the inequality  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎<  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 did not change 

coexistence patterns but changed the equilibrium abundances of locally coexisting species. We 

acknowledge that other types of competitive structure are observed in nature ( equalizing:  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 

=  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ; destabilizing  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎  <  𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟), but understanding their effects on estimates of 

community keystoneness goes beyond the scope of the present study.    

We incorporated the influence of ecological drift on local birth and survival by drawing 

the final local abundance of species i from a Poisson distribution (eq. SI 5.2) whose mean is given 

by the deterministic influence of abiotic density-dependent and biotic density-independent 

selection on population dynamics (as in Thompson et al. 2020). 

Individuals able to persist in the local community after within-patch selection and drift at 

time t could then disperse. The total number of emigrants of species i leaving site j in time t (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) 

is given by binomial trials whose size is equal to the outcomes of within-patch dynamics (first term 

of eq. SI 5.2) and whose probability of success were given by the  parameter  θ.  θ represent a 

species dispersal rate (i.e., propensity to emigrate). By manipulating the values of θ we could 

simulate species more (higher levels of θ) less (lower levels of θ) propense to leave their natal 

patch.  Here we ran different simulation scenarios where all species had either a lower (θ = .1), 

Intermediate (θ = .2) or higher (θ = .3) propensity to emigrate. By doing so, we could understand 

how dispersal rates influenced the association between estimates of keystoneness and patch 

attributes (Figure 5.2). It also allowed us to understand how the ability of the proposed estimate 
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for community keystoneness to correctly identify keystones and burden communities changes 

across levels of dispersal (Figure 5.3).   

The total number of immigrants of species i arriving at site j in time t (𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑡) is determined 

by randomly sampling spatial emigrants from neighboring patches (𝐸𝑖,𝑘,𝑡) with weights 

(probabilities) that are equal to their connectivity level with j (i.e., equal to either 0 or 1). 

We replicated (50 times) this simulation setup across combinations of the three levels of 

species` niche breadth and dispersal rates, yielding a total of 9 simulation scenarios and 450 

simulation iterations. In each simulation iteration, population dynamics of the 100 initial species 

in the regional pool were carried across all 30 patches over 1000-time steps plus 300 time steps 

after the removal of focal patches (or groups of patches) during removal experiments. We seeded 

each patch in the first time step (t1) with species local (patch level) populations randomly drawn 

from a Poisson distribution with λ = 0.5. Then from t2-t100, populations randomly drawn from a 

Poisson distribution with λ = 0.1. This allowed the chance for establishment and population growth 

for all species, provided that local abiotic and biotic conditions were suitable. In addition, the 

random placement of species populations across patches allowed those with similar habitat 

conditions to develop communities with dissimilar compositions due to random dispersal and 

priority effects (Thompson et al. 2020).  
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5.6.5 Removal experiments: Extended results  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure SI. 5.V: Results of simulated removal experiments. Impact of community removal on temporal 

changes in the internal structure of metacommunities (total Δ Spatial β) caused by losses (through 

extinctions) and gains (through colonization) in species local occurrences. Communities are sorted into 

deciles of keystoneness (i.e., Q1 = 3 communities with the lowest levels of keystoneness, Q10 = 3 

communities with the highest keystoneness). Losses and gains on local species abundances over time sum 

up to total Δ Spatial β. Points represent average effect sizes (n=50) across simulation replicates per 

combination of levels of niche breadths and dispersal rates in the simulated regional pool. Whiskers 

represent 95% confidence intervals. Dashed line marks Δ Spatial β = 0 
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Figure SI. 5.VI: Results of simulated removal experiments. Impact of community removal on temporal 

changes in the internal structure of metacommunities (total Δ Spatial β) caused by losses and gains in 

species local abundances. Communities are ranked based on their level of keystoneness. Losses and gains 

on local species abundances over time sum up to total Δ Spatial β. Points represent average effect sizes 

(n=50) across simulation replicates per combination of levels of niche breadths and dispersal rates in the 

simulated regional pool. Dashed line marks Δ Spatial β = 0 
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Chapter 6 : Concluding remarks, assumptions, and future directions 

 

"Theory and fact are equally strong and utterly interdependent; one 

has no meaning without the other. We need theory to organize and 

interpret facts, even to know what we can or might observe. And we 

need facts to validate theories and give them substance." (Gould, 

1998, p. 155) 

 

In this thesis, we set out to demonstrate that acknowledging the influence of species pools-

mediated top-down and landscape-mediated bottom-up controls over community assembly helps 

us to better understand the ecological causes driving spatiotemporal context-dependence on 

community dynamics. Given that the scientific value of any conceptual model lies in its ability to 

generate robust predictions about the functioning and dynamics of natural systems (Houlahan et 

al. 2016), I employed process-based metacommunity simulation models to derive predictions 

regarding how the interplay between top-down and bottom-up controls governs: (i) Spatiotemporal 

shifts in community composition  (Chapters 2 and 5); (ii) The prevailing life-history strategies in 

metacommunities (Chapters 3 and 4); (iii) The relative importance of assembly mechanisms across 

space and time (Chapter 2) and throughout large-scale ecological gradients (Chapter 3), and; (iv) 

The trajectories of metacommunities (towards differentiation or homogenization) when faced with 

natural or anthropogenic stressors (Chapter 5). Subsequently, by assessing the similarities between 

the predictions derived from our simulation models and patterns observed in empirical data, I could 

provide empirical validation that conceptual frameworks considering bottom-up and top-down 

controls on community assembly can enhance our comprehension of community dynamics.   

I deliberately focused on a reduced number of landscape features and species pool 

attributes to investigate the interactive effects of bottom-up and top-down controls on community 

assembly. While this simplification can enhance understanding, we acknowledge that overly 

simplified frameworks can be stripped away from the ecological phenomena they are meant to 

represent and foster comprehension (Bergelson et al. 2021). Future research should build upon the 

frameworks presented in this thesis, exploring how aspects of landscapes and species pools other 

than the ones investigated here can control the assembly of ecological communities. For example, 

recent findings indicate that the spatial frequency of habitat conditions in a landscape affects the 

coexistence and prevalence of ecological specialists versus generalists (Fournier et al. 2020). 

Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, we considered landscape characteristics to be immutable over 

time (but see a slightly different approach in the simulated removal experiments described in 

Chapter 5). However, landscapes are constantly changing due to natural and anthropogenic 

disturbances. Such dynamic landscapes can also control the assembly process by inducing 

predictable shifts in metacommunity dynamics by altering species interaction rates, habitat patch 

sizes, and overall landscape connectivity (Fernandes et al. 2013; Li et al. 2023; Marco Palamara 

et al. 2023).   
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One of the primary goals of this thesis was to investigate the emergence of a feedback loop 

between bottom-up and top-down controls on community assembly. That is, we investigated how 

landscape attributes filter "Mainland Species pools" into "Metacommunity species pools" 

(Chapters 3 and Chapter 4) and how the composition of metacommunity pools determines the 

importance of different assembly mechanisms (Chapter 3). It was done by starting with a large 

diversity of fixed/non-mutable traits and allowing metacommunity dynamics (species-species and 

species-environment interactions) to select the most successful traits in the metacommunity. This 

modeling choice implies the assumption that ecological mechanisms operating at fine 

spatiotemporal scales can also scale up to drive patterns of trait distribution at regional scales.  

However, our modeling design is not the only way to investigate the feedback loop between 

top-down and bottom-up controls on community assembly. For instance, one could also investigate 

how differences in the genesis of species pools that colonize a given landscape would lead to 

different metacommunity patterns (e.g., Thompson et al. 2020). This approach consists of 

generating species pools with distinct trait distributions (i.e., all species with the same trait values, 

but these trait values changed across simulation scenarios) and allowing them to colonize the same 

landscape to investigate the resulting metacommunity patterns. This framework is aligned with the 

assumption that idiosyncratic differences in the broad-scale evolutionary and historical 

mechanisms that generated species pools are the primary driver of variation in metacommunity 

patterns (Taylor et al. 1990; Lessard et al. 2012).  

Similarly, one can investigate the feedback loops between both types of control on 

community assembly by investigating how landscape features influence trait evolution  (either by 

a mutation-selection process or local adaptation) and how newly evolved trait states compete with 

already established ones to dominate metacommunities (Goodnight 2011; Leibold et al. 2019). 

This approach would be aligned with the assumption that landscape characteristics determine the 

"evolutionary stable communities" in metacommunities (sensu Edwards et al. 2018), i.e., 

communities that emerge in a given landscape that  cannot be displaced by novel or initially rare 

alternative species.  

In this thesis, we enhance the heuristic value of community assembly theory by proposing 

a reduced number of general (high-level) ecological conditions (here, landscapes and species 

pools) that modulate the relative importance of different fundamental assembly processes (i.e., 

selection, dispersal, and drift). However, what remains underexplored is how each fundamental 

assembly process (e.g., selection) influences, or is influenced by, the effects of the other processes 

on community assembly (e.g., drift and dispersal). For instance, a growing body of literature 

suggests that dispersal, one of the three fundamental processes in the community assembly theory, 

mediates the relative importance of drift and selection in community assembly (Ron et al. 2018). 

This is because dispersal can ultimately modulate the size of local populations and communities 

by mixing individuals of different communities in a large metacommunity. When dispersal results 

in reduced community sizes (e.g., emigration higher than immigration), the importance of 

ecological drift in community assembly increases because a few "negative" stochasticity events 
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(e.g., disease outbreaks or a particularly unsuccessful reproductive season) can have a large impact 

on populations' sizes, leading to significant shifts in community composition (Orrock and Watling 

2010). In contrast, if dispersal increases the size of populations, the law of large numbers comes 

into play, providing a buffer against drastic composition changes due to random demographic 

events (Siqueira et al. 2020). In this thesis, we extend the understanding of the non-independence 

of dispersal and other high-level assembly processes by showing how the influence of landscape 

and species pool characteristics on ecological selection (i.e., the outcome and of species-species 

and species-environment interactions) determine the dispersal strategies of species in 

metacommunities (Chapter 4). However, there is a pressing need for further research to 

accommodate the mutual interference of high-level processes within the foundational framework 

of community assembly theory. 

In conclusion, this thesis explores the interplay between species pool-mediated top-down 

and landscape-mediated bottom-up controls in shaping community assembly. While our 

conceptual frameworks and simulation models provided significant insights, they are mere 

simplifications of the functioning of natural systems. These simplified frameworks highlight the 

need for future research to delve deeper into the nuances not investigated here. Notably, the 

dynamic nature of landscapes and the intricate interdependence between assembly processes, such 

as dispersal, drift, and selection, warrant further exploration. Nevertheless, this thesis emphasizes 

the importance of integrative frameworks that assume the existence of bottom-up and top-down 

controls over community dynamics to investigate the dynamics of ecological communities and 

pave the way for further studies to refine our understanding about the context-dependent nature of 

community assembly. Beyond its theoretical significance, this knowledge is crucial for predicting 

how the impact of human activities on landscapes and species pools can alter the structure, 

dynamics, and natural regulation of ecological communities. 
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